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Preface

This Design Code has been prepared by Terence O’Rourke Ltd (in conjunction with WSP) on 

behalf of Countryside Properties (Bicester) Ltd, the lead developer.

It is a manual for the design of Kingsmere. It sets out the key issues to be addressed by 

designers and describes the types of places that must be created. The Design Code does 

not have all the answers, nor are there boxes to tick that will guarantee good design. With this 

document good designers will produce a high quality environment.

The design guidelines outlined within this Code comply with the vision and development 

principles set out in the Statement of Development Principles document endorsed by Cherwell 

District Council in March 2006, and the Amended Design & Access Statement, Transport 

Statement and Planning Supporting Statement submitted in November 2006 with the outline 

planning application (Ref 06/00967/OUT).

This Code should be read in conjunction with:

 •     The Sustainable Drainage System (SUDS) Technical Report and associated surface water 
drainage strategy plans, prepared by WSP.

 •     Requirements of Section 106 and other submissions made pursuant to conditions.

 

This Design Code is based upon Policy H13 and other associated policies contained within the 

unadopted Cherwell Local Plan. 

 
The lead developer will implement the following:
 •      Strategic infrastructure.
 •      Primary streets.
 •      Strategic foul and surface water drainage.
 •  Structural landscaping.
 •      Informal public open space (excluding LAPs not within open space or structured planting).
 •      Greenways and landscaping works to retained public rights of way.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

This Code is designed to assist in the delivery of a mixed-use master plan at 
Kingsmere. The scheme approved in outline comprises 1,585 new homes, a 
primary school and education campus, a mixed-use local centre, commercial /
employment development, healthcare development and public open space. 
 

1.0 IntroductIon

1.1 The need for a Design Code

1.2 Why Code?

1.3 Purpose & status of the Code

1.4 Who should use the Code

1.5 Content & coding

1.6 Code requirements

1.7 Character areas

1.8 Explaining the block pattern

3
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1.1   the need for a 
desIgn code

In January 2007, Cherwell 
District Council recommended 
that the proposed scheme 
be granted outline planning 
permission (Ref 06/00967/
OUT). The decision notice 
was issued in June 2008 with 
conditions attached requiring 
the submission and approval 
of further information regarding 
various matters, including 
design. The conditions state 
that a Design Code is required 
to guide the development and 
the consideration of Reserved 
Matters applications for the 
development of the site.  
(The full condition is reproduced 
in Appendix 4).

The primary purpose of the 
Code is for the local authority 
to determine Reserved Matters 
applications. This Code 
also performs an important 
function for the lead developer, 
Countryside Properties (Bicester) 
Ltd, in that it describes and 
illustrates the structure and 
quality of the development in 
its totality. The Code will ensure 
that a consistently high standard 
of development is delivered 
irrespective of the identity of  
the developer.

The document also has the 
function of explaining the 
outcome of discussions held 
with stakeholders and statutory 
consultees, such as Cherwell 
District Council, Oxfordshire 
County Council and the 
Environment Agency. A series of 
consultation events has informed 
the production of the Code 
including stakeholder workshops 
and public exhibitions.

Stakeholder workshops were 
held in June 2007 and January 
2008. The latter involved a 
road test of the Code where 
hypothetical schemes for a part 
of the site were assessed using 
an early iteration of the Code.

1.2 Why code?

The practical transfer of a 
strategic vision from an outline 
application proposal to the 
detailed design stages on a 
development of any significant 
size requires a commitment 
to clarity and a degree of 
prescription on certain design-
related matters. 

Codes are not the sole means 
of delivering high quality 
environments but they are 
important in linking together 
the strategic planning and 
implementation stages.

Given the scale and nature 
of Kingsmere, which will be 
delivered over several years, 
there will be many individuals 
and agencies involved in 
implementing the development 
proposals. Whilst many 
stakeholders may change 
during the period of delivery, it 
is essential that the established 
high standards of design quality 
are consistently implemented.

To achieve this, it is important 
that the Code achieves a balance 
between the level of prescription 
required to provide a clear, 
concise and easy-to-understand 
set of rules and the need for 
flexibility to enable the proposed 
development to respond to 
changing local needs, market 
demands and sustainable design 
requirements over the period. 

1.3  PurPose & status  
of the code

This document aims to provide 
a degree of certainty and 
consistency for those preparing 
or commenting upon proposals 
for Kingsmere by providing 
detailed design requirements on 
the key design factors relevant to 
the delivery of the master plan.

The master plan and the 
Code have been developed 
in consultation with Cherwell 
District Council and other key 
statutory and non-statutory 
stakeholders (including the 
Environment Agency and the 
general public). The Code 
has also been developed in 
compliance with policy guidance 
and regulations (as identified 
within the Outline Application 
Planning Statement, November 
2006), the emerging Local 
Development Framework 
(LDF), and other strategies and 
initiatives relevant to achieving 
sustainable growth.

Once approved, Cherwell District 
Council will use this Code as 
a material consideration when 
determining Reserved Matters 
within Kingsmere.

As such it is expected that 
this Code should be used as 
the starting point for dialogue 
between developers and their 
designers, Cherwell District 
Council, Oxford County 
Council and other statutory key 
stakeholders when developing 
proposals for Kingsmere.

Where the Code identifies 
mandatory requirements, 
developers must comply with 
these. Where other guidance 
is given developers should 
use these to help shape their 
proposals and innovatively 
interpret them. Variation or 
amendment to the Code will only 
be possible in agreement with 
Countryside Properties (Bicester) 
Ltd and the District Council.

1.4  Who should use  
the code?

The Code will be used by:

•  Cherwell District Council 
and Oxfordshire County 
Council members, policy 
and development control 
officers, officers from other 
departments, agencies 
and organisations and their 
consultants, involved in 
determining proposals.

•  Landowners, developers and 
their consultants and others 
involved in bringing forward 
development proposals.

•  Local residents who wish to 
gain a better understanding 
of the rationale behind the 
scheme and understand future 
development proposals.

When applied by a good 
designer, the Code will provide 
all the elements required to 
produce a good result. Good 
use of the Code will assist the 
local authority in avoiding poor 
design – it should not be used 
as a checklist, but as a guide 
to creating a new place at 
Kingsmere. 

A summary user’s guide to the 
Code is provided in Appendix 2.

A glossary explaining the 
meaning of technical terms is 
provided in Appendix 5.

  cautIon!

  None of the plans within  
the Code should be scaled, 
nor should dimensions be 
taken from them, except 
where dimensions are 
specifically given. A separate 
series of proposals plans 
(outside of the Code) exist 
which are to scale and 
can be used to provide 
dimensions and sizes.

figure 1.1 Site location plan. The red line shows the outline planning permission boundary.

1.5  content & codIng

This document has a linear 
structure moving from analysis 
of local context and character, 
through three chapters of coding 
and guidance before considering 
implementation.

Chapters 3 and 4 are key 
in identifying coding at both 
strategic and character area 
levels.  

To ensure the Code is easy 
to understand, the design 
guidelines and coding have been 
grouped into a logical structure 
addressing key chapters: 
Strategic Design Code; 
Character Area Codes and 
Sustainable Development.
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figure 1.1 Site location plan. The red line shows the outline planning permission boundary.

1.5  content & codInG

This document has a linear 
structure moving from analysis 
of local context and character, 
through three chapters of coding 
and guidance before considering 
implementation.

Chapters 3 and 4 are key 
in identifying coding at both 
strategic and character area 
levels.  

To ensure the Code is easy 
to understand, the design 
guidelines and coding have been 
grouped into a logical structure 
addressing key chapters: 
Strategic Design Code; 
Character Area Codes and 
Sustainable Development.

This document is divided into 
seven chapters:

•   chapter 1 
 Introduction: 

  Explains the nature, purpose 
and planning context to the 
document.

•   chapter 2  
context and character: 

  Summarises the local context 
for the scheme as well as the 
characteristics and constraints 
which have influenced the 
master plan and Design Code.

•  chapter 6  
delivery & review: 

  Explains how the development 
will be implemented and 
the review process for the 
duration of the Design Code.

•   appendices 
1:  Landscape Infrastructure

 2: User’s guide to the Code
 3:  Consultees and  

contact details
 4: Town Planning Conditions
 5: Glossary

•   chapter 3  
Strategic design code: 

  Gives comprehensive design 
guidelines and coding for the 
master plan area, building 
upon the proposals outlined in 
earlier documents. 

•   chapter 4  
character area codes: 

  Outlines the coding elements 
used to define each of the 
seven character areas. 

•   chapter 5  
Sustainable development:

  Explains the key features and 
design techniques included 
to achieve the agreed 
sustainability standard.
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1.6 code requIreMentS

The Code specifies  mandatory
design features which must be 
provided by developers.

These may include street 
dimensions, building or public 
realm materials or building types.  

 
         Where a page or 

image includes a 
mandatory feature 
this symbol is used. 

  where text IS   
Mandatory It IS  
highlighted In red.

m

The development area has been sub-divided into seven 
mandatory character zones. The primary residential area 
comprises four areas, each with its own distinct set of landscape 
and townscape qualities. The three non-residential areas have 
their own use-specific design requirements.

1.7 character areaS

figure 1.2 Character areas.

3 
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1  
whitelands

4 
urban
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5 
education
campus
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employment
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7 
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client / project

drawing title

scale drawn by

date checked by

drawing no. revision no.

status

Town planning • Urban design • Environmental consultancy 
Landscape architecture • Architecture • Graphic design

Everdene House  Deansleigh Road  Bournemouth  BH7 7DU 
Telephone 01202 421142  Facsimile 01202 430055  
Email maildesk@torplc.com

© Terence O’Rourke

RSJan 08

Block Structure Plan - Mega

Countryside / South West Bicester

revisions

1806.01/DC/BSP-MG

DRAFT

SWDNTS

Application boundary

Blocks - mandatory

Primary school reserve site

C

A 01.02.08 adjusted blocks SWD
B 08.04.08 adjusted blocks SWD
C 09.05.08 adjusted block layout SWD

figure 1.3 The development area is 
sub-divided by a number of mandatory 
infrastructure routes and connections 
that form a set of so-called MEGA-
blocks. These relate to primary and 
secondary streets, greenways, rights of 
way, public open spaces and foul water 
drainage routes.

figure 1.4 In order to create a 
permeable place these will be further 
sub-divided forming a set of smaller 
MINI-blocks. An indicative layout is 
shown left. Where this layout is used in 
the Code it is illustrative only.

client / project

drawing title

scale drawn by

date checked by

drawing no. revision no.

status

Town planning • Urban design • Environmental consultancy 
Landscape architecture • Architecture • Graphic design

Everdene House  Deansleigh Road  Bournemouth  BH7 7DU 
Telephone 01202 421142  Facsimile 01202 430055  
Email maildesk@torplc.com

© Terence O’Rourke

RSApril 08

Block Structure Plan - Mini Blocks

Countryside / South West Bicester

revisions

1806.01/DC/BSP-MB

DRAFT

SWDNTS

Application boundary

Mega-blocks - mandatory

Mini-blocks - illustrative

Primary school reserve site

C

A 01.02.08 adjusted blocks SWD
B 08.04.08 adjusted blocks SWD
C 09.05.08 adjusted blocks SWD

1.8 exPlaInInG the block Pattern m
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2.2 bIceSter today

Bicester is an attractive market 
town, with a lively mixed-use 
centre, located in the heart 
of Oxfordshire, close to the 
M40 motorway around the 
midpoint between London and 
Birmingham. 

healthcare

Bicester Community Hospital 
is located on the southern side 
of the town and the operating 
Primary Healthcare Trust is 
currently proposing to modernise 
and enhance the services 
available. Five surgeries, seven 
dentists, three opticians and  
four pharmacies are also located 
in Bicester. 

As part of Kingsmere, a new 
healthcare campus is proposed, 
potentially comprising a number 
of different health uses.

employment & retail

The town has a series of small 
local neighbourhood centres that 
are evenly distributed across 
the town. The town centre has 
a variety of national high street 
stores, while Bicester Village 
outlet centre is a major draw, 
attracting visitors from far afield.

There are three major 
employment areas in the town, 
with the largest to the east, a 
smaller area close to Bicester 
town railway station and the 
other to the south of the town 
adjacent to Oxford Road.

Bicester has two hotels with a 
further four in the surrounding 
area. There are a range of leisure 
activities in Bicester and Cherwell 
District from leisure centres to 
museums. There is, however, 
considered to be a shortfall in 
formal outdoor sports provision 
in Bicester itself, an issue 
addressed at Kingsmere.

education

There are currently nine primary 
schools and two secondary 
schools in Bicester. Kingsmere 
includes provision of an 
additional primary school to 
meet demand created by the 
development as well as an 
additional Education Campus  
to cover future demand.

housing

Housing forms the largest 
land use in Bicester. The inner 
urban area, around the town 
centre, dating up to the mid-
twentieth century is generally 
well connected, with a mix of 
architectural styles creating a rich 
urban fabric. Later housing, from 
the second half of the twentieth 
century is less successful, often 
poorly connected and inward 
looking, although pockets of 
more recent housing on the 
edges of Bicester have created a 
higher quality townscape.  

open spaces

A number of public and private 
open spaces contribute to 
the character of Bicester, and 
the facilities available within it. 
There are plentiful parklands 
and informal spaces, with Pingle 
Recreation Ground close to the 
site on Oxford Road. 

A deficiency in formal recreation 
space has been identified, 
resulting in additional sports 
pitches in Kingsmere. Recreation 
facilities are available at 
Chesterton Golf and Country 
Club and the allotments and 
sports ground in Chesterton.  
The mature tree cover of Bignell 
Park, west of the town, provides 
a backdrop to the site, although 
the park itself has no public 
access. 

All photos of Bicester.
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figure 2.3 Principal services and facilities in Bicester.

2.2  continued: 
Bicester today
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access & movement

The A41 Oxford Road is the main 
route into and through Bicester, 
and has links to the A34 south, 
providing easy access to 
Kidlington and Oxford. Routes to 
the wider region can be accessed 
via the M40 with junction 9 two 
miles from the site. The A41 east 
provides links to Aylesbury and 
the A4421 provides a link north 
to Tingewick bypass.

Within Bicester there is a divide 
between the older and newer 
parts of the town. The older 
inner areas of the town have 
a series of well-connected 
streets providing a variety of 
movement choices. The newer 
outer areas are dominated by 
cul-de-sac developments with 
poor connections and limited 
movement choices. 

Two public rights of way cross 
the site providing pedestrian links 
between Chesterton and Bicester. 
A number of footpaths radiate 
from the centre of Bicester, 
although several terminate where 
built development ends.

Bicester today comprises walkable streets (Church Street – top), important local roads 
(Middleton Stoney Road – centre) and strategic main highways (A41 – bottom).

Important 
footpath 
links through 
green space

Restricted
routes:
• Piggy Lane
• Retail village

Chesterton

A4
1 

O
xf

or
d 

Ro
ad

Middleton Stoney Road

B
an

bu
ry

 R
oa

d

Bicester Road

B
uc

ki
ng

ha
m

 R
oa

d

A4
09

5

A4421

London Road A41

Pingle Dr

town
centre

4

figure 2.4 Strategic connections within and around Bicester.
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2.3 the SIte

landscape setting and 
ecology

The site primarily consists of 
arable fields, divided by native 
hedgerows. The site falls gently 
from 82m AOD in the north-west 
to 65m AOD in the south-east. 
The southern section of the 
site falls more noticeably down 
to Gagle Brook. Following the 
profile of the brook, a shoulder  
of land prevents views across  
the site from the valley bottom. 
The north-western part of the site 
is particularly open, the absence 
of vegetation allowing expansive 
views across the farmland.

The setting of Chesterton and its 
conservation area has been an 
important consideration in the 
design of the proposals. Much of 
the conservation area is inward 
looking and its setting to the 
north is primarily defined 
by the woodland north of 

Chesterton Lodge and along 
Gagle Brook. However, the 
conservation area has recently 
been extended to the north-west 
where intervisibility between the 
site and Chesterton is greater 
and more open. The landscape 
setting to the village is influenced 
by a combination of topography, 
built form and vegetation. 

Between the perimeter road and 
the rest of the site, Whitelands 
Farm is a prominent and positive 
landmark in the landscape. 
The setting of the farmhouse is 
important, in particular in views 
from the south and east where 
there is a fine vista to the front of 
the farmhouse. The combination 
of the view to the farmhouse, 
a localised valley and the 
hedgerow patterns make  
the fields immediately east of  
the farmhouse more intimate  
and attractive. 

The southern edge of the site is 
also enclosed in character, with 
pleasant views of Gagle Brook.
For the most part, hedgerows 
are of poor quality, containing a 
limited number of species and 
often including large sections 
of dead elm. The combined 
effect of the hedgerows and the 
four copses is to defuse views 
across the site and the network 
of hedgerows, trees and copses 
positively contribute to the 
landscape character of the site. 
The most significant copse is 
Foxey Leys Copse.

The majority of the site is used 
for arable farming and as a 
consequence its ecological 
interest is limited. Pingle Brook  
to the north is a positive 
landscape feature and of 
ecological interest and has 
potential to be a significant  
asset for the new quarter. 

archaeology

The site has been subject to 
several archaeological surveys 
with eight archaeological sites 
/ findspots within the site 
boundary. Of most interest are 
the remnants of Bronze Age ring 
barrow monuments that are in 
an excellent state of preservation 
and considered to be of national  
importance. The primary school  
playing fields have been 
positioned to overlie these 
monuments offering a 50m buffer 
zone where no infrastructure or 
building works will occur. 

figure 2.5 Principal green space in and around Bicester.
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The following is a brief summary 
of key opportunities and 
constraints / issues, which will 
influence design proposals 
for the site. A more detailed 
appraisal of the site and its wider 
context can be found within 
the Amended Design & Access 
Statement (November 2006).

 The south and west boundaries 
overlook countryside beyond 
which lie Bignell Park and 
Chesterton. The northern and 
eastern boundaries are both 
flanked by important roads. 
Oxford Road on the north-
eastern boundary is a busy, 
active route leading to the centre 
of Bicester.

Figure 2.6 on page 16 illustrates 
key site features.

oPPortunItIeS:

•  The site occupies a 
strategically important position 
close to Bicester town centre, 
the A41 and Bicester Village 
Retail Outlet Centre at a key 
gateway to the town. 

•  Its location makes it ideal for 
an urban extension naturally 
integrated with the existing 
urban core where it can inject 
new life into the town centre 
and enhance Bicester in terms 
of its economic vitality and 
desirability as a place to live.

•  The site has good linkages 
to the A41, the Middleton 
Stoney Road and a network 
of pedestrian rights of way 
connecting to the heart of 
Bicester town centre.

•  The site’s location also offers 
the potential to improve 
connections to Chesterton,  
the Bicester Village Retail 
Outlet Centre and to local 
public transport services.

•  Bicester has an established, 
attractive historic core with a 
strong character and historic 
features that can be drawn 
upon in the design of the 
proposed new development.

•  The gently undulating site 
benefits from its attractive 
landscape setting.

conStraIntS:

•    The setting to Chesterton, its 
conservation area and listed 
buildings has been an 
important consideration in the 
design proposal. The impact 
on the village’s setting is 
limited by a buffer area 
combining topography,  
vegetation, open space and 
existing agricultural land.

•  Whitelands Farmhouse is 
prominent and a positive 
landmarks. The most attractive 
aspect of the farmhouse has 
been protected in views from 
the south and east where fine 
vistas can be found. 

•   The subtle variation in the 
topography of the site helps 
to provide subtle changes in 
the character and should be 
acknowledged in the layout  
of the development.

•  Two public rights of way cross 
the site from east to west. 
These have been embraced 
within the design proposals.

•  Two Bronze Age ring barrows, 
located within the primary 
school, require 50m buffer 
zones. 

•  Hedgerows and the four 
copses have been retained 
in the layout and should be 
viewed as positive features in 
the development.

•  Pingle Brook and Whitelands 
Farm ditch are positive 
landscape features and should 
be protected and enhanced.

•  The small area of predicted 
flood plain risk on Pingle Brook 
is eliminated by the proposed 
works. 
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figure 2.6 Constraints and opportunities.
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2.4 character

To help inform the Code, an 
extensive character study of 
Bicester, Chesterton and certain 
outlying villages was undertaken. 
The location of the settlements 
visited is shown on Figure 2.7. 
As part of these studies, key 
aspects of the urban framework 
and landscape structure were 
analysed. This Code has drawn 
upon the findings in this section.

bicester

Bicester’s development has 
mainly been focused along 
the principal historic routes, 
which join at the town’s market 
square. Along these main 
routes, the urban form has 
primarily consisted of terraced 
buildings, rich in detail and 
using a wide range of materials 
including render, brick and 
stone. The continuity of building 
form creates a strong sense 
of enclosure along these main 
routes.

Bicester has a network of 
secondary routes radiating from 
the main routes. These develop 
into a complex and irregular 
pattern of narrow lanes, often 
fronted by semi-detached 
buildings, which lead out to 
green open spaces. 

Outside of the core central area 
are a series of suburbs with local 
centres that provide residents 
with a variety of services 
and facilities. The majority of 
these have been developed 
around culs-de-sac and are 
typical of late twentieth century 
development. These suburbs are 
contained by a perimeter road 
which successfully defines the 
rural edge for most of the town.

figure 2.7 Site location and context analysis areas.

A classic stone building in central Bicester.

Caulcott

Bletchingdon

Kirtlington

Chesterton

M40

Bicester
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Street pattern

The majority of Bicester has 
been developed in a series of 
suburban expansions through 
the last thirty years, most of 
which are dominated by  
roads rather than public realm.  
The perimeter road around the 
town is a prominent feature 
providing the boundary for 
development in the town but 
with little positive frontage. 

Left Highway dominated estates of the 
late 20th century form much of Bicester’s 
periphery. These are not environments 
that Kingsmere should replicate.

Above Robust perimeter blocks form 
much of Bicester’s central area as 
represented on this town centre sign.

2.4  continued: 
Character

CentrAL Core MAin ApproACheS

2.5 UrbAn hierArChy
 

This section considers the hierarchy of urban form. It draws on the analysis of Bicester’s historic core and the immediate surrounding routes, 
and elements of surrounding villages particularly in respect to urban edges. A hierarchy of urban form can be found that broadly fits into the 
linear model below.
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open space

Open space in Bicester is 
illustrated in Figure 2.5, page 14. 
Pingle recreation ground to the 
north of the site is important to 
the setting of Bicester, with views 
of the church being a feature.

Garth Park, open space near 
Bure Place and Bicester Fields 
all provide well used, pleasant, 
informal green space. The park 
proposed as part of Kingsmere, 
along Pingle Brook, will provide 
an important continuation of the 
open space network retained 
along the water course.
 

Squares and pedestrian 
streets

The market square at the centre 
of the town is a very prominent 
feature of Bicester and provides 
a good example to follow.  
The square is split in two by a 
central block measuring some 
40m by 50m at the widest point, 
narrowing at the western end. 
The main shopping street, Sheep 
Street, has been pedestrianised 
and is the focus of retail activity 
in the town. Pedestrianised 
streets depend on very high 
pedestrian flows, which will not 
be found in Kingsmere. However 
the width and taller buildings in 
this street may be comparable to 
a primary street in Kingsmere.

Market Square

Sheep Street

LeSSer roUteS And AvenUeS UrbAn edge And viLLAgeS
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key attributes

•  Located at the convergence of 
key routes.

•  Lively mixed use core located 
around the large market 
square that provides the focus 
for activities.

•  Mix of architectural styles, 
mass and scale of buildings 
providing visual richness.

•  Range of materials can be 
found but render is most 
prominent.

Summary

The commercial Central Core 
is the focus of Bicester and lies 
on the convergence of several 
key roads. The main square 
is flanked by predominantly 
cream and stone coloured,  
rendered, three storey buildings 
sited on the back edge of 
footways creating a strong 
sense of enclosure. The range 
of architectural styles provide 
a varying roofscape, whilst the 
dominant large plot widths 
result in a level of consistency 
with the occasional oddity. 
A concentration of landmark 
buildings and well-defined 
corners within the Central Core 
aids legibility, often terminating 
vistas. The market square 
includes surface car parking 
which has come to dominate the 
space. Greenery is limited within 
the Central Core but where it is 
used it softens the built form.

central core

The varying roofscape created 
by changes in building height, 
roof pitch and style and the 
occasional gable end adds to 
visual interest. Broad plots, 
developed as tall three storey 
terraced buildings result in a 
significant sense of enclosure 
and some grandeur, reinforcing 
the market square’s importance 
as the focus of the town.

The most common material 
used in the Central Core is 
normally white, cream or stone 
coloured render. Cherwell 
District Council produced a 
document in 1996 that dealt 
with colour and material (see 
reference on page 73). This 
consistency creates uniformity 
unique in comparison with other 
parts of Bicester. This feature 
will be found in the design of 
the central public space within 
Kingsmere.

2.5  continued: 
Urban hierarchy
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Townscape features that help define 
the Central Core and aid legibility in 
Bicester town centre.

Photos 1 to 6 Bicester Market Square

deSIGn code 
recoMMendatIonS:

•  Large open space at the 
convergence of key routes

•  Mixed use

•  Three storey buildings 
predominantly

•  Generally wide plot widths

•  Mix of architectural styles

•  Landmark buildings and 
defined corners 

•  Vistas in and out of central 
space

•  Large window proportions

•  Cream and stone coloured 
render interspersed with brick 
and stone

•  Prevent surface car parking 
from dominating open space

•  Use landscaping to soften 
building form

•  Use generally simple, flat 
fronted forms

•  Predominantly shallow pitched 
roofs falling to narrow eaves

•  Large windows (excluding 
shopfronts) with vertical 
emphasis, often shorter on  
top floors

Of most relevance to the Urban Village character area

Defined corner Vistas out of central spaceCentral Core varying roofscape

Stone coloured render3-storey and consistent plot widthLandmark buildings

1         2          3

4         5          6
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MaIn aPProacheS

key attributes

•  Large range in styles, building 
heights and materials.

•  Primarily terraced dwellings.

•  Strong continuity of frontage 
and sense of enclosure.

Summary

The large range of architectural 
styles, mixed building heights 
and variable plot widths result 
in the main approaches being 
the most varied and visually rich 
parts of Bicester. Within these 
variations some relationships are 
clear. Frequent tall ground floors 
generate a horizontal rhythm 
along the street. The repetition 
of narrow fronted units creates a 
strong vertical rhythm. Terraced 
and linked buildings create a 
strong continuity of frontage 
and sense of enclosure. This is 
broken by occasional informal 
green space, typically formed by 
the set back to a larger building. 
The richness of these routes is 
echoed in the variety of building 
materials used with render, red 
brick and stone all used in equal 
measure. 

As expected in such a 
central area, car parking is 
not specifically catered for. 
However, on street parking is 
supplemented with courtyard 
parking perhaps accessed 
through arches bridged at first 
floor retaining the continuity of 
frontage. Closer to the Central 
Core there are a number of 
mixed use buildings with 
residential use becoming more 
dominant further away. This mix 
adds another level of variation in 
the street.

The three building materials  
used in the Main Approaches  
add to visual richness.

2.5  continued: 
Urban hierarchy
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deSIGn code 
recoMMendatIonS:

•  Scope for non-residential 
uses, especially close to the 
Central Core 

•  Mix of two and three storey 
buildings

•  Predominately terraced 
buildings

•  Varying plot width

•  Strong vertical rhythms

•  Strong continuity of frontage

•  Significant sense of enclosure

•  Mix of three local materials  
(red brick, render, stone)

•  Use of informal and  
incidental green space

•  Courtyard and on-street 
parking

•  Generally simple flat fronted 
building forms

•  Mix of shallow pitched and 
steep pitched roofs, the 
latter sometimes with dormer 
windows

•  Mix of vertical and horizontal 
emphasis with windows of 
domestic scale

Photo 1 Causeway 
Photo 2 North Street 
Photo 3 Priory Road
Photos 4, 5 & 6 Church Street 

Of most relevance to the Urban Village character area

Occasional walls and railings Archways maintain frontage

High level of variation on Main Approaches Varied storey height and plot width

1         2          3

4         5          6

Strong continuity of frontage

Setback exposes gable
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leSSer routeS and aVenueS

key attributes

•  Mix of terrace, semi-detached 
and detached dwellings.

•  Roads narrow into lanes.

•  Predominantly two storey 
dwellings.

•  Brick and stone primary 
building materials.

•  Use of formal landscape 
elements to define private 
frontage ie. hedging / low walls 
/ railings.

•  Wide aspect properties / villas.  

•  Repetitive architectural 
detailing.

•  Parking at the rear on  
primary streets.

•  Wide front gardens.

•  Streets with avenues and 
landscape verges. 

•  Landscape is as prominent as 
architecture in the streetscape.

Summary

Regular building heights, plot 
widths and the use of brick and 
stone bring a level of consistency 
to the lesser routes. The sense 
of enclosure is maintained by 
the narrowing of the street width 
and dwellings often located on 
the back edge of the footpath. 
Landscaping breaks the built 
form and forms the edges of 
some streets. Dormer windows, 
subtle roofscape changes and 
well-proportioned buildings 
maintain visual interest. Existing 
parking is generally inadequately 
catered for, being primarily on-
street or rear court.

Avenues are landscape 
dominated with buildings 
and architecture organised to 
accentuate the public realm. 
Buildings are restrained and 
collected into sets or groups 
emphasising a communal rather 
than individual approach.

Red brick

A simpler palette of 
materials is common.

2.5  continued: 
Urban hierarchy
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deSIGn code 
recoMMendatIonS:

•  Residential use

•  Two storey buildings with small 
variations in height on lesser 
routes

•  Mix of terrace and semi-
detached dwellings

•  Buildings sited on back of 
footpaths

•  Use of avenues, whilst not a 
common feature in Bicester, 
does provide a strong sense of 
character and contrast

•  Red brick and stone 
predominantly

•  Use of soft landscaping

•  Discrete parking 

•  Generally simple and flat 
fronted forms

•  Mix of shallow pitched and 
steep pitched roofs

•  Mix of vertical and horizontal 
emphasis with windows of 
domestic scale

Regular building lines, building heights 
and plot widths give the lesser routes a 
level of unity, consistency and calm that 
contrasts with the Main Approaches.

Queens Avenue, with its formal street 
trees, grass verge and building set 
backs provides variation in character.

Of most relevance to the Avenue character area

Photo 1 Queens Avenue 
Photo 2 Church Lane
Photo 3 Kirtlington

Queens Avenue

Similar building types 2-storey and consistent plot width

1 

2            3          3
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VIllaGeS and  
urban edGeS 

key attributes

•  Semi detached and detached 
dwellings.

•  Lower density.

•  Dwellings frequently back 
onto open land or front a road 
adjoining open land.

•  A limited range of materials 
and a restricted palette of 
colours.

•  Parkland and recreation 
spaces form the transitional 
areas between the 
development edge and 
agricultural land and open 
countryside.

•  The limited range of building 
types, which is restricted 
to two and two and a half 
storeys, to create a strong 
sense of unity.

Summary

The lower density villages 
surrounding Bicester have a mix 
of terraced, semi-detached and 
detached residential dwellings. 
Predominantly built in grey / 
yellow stone, the two storey 
buildings create a sense of unity 
and an intimate scale. Breaks 
in built form maintain a rural feel 
allowing views to the countryside 
beyond, whilst the curved streets 
and punctuating buildings create 
short sight lines and a sense
of anticipation along the village 
street. Villages address the open 
countryside in two ways; the first 
uses the rear garden boundary 
to form the development edge, 
often using a hedgerow to 
provide a degree of privacy. 

The second uses a road to form 
the edge with dwellings situated 
on one side overlooking the open 
countryside.

Rear gardens backing onto 
public open space are not 
considered appropriate.

A range of development edges 
can be found in the villages. 
Quiet streets have buildings 
placed on the back of the 
highway, others on the back of 
the footpath and some dwellings 
are set back and generally 
have low stone walls or railings 
dividing the public and private 
space. The building material 
used is generally a pale grey 
limestone.   

Terrace placed on back of footpath Dwellings overlooking road onto open land

Pale grey limestone.

2.5  continued: 
Urban hierarchy
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deSIGn code 
recoMMendatIonS:

•  Lower density

•  Residential use

•  Two storey buildings

•  Mix of terraced semi-detached 
and detached buildings

•  Gaps in built form offering 
views to the open countryside

•  Curving street offering short 
sight lines

•  Sense of unity, informality and 
intimate scale

•  Use of pale grey stone in key 
frontages / locations

•  Dwellings overlook open 
countryside across a road

•  A mix of building forms, 
some with projecting bays or 
additions

•  Generally steep pitched roofs

•  Top floor accommodation 
often wholly or partly within 
roofspace

•  Mix of vertical, horizontal or 
square window openings

•  Limited materials palette

above Railings separate public and private space. above This part of Oxfordshire includes examples of country estates, large and small, 
whose landscapes can inspire the development of Kingsmere.

Of most relevance to the Whitelands and Avenue character areas

KirtlingtonBletchingdonKirtlington

KirtlingtonBletchingdonBletchingdon
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employment

Two hectares of employment land 
is approved, including a small-unit 
business park located close to 
the A41 gateway. The strategic 
location of the business park is 
fixed within the EIA master plan 
and therefore mandatory. Design 
coding for this area is contained 
within Chapter 4.

Other employment opportunities 
will be available within the Health 
Village and local centre.

hotel

A one-hectare site is reserved 
for a hotel and is part of the 
Employment Zone character 
area. It is important that this 
building contributes to the A41 
gateway by addressing the  
street with high quality 
architecture. Further coding 
information on this use is 
contained within Chapter 4.

healthcare

A health village complex, 
potentially comprising a number 
of different health uses, will be 
located in the north-east part 
of the site as shown in Figure 
3.1. Suitable uses might include 
a GP surgery and medical 
centre, a community hospital, 
a diagnostic clinic, a nursing 
home or residential care home, 
complementary medical services 
or extra care accommodation. 
Further coding information on 
this use is contained within 
Chapter 4.

top Local centre.   
below Landmark community building.

Primary school

education

A primary school site of 2.47 
hectares will be provided on the 
edge of the Urban Village 
character area, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. The site of the primary 
school has been agreed with 
Oxfordshire County Council and 
includes a protected 
archaeological site. The school  
is part of the Urban Village 
character area.

Approximately 1.31 hectares of 
land is reserved for a second 
primary school, if required, at the 
western edge of the development. 
This school would be part of the 
Avenue character area.

3.14 hectares of land is reserved 
for an Education Campus on 
the south-eastern edge of the 
development. The profile and 
nature of this school has yet 
to be determined and coding 
information that can be applied is 
therefore limited at this stage.

The Education Campus will share 
the sports pitches and pavilion 
on the formal open space 
around the southern gateway. 
Further coding information on 
this use is contained within the 
non-residential uses section: 
Education Campus character 
area.

local centre

A local centre is provided at the 
heart of the development where 
the three primary roads meet. 
The centre will include local 
convenience shops, designed 
to serve local catchments, and 
a community hall along with 
small scale commercial space. 
Residential uses will add to the 
mix and could be located above 
non-residential uses. A central  
public space will be hard 
landscaped and include parking 
and bus stops. 

The community space will be 
within a multi-functional landmark 
building, acting as a youth 
centre and a main community 
centre at the heart of the new 
development.

Land will be reserved for 
the other elements of the 
local centre, which will then 
be marketed subject to 
legal agreements between 
Countryside Properties (Bicester) 
Ltd, Cherwell District Council 
and developers. Further coding 
information on this part of the 
development is contained within 
the Urban Village character area.

formal sports

Over 17 hectares is given over 
to formal public sports pitches. 
Located at the southern gateway 
to the site, this will be managed 
by the local authorities and 
will provide for football, rugby, 
cricket, athletics and other 
sports. The facilities south of the 
Education Campus will be used 
by the school and include some 
floodlighting. 

No floodlighting is proposed in 
the formal recreation area west  
of the pavilion.
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3.2 InfraStructure

This section of the Design 
Code provides information on, 
and design guidance for the 
landscape infrastructure and 
public realm. The principal 
purpose of this section is 
to set out the overarching 
landscape strategy for the 
whole development and explain 
and illustrate the landscape 
infrastructure that will provide a 
framework for the development 
areas. The landscape 
infrastructure will be implemented 
by the lead developer.

In Chapter 4 of this document, 
landscape coding for each of the 
character areas is provided. 

This section also provides 
guidance on the protection of 
existing trees and hedgerows, 
new planting, children’s play 
spaces, biodiversity and 
wildlife, and the management, 
maintenance and phasing of the 
open space.

landScaPe StrateGy

The site, which extends over 
190 hectares, is currently a 
mixture of arable and pasture 
farmland. Although the site is 
influenced to varying degrees 
by urban elements such as the 
south western edge of Bicester 
and the A41 dual carriageway, 
it is currently extensively rural 
in character. A key aim of the 
landscape strategy is to retain 
the rural characteristics within  
the development.

The geology of the site has a 
marked influence on landform, 
drainage and landscape 
character. Running in a south 
west to north east alignment 
across the site is a band of 
underlying limestone cornbrash. 
To the east of this limestone belt 
is the Otmoor Basin comprising 
Oxford Clays overlain by alluvial 
deposits. 

Hedgerows line the majority 
of the site perimeter, which 
combine with surrounding 
woodland, hedgerows and 
copses to restrict the number 
of views in and out of the site. 
Within the site vegetation cover 
is more fragmented. Individual 
hedgerows within the site are 
mostly poor quality, with only a 
few in good health. However, 
when taken as a whole and 
in combination with the four 
copses, they provide an 
important landscape structure 
subdividing the site. 

Published documents that have 
informed the landscape strategy 
include:

•  Cherwell District Landscape 
Assessment, November 1995.

•  Oxfordshire Wildlife and 
Landscape Study (OWLS).

•  Cherwell Biodiversity Action 
Plan (BAP).

•  Recreation and Amenity Open 
Space Provision 2004.

The site lies within two landscape 
character areas: namely, the 
‘Wooded Estatelands’ and 
‘Clay Vale’ (refer to the OWLS 
assessment (owls@oxfordshire.
gov.uk). All landscape proposals 
should be cognitive of the 
landscape characteristics and 
objectives set out for these 
character areas. 

The landscape strategy has a 
series of overarching design 
objectives. These are to: 

•  Ensure that development is 
successfully integrated into 
the landscape, being both 
sensitive and responsive to 
landscape character and its 
setting.  

•  Provide a comprehensive 
network of green spaces 
linked by a non-vehicular 
movement network. 

•  Retain the alignment of the two 
existing public rights of way 
that currently cross the site. 

•  Protect and enhance the 
existing vegetation on site, 
including the hedgerows, 
copses and individual trees  
of value. 

•  Retain the existing 
watercourse and ditches as 
positive features within areas 
of open space.

•  Be responsive to, and 
make use of, variations in 
topography, in particular 
the intimate valley east of 
Whitelands Farm and forming 
the edge to Whitelands 
character area.  

•  Protect the setting of 
Chesterton including the 
conservation area and listed 
buildings.

The rural character of the site should be 
retained in areas of public open space.
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•  Aid legibility by creating vistas 
to and views of existing 
features such as Whitelands 
Farm and Bicester church. 

•  Retain the rural character of 
the site by using extensively 
native plant species. 

•  Create a landscape that 
maximises the potential for 
biodiversity and wildlife. 

•  Create a development that 
encourages healthy living.

•  Include planting and landscape 
features that contribute 
to sustainability and the 
achievement of Code for 
Sustainable Homes standards.

•  Ensure public areas are safe 
and attractive spaces, clearly 
distinct from private areas.

•  Ensure that a landscape 
management regime is 
established that will deliver 
a major new landscape and 
recreational asset for future 
generations.  

All Reserved Matters 
submissions should ensure these 
key objectives are achieved. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nature conservation and biodiversity is a central component of the landscape strategy.

Photo 1 Example of brook in public park: Fordingbridge 
Photo 2 Recreation ground with natural landscape edge: Kirtlington

1 

2 
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Woodland / Copse

Acer campestre Field Maple

Quercus robur English Oak

Salix fragilis Crack Willow

Fraxinous excelsior Common Ash

Corylus avellana Common Hazel

Ilex aquifolium Common Holly

Taxus baccata yew 

Hedgerows

Acer campestre Field Maple

Ulmus glabra Wych Elm

Crataegus monogyna Hawthorn

Sambucus nigra Elder

Cornus sanguinea Common Dogwood 

Corylus avellana Hazel

Euonymus europeans Spindle Tree 

Prunus spinosa Blackthorn

Rosa canine Dog Rose

Trees

Fraxinous excelsior Common Ash

Quercus robur English Oak

Quercus petraea Sessile Oak

Tilia cordata Small-leaves Lime 

Sorbus aria Whitebeam 

Sorbus aucuparia  
‘Sheerwater Seedling’

Mountain Ash

Alnus glutinosa Common Alder 

Prunus avium Wild Cherry

Carpinus betulus ‘Fastigata’ Hornbeam 

Hedging

Crataegus monogyna Common Hawthorn

Taxus baccata yew 

Shrubs

Corylus avellana Common Hazel

Cornus sanguinea Common Dogwood

Cornus alba Red Barked Dogwood

Cornus ‘Kelsey’ Dwaft Dogwood 

Crataegus monogyna Hawthorn

Hammamelis mollis Witch Hazel

Ribes sanguineum Flowering Currant

Salix alba White Willow

Sambucus nigra Common Elder

Viburnum opulus Guelder Rose

Viburnum opulus ‘Compactum’ Select form of Guelder Rose

Viburnum lantana Wayfaring Tree 

Euonymus ‘Red Cascade’ Select form of Spindle Tree

Lavandula augustifolia ‘Hidcote’ English Lavender

Herbaceous

Foxglove English Blue Bell

Native Daffodil Forget-me-not

Poppy Buttercup

Ox-eye Daisy Common Honeysuckle

Devil’s-bits Scabious

Aquatics / Marginals

Brooklime Branched Bur-Reed

Lesser Water Parsnip Water Figwort

Water Forget-Me-Not Fools Water-cress

Floating Sweet Grass Water Mint

Perforate St Johns-wort

Grassland

Calcareous Meadow/ Long 
Grass

Wetland Grass

Ladies Bedstraw, Wild Carrot Meadowsweet

Mouse-ear Hawkweed Field Scabious Wild Angelica

Burnet Saxifrage Black Knapweed Rough Hawkbit

Hoary Plantain Ox-Eye Daisy Perforate St Johns-wort

Salad Burnet Self-heal Common Fleabane

Red Clover Cowslip Water Mint

Meadow Buttercup Ladies Bedstraw Creeping cinquefoil

Sheeps Fescue Ribwort Plantain

Creeping Bent Pepper Saxifrage

Sweet Vernal Grass Bush Vetch

Crested Dogs-tail Meadow Vetchling

Smaller Cats-tail Red Fescue

Kidney vetch yorkshire Fog

Glacous Sedge

Sweet Vernal Grass

Common Bent

table 3.6 Plant species selection for strategic landscape infrastructure 
outside of development area (90% native planting).

notes: 
(1)  tilia cordata must be substituted with tilia tomentosa when used 

close to vehicular areas.
(2)  Prunus avium must be substituted with Prunus ‘Pandora’ when 

used close to paved or roadside locations.

m
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bIodIVerSIty and 
wIldlIfe

Nature conservation and 
biodiversity are important 
components of the landscape 
infrastructure framework 
proposed for Kingsmere. Figure 
3.7 illustrates the key landscape 
areas for biodiversity and wildlife 
protection and enhancement. 
The key priorities and objectives 
for each of these areas are set 
out below. Where appropriate, 
objectives have been crossed 
referenced to the Cherwell 
Biodiversity Action Plan. 

Informal grassland

•   Calcareous grassland is a 
priority habitat in the UK and 
within the Cherwell Biodiversity 
Action Plan (BAP). The 
calcareous grassland south of 
Middleton Stoney Road has 
no statutory or non-statutory 
designations (eg county wildlife 
site), but is recognised as 
important at a local level, due 
to the scarcity of the habitat 
in the area. The calcareous 
grassland covers a maximum 
area of 0.27ha.

•    The aim of the translocation is 
to relocate the grassland and 
successfully re-establish it at a 
receptor site, which will remain 
free of built development.  
the re-established grassland 
must be of equivalent area  
to the original grassland  
lost to the development.  
Two receptor areas have been 
identified and detailed plans 
of the translocation process 
and subsequent management 
of these areas will be agreed 
independently of the Design 
Code, and as set out in  
the Environmental 
Management plan.

•   the management of the 
translocated sward should 
aim to replicate the effects of 
seasonal grazing which the 
site is subject to currently. 
A mowing regime will be 
implemented with different 
areas being cut at different 
times and at varying 
frequencies throughout the 
summer. With this variety of 
treatment there will always 
be a matrix of sward lengths 
to provide cover and shelter 
for invertebrates and other 
wildlife. 

•  Areas of longer grass/ 
meadow are proposed 
throughout the informal open 
space including current ridge 
and furrow pasture and areas 
of wetland grass along Pingle 
Brook. Management of these 
areas should also aim to 
benefit other species identified 
in Cherwell BAP.

recreational grassland

•   Areas of longer grass are 
proposed around the edges of 
grass pitches and adjacent to 
hedgerows.

•   Where soil conditions are 
appropriate, edges of 
recreational areas will be a 
calcareous grassland mix to 
increase extent of this habitat.

Pingle brook/water bodies

•   Proposals and management 
must ensure the continued 
suitability of habitat for 
wildlife.

•   The removal of grazing of 
banks will also benefit other 
species identified in the 
Cherwell BAP such as reed 
bunting and sedge warbler.

•   two attenuation ponds in 
the north eastern area are 
proposed. the western pond 
will be designed to maintain 
permanent water. the margins 
will be planted with a species 
mix similar to that recorded 
along the Pingle Brook.

•   The seasonal wetness of 
the ponds will increase their 
attractiveness to wildlife.

•   Attenuation ponds will be 
created in the south eastern 
corner of the site. The western 
pond will be permanently wet. 
Emergent aquatics will be 
planted to create a stand of 
common reed, bulrush and 
yellow flag iris.

•  The creation of both 
permanent and temporary 
water bodies will provide 
a range of habitats for 
invertebrates and amphibians. 
Foraging bats will also use 
these areas.
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copses/woodland/
hedgerows/trees

•  The area of wet woodland, a 
scarce resource in Cherwell 
District, in the eastern part 
of site, would be managed 
appropriately.

•   Only 3.5% of Cherwell 
district is wooded. Plans 
will safeguard all existing 
woodland on site.

•   Planting of native broad leaves 
may be required in some 
of the copses, particularly 
those where elm dieback is 
significant.

•   Under planting with native 
shrubs may also be 
undertaken to increase both 
species and structural diversity.

•   Appropriate management will 
benefit BAP species such as 
bats, song thrush and bullfinch.

•   The maintenance of a network 
of hedgerows crossing the site 
is vital as commuting/foraging 
routes for bats.

•   Hedgerows provide feeding/
nesting habitat for birds as 
well as habitats for common 
insects and mammals.

•   Appropriate management 
regimes will be implemented 
to promote biological diversity 
along hedgerows and 
immediately adjacent habitats.

•   Additional native broad leaves 
will be planted increasing 
structural and species diversity 
along these green links.

Perimeter road

•   There will be planting of 
additional areas of native 
woodland associated with the 
road, increasing the area of 
this habitat on site.

•   Species rich hedgerows will 
be planted along the road 
corridor, these will act as 
dispersal corridors for some 
mammal, bird and insect 
species.

Greenways/habitat links

•    existing hedgerows will be 
maintained and improved with 
additional planting of native 
species where necessary.

•   hedgerow management will 
aim to enhance the value to 
wildlife of these corridors.

•  Pockets of scrub and 
areas of grassland will be 
included along the green 
links, improving their 
current ecological value 
and improving their viability 
as dispersal corridors for 
mammals, birds and insects.

•   Lighting levels along the green 
links should be kept to a 
minimum with lighting columns 
located on the edges next to 
pathways ensuring these areas 
are suitable for commuting/
foraging bats and other 
nocturnal species. 

figure 3.7 Biodiversity and wildlife.

Informal grassland

Recreational grassland

Habitat corridor

Perimeter road

Woodland / copse / 
hedgerows and trees

Pingle Brook / water bodies

Habitat links

Habitat creation will be a major benefit 
of the proposals.
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240
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NEAP/LEAP combined
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Landscape Structure - play areas

Proposal 
development blocks

Childrens play space 
within development areas 

LEAP 

LAP within infrastructure landscape 

PlaySPace StrateGy

Provision for children and young 
people is a key component of the 
master plan. In developing the 
play space strategy, reference 
has been made to the Six Acre 
Standard by the National Playing 
Fields Association, Cherwell 
Recreation Strategy 2007-
2012 and PPG 17 Open Space 
Assessment – Provision for 
Children and young People, by 
Cherwell District Council. 

A primary aim of the play space 
strategy is to provide a diverse 
range of safe, attractive and 
stimulating spaces throughout 
the development, easily 
accessible and catering for all 
age groups. Areas of play space 
have been located to coincide 
with primary footpath and cycle 
routes, to help ensure that they 
are lively, well used public spaces 
central to the new community. 
Where possible, play spaces 
have been combined with open 
space, public squares or 

pocket parks. Above all, play 
areas should provide exciting 
and simulating environments for 
children and families to enjoy.  
The provision of equipped play 
space is shown on Figure 3.8 
and will comprise a combined 
neighbourhood and local 
equipped play area (NEAP and 
LEAP) on the southern edge of 
Whitelands character area and 
a further three LEAPs positioned 
to ensure all housing is within 
approximately 5 minutes walking 
time of the facilities.

figure 3.8 Play spaces.

see Figure 3.9
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note:  All residents must 
be provided with playspace 
in accordance with the 
requirements of Cherwell 
district Council’s adopted 
strategy. Within residential 
areas lAPs must be 
provided as agreed with 
the Council at the reserved 
matters stage.

m
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Eight local areas of play (LAPs) 
are proposed in areas of open 
space, again located to ensure 
an even distribution across the 
site. Where LAPs are located 
within areas of open space, 
such as greenways, they have 
been positioned to allow natural 
surveillance by adjacent housing.  
All lAPs must be easily 
accessible to pedestrians and 
positioned in either traffic free 
or traffic-calmed public areas.

The location of LAPS within 
the development block is to 
be submitted by individual 
developers as part of Reserved 
Matters applications. The design 
of these public spaces should 
accord with the coding in 
Chapter 4.

Provision for older children will 
include some form of multi-
use game(s) adjacent to the 
Education Campus, along with 
the comprehensive provision of 
formal open space nearby. 

In addition to designated 
areas of play, approximately 
14 hectares of informal open 
space will provide a valuable 
natural environment for children 
to explore and enjoy. Existing 
features, such as the ridge 
and furrow at Whitelands park, 
provide an opportunity for 
design inspiration in the form of 
interesting earth mounding within 
adjacent play spaces. 

Design coding for play areas in 
respect of each of the character 
areas is provided in Chapter 4. 

The design of play spaces should reflect the  
character and setting of the development.

figure 3.9 LEAP located in the greenway (see Figure 3.8).
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Surface water 
draInaGe StrateGy

The general strategy for surface 
water drainage is outlined here.

Sustainable Drainage Systems 
(SUDS) will be used extensively 
throughout the site to reintroduce 
water into the subsoil, to improve 
water quality, to reduce flood risk 
and support biodiversity.

The drainage strategy aims  
to mimic closely the existing 
natural runoff.  
it is intended that where 
infiltration rates are suitable 
all properties in those areas 
of the site shall drain to local 
soakaway type infiltration 
systems (SUdS).  
In order to prevent increased 
flows offsite, surface water 
control features and storage 
facilities will be installed prior to 
any discharge to Pingle Brook or 
Whitelands Farm Ditch. Thus the 
basic strategy is for local SUDS 
and site wide flood protection.

•  local SUdS will take either 
the form of soakaways or  
infiltration trenches, 
running through one or 
more properties. these 
facilities must be designed 
to accommodate the 10-year 
storm.

•  Permeable paving systems 
together with a permeable 
sub-base will be used on all 
streets except Primary and 
Secondary streets (see Figure 
3.14 street hierarchy, page 52).  
The sub-base acts as an 
infiltration and storage blanket 
below the paving.  
the system will be as 
shallow as possible and will 
be adopted by Oxfordshire 
County Council under Section 
38 of the highways Act 1980. 
these infiltration / storage 
blankets must be designed for 
a 10-year storm.

•  excess flows from the SUdS 
will be routed via swales or 
highway drains. these conduits 
must be designed to prevent 
surcharged flows encroaching 
within 300mm of the surface 
during a 30-year storm.

•  The highway drains and 
swales lead to the surface 
water attenuation and storage 
facilities which are designed to 
store the excess runoff from 
a 100-year storm (deductions 
being made for storage in 
other sections of the system).

•  the detention facilities shall be 
located prior to the discharge 
to either Pingle Brook or 
Whitelands Farm ditch.

Designers should refer to the 
following documents when 
commencing detailed design 
proposals;

•   Site Investigation Report – 
focusing on the line of the 
primary street and main 
drainage runs – Whitelands 
Farm, South West Bicester, 
Geo-Environmental and 
Geotechnical Interpretative 
Report, July 2007. It should 
be noted that additional site 
investigations will be required 
for each development parcel.

•   Drainage Strategy Plans 
1903/D/06. 

•  Technical Appendix 3a, Flood 
Risk Assessment, November 
2006 – PPG25 Flood Risk 
Assessment and Proposed 
Drainage Strategy, dated 
January 2007.

•    CIRIA Report 697 – The SUDS 
Manual, October 2006.

 

figure 3.10 Illustrative layout for Pingle Brook (below). Existing plan (inset above).

Grass swale parallel with the highway.
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SudS hIerarchy

The preferred hierarchy is as 
follows;

•  Harvesting rainwater utilising 
water butts.

• Private on-plot soakaways.

•  Permeable surfacing with 
infiltration / storage blankets to 
driveways, minor estate roads 
and parking areas.

•  Swales to be used as a 
conveyance and storage 
mechanism where space is 
adequate such as verges and 
open spaces.

•  Dry detention basins as final 
flood protection and water 
quality facility.

Parcel developers could employ 
other solutions as shown in Table 
3.12, Palette of potential SUDS 
techniques.

Priority will be given to the 
use of soakaways within each 
property. if infiltration rates are 
inadequate then attenuation 
and storage systems will be 
considered as the next preferred 
means of source control within 
the property boundaries.

Due to the variable infiltration 
rates across the site in some 
areas it may be impractical to 
provide full source control within 
properties. With prior written 
agreement of Oxfordshire County 
Council, and consideration of a 
commuted sum, developers will 
be permitted to discharge some 
flows from adjacent properties 
into the infiltration blanket or 
drains within the carriageway 
construction. This will only be 
permitted where the blanket has 
spare capacity.

Where developers offer 
permeable paving for adoption, 
a supplementary commuted sum 
will be levied to cover additional 
long term maintenance.  

EcoHomes 
 
In order to meet the EcoHomes 
objectives set out in Chapter 5, 
Sustainability, parcel developers 
will need to provide extensive 
areas of permeable paving and 
other SUDS. The provision of 
water butts will contribute to the 
sustainability rating.
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figure 3.11 Surface water strategy plan.
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SudS train 
 
Due to the variable infiltration 
rates and nature of the character 
areas the train of SUDS 
techniques will vary across the 
site. The general principles are as 
follows;

Private dwelling areas 

  –  Rear of properties – roof 
drainage to rainwater 
butts, excess flows to 
garden soakaways or 
interconnected linear 
infiltration trenches through 
adjacent properties.

  –  Front of properties – roof 
drainage to soakaways or 
via an inspection chamber 
discharging into the 
infiltration /storage blanket in 
the highway. 

  –  Driveways and parking areas 
to have porous surfacing.

   –  Excess flows to highway 
infiltration / storage blanket.

 Private dwellings fronting the 
edge of the development

    –    As elsewhere but discharge 
to local swales along 
frontage access route 
leading to existing or new 
ditches or watercourses.

 Minor streets, mews, country 
lanes, private drives

  –  Permeable paving 
with infiltration blanket 
below. Small contained 
compartments formed 
by impermeable barriers 
increase the storage 
volumes under gently 
sloping roads. Limited 
excess flows are allowed 
to cascade from one 
compartment to another 
until flows become 
significant and are then 
discharged to highway 
drains.

 Construction access roads

  –   Impermeable surfacing with, 
where suitable, infiltration / 
storage sub base systems 
discharging to highway 
drains.

Secondary streets

  –   Impermeable surfacing with, 
where suitable, infiltration / 
storage sub base systems 
discharging via highway 
drains.

Primary street

  –   Impermeable paving with 
cross falls leading to 
verge swales or localised 
infiltration areas with French 
Drains below discharging to 
highway drains.

Highway drains 

  –   Piped system for excess 
flows leading to detention 
basins prior to discharge 
points to watercourses.

Perimeter road

  –    Impermeable surfacing with 
no kerbs providing cross fall 
to swales leading to new 
ditches. Infiltration French 
drains where ground 
conditions are viable.

(See Figure 3.14 for street 
hierarchy)

Character areas

•  Avenue – The primary street 
through the Avenue drains to a 
central swale / filter trench.

•   Village – The primary street 
through the Village drains to 
infiltration zones in the central 
reservation interspersed 
between parking areas.

•   Whitelands – The primary 
street through Whitelands 
drains to swales / filter 
trenches alternating from 
one side of the road to the 

other interspersed between 
parking areas. The sub-soils 
in Whitelands are generally 
less permeable thus the 
scope for infiltration is limited.  
Permeable paving shall still be 
used to provide water quality 
enhancement as well as 
attenuation and storage.

•   Pingle Brook – Where 
development can not be 
connected directly to the 
detention features the SUDS 
in these areas will need to be 
designed for 100-year plus 
climate change flows.

Non-residential areas

•  Schools – Drainage shall follow 
the guidance in the CIRIA 
publication Sustainable Water 
Management in Schools.

•  Commercial – Smaller 
buildings should follow the 
principles set out for residential 
areas. Larger buildings may 
be considered for rainwater 
harvesting.

 
Parking areas 

 –    Surfacing should be 
permeable paving

Overland flood routes

 –   Routes will generally follow 
the existing topography 
and may be routed along 
proposed streets, cycleways 
and footpaths. Off-highway 
routes will be defined 
by parcel developers to 
demonstrate that properties 
will not be at risk of flooding 
(See page 50 for approvals 
required).

development parcel – 
Source control criteria

each parcel must provide 
the maximum amount of 
infiltration as near to source as 
is reasonably practical. Prior to 
any design the developer must 
undertake full scale permeability 
tests throughout the 
development parcel to evaluate 
the infiltration rates across the 
parcel. developers must then 
consult with the eA in advance 
of design to agree the extent 
of soakaway and infiltration 
techniques to be employed on 
the respective parcel. 

Generally 100 cu.m of storage 
should be provided for every 
hectare of development.

development edge drainage

Where infiltration rates are viable, 
properties should discharge 
surface water to infiltration 
SUDS within the curtilage 
(soakaways, permeable drives, 
etc). As the layout around the 
development edge will take 
the form of properties facing 
outwards – across a footpath/
cycleway/shared drive, etc – 
where practical it is proposed to 
position a swale alongside the 
access route. These swales will 
in due course connect to the 
appropriate outfall system.

3.2  continued: 
Infrastructure
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Type Description Possible location

Green roofs

A multi-layered surface 
covering the roof of a 
building on which plants 
can grow. The vegetated 
surface provides a degree 
of retention, attenuation 
and treatment of rainwater 
and promotes evapo-
transpiration.

Apartment blocks, 
commercial, industrial 
areas.

Rainwater 
harvesting

A rainwater collection 
system which gathers 
water from roofs and 
stores it for re-use 
for either irrigation or 
non-human use, ie toilet 
flushing.

Optional for all built 
development

Overflow 
soakaways

Perforated ring or rubble soakaways for immediate groundwater recharge with overflows to land drainage or 
surface water sewerage system to cater for low infiltration rates or extreme events.

Roof drainage from 
domestic dwellings.

Permeable and 
porous surfaces / 
pavements

Paved surfaces which 
allow water to infiltrate 
through the material to the  
sub-strata, for example: 
grassed and gravel 
surfaces; porous concrete 
and asphalt; and 
permeable block paving. 

Suitable for all private 
courtyards, and 
educational, commercial 
and employment, car 
parking areas and all 
highways except the 
construction access roads 
primary streets, spine road 
and perimeter road.

Swales and ditches

A shallow vegetated 
channel designed to 
conduct and retain water, 
but may also permit 
infiltration. The vegetation 
filters particular matter.

Suitable for development 
edge and perimeter road.  
Possibly some footpaths 
and cycleways. Often with 
French drain.

Filter drains / 
french drains

A French or filter 
drain connected into 
land drainage system 
incorporating perforated 
pipes with granular 
surround to optimise any 
available infiltration.

Where possible on 
avenues, boulevards, 
perimeter or remote roads, 
footpaths and cyclepaths. 
Also with swales.

Wetlands
A pond that has a high proportion of emergent vegetation in relation to open water.   
A shallow water depth feature with bio-diversity benefits.

Informal open space / 
country park

Detention basins / 
detention ponds

Predominantly taking 
the form of dry /wetland 
detention basin with wet 
area. 

Retention ponds are 
ponds where run-off is 
detained for a sufficient 
time to allow settlement 
and possibly biological 
treatment of some 
pollutants.

NE Ponds 1, 2 and SE 
Ponds 3, 4.
Adjacent to outfalls to main 
rivers and watercourses

(Source: Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) 2004 and http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk).

table 3.12  Palette of potential SUDS techniques.
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highway drainage

Minor streets, mews, country 
lanes, private drives;

Other than the main access 
routes into parcels, priority shall 
be given to the use of porous 
paving systems with sub-base 
infiltration blankets on estate 
roads, mews courts and similar 
areas. The system should allow 
infiltration into the substrate 
however minimal and will not 
normally require lining other than:

 
•  Preventing water entering 

the services zone under the 
footway.

•  The installation of a vertical 
barrier to contain water within 
a defined storage zone.

•  Where the accumulation of 
water in close proximity to 
buildings may be detrimental 
to building foundations.

Where the subsoil has a low 
permeability the permeable sub-
base layer will act as a storage 
zone with attenuated discharge 
to a highway drain (Estate Road 
Drainage). The infiltration blanket 
or Estate Road Drainage may 
also receive flows from the plot 
drainage.

Where there is a risk of pollution 
(eg. large parking courts) runoff 
must be routed through an 
appropriate interceptor prior to 
discharge to ground or other 
systems.

Secondary streets

Due to the higher traffic volumes 
along the main construction 
routes into parcels, these roads 
will be non-porous surfacing.  
Standard trapped gulley pots will 
collect runoff and discharge the 
flow into a permeable sub-base 
layer. 

balancing facilities

Surface water attenuation and 
detention facilities are being 
provided at the downstream 
end of the surface water 
system. These act as a fail safe 
backstop to the source controls. 
The discharge from the facility 
will not exceed the existing 
greenfield rates of runoff for the 
predevelopment catchments. 
Storage facilities are sized to 
accommodate the 100 year 
event plus an allowance for 
climate change. A reduction in 
overall volume has been applied 
to allow for the storage provided 
at source within the development 
parcels. 

catchment subdivisions & 
maintenance of catchment 
flows

A detailed drainage strategy has 
been approved for the whole site.  
It identifies the main highway 
drain runs and permitted rates of 
discharge at intervals along the 
network. For practical phasing 
reasons the site will be divided 
into development parcels. Most 
parcels fall within and drain to the 
natural catchment. 

As a sheet runoff protection 
measure a cut off ditch will be 
provided along the north western 
boundary. This cut off ditch will 
be extended to meet the existing 
head of Whitelands Farm Ditch.  

Priority should be given to 
the use of swales to serve 
development fronting the 
south western edge of the 
development. This will assist in 
maintaining flows to Whitelands 
Farm Ditch.

construction phase 
requirements

to prevent flooding during 
construction the permanent or 
temporary attenuation systems 
must be provided prior to the 
commencement of works.

The efficacy of infiltration systems 
and SUDS in general can be 
severely reduced by siltation.  
If the SUDS are not installed prior 
to development then contractors 
must take precautions during the 
construction phase to protect the 
entire drainage system, including 
existing water courses from 
siltation or pollution.  

Advice on good practice can 
be found in CIRIA Report C697 
(2007) and THE SUDS MANUAL 
and C698 2007 Site Handbook 
for the construction of SUDS.  
Developers are advised to 
draw to the attention of their 
contractors Section 3, General 
construction issues associated 
with SUDS. It provides advice on 
cut-off drains, temporary siltation 
pits, catchpits and protection of 
permeable paving.

approvals

developers must ensure that:

•   When submitting drainage 
details, the covering letter 
must refer to the relevant 
conditions being discharged.

•   A summary document 
outlining the drainage 
proposals must be included.

•   the development layouts 
shall not obstruct the 
overland flood flow routes. 
in particular linked buildings 
and terraces shall not block 
overland flood routes.

•   Calculations must be included 
demonstrating compliance 
with this Code.

•   A plan must be included 
identifying overland 
flood routes through the 
development parcel and 
connections to and from 
adjacent parcels.

•   The following shall be 
considered prior to  
commencing designs; 

 –  the SUDS techniques 
suitable for the respective 
development parcel.

 –  who will be responsible for 
the future maintenance.

 –  what commuted sums are 
applicable.

 –  departures from the Design 
Code requirements if justified.

•   The following should be 
consulted: 

 –  Oxfordshire County Council 
Highways 
– tel: 01865 810463.

 –   Environment Agency 
– tel: 01491 828455.

 –  Cherwell District Council      
–  tel: 01295 221828  

re: planning issues.
 
The layout proposals shall be 
submitted to Oxfordshire County 
Council Highways Section for 
Section 38 Approvals and to an 
approved body (eg. NHBC or 
Local Authority Building Control) 
for building control approval.

3.2  continued: 
Infrastructure
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figure 3.13 Main foul water drainage routes.
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For waste water disposal the site 
will be provided with a separate 
foul sewer network designed and 
constructed by the developers 
in accordance with the current 
edition of Sewers for Adoption. 
The onsite foul sewers will be 
adopted by Thames Water.  

The site will have three main 
sub-catchments (north, south 
and central) which link together 
at the point where a new 
sewer constructed by Thames 
Water will cross under the 
A41 and lead to the Bicester 
WWTW. The proposed northern 
subcatchment sewer will be 
oversized and act as a relief 
sewer to the existing sewer along 
Middleton Stoney Road. 

The existing Middleton Stoney 
Road sewer will then have 
capacity to accept flows from the 
two land parcels north of Pingle 
Brook and the Health Village 
parcel which abuts Pingle Brook 
and the A41. 

the sewer network will be a 
gravity system and not require 
any onsite pumping stations.  
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Traffic calming

figure 3.14 Street hierarchy 
plan – primary and secondary 
alignments only are mandatory 
(New perimeter road and main 
access junctions are shown 
built). Section lines refer to 
pages 54 and 55.

Street network

The design of all streets should 
take account of current guidance 
within Manuals for Streets, 2007.

Kingsmere will be built using a 
street hierarchy that will assist 
navigation around the area as 
well as adding richness to the 
built environment. The legibility 
of the hierarchy requires clear 
distinctions between street 
types. This is provided principally 
by different dimensions and 
formats with variety within 
character areas through the 
variable use of landscape 
features, street parking and 
surface finishes.

The perimeter road, which 
provides a new strategic link 
between the A41 and Middleton 
Stoney Road, is not part of the 
hierarchy, but is shown below for 
clarity
.
the hierarchy of routes is fixed 
and comprises:

•   Primary street.

•   Secondary street.

•   Side street.

•  Minor street / Mews /  
Country lane.

•   Private drives.

There are, in addition, a series 
of dedicated pedestrian/cycle 
routes through and around 
Kingsmere.

Each street type has certain 
performance requirements as 
well as a particular role to play  
as part of the public realm.  
The following is a summary of 
their key (mandatory) dimensions 
and characteristics. Within each 
character area local variation of 
each street will be used to add 
support to the distinctiveness of 
that area, but within the limits set 
out below.

the primary, secondary and 
side streets will be designed for 
a maximum vehicle speed of 
20mph.

Minor streets / mews / country 
lanes and private drives will be 
designed for a maximum vehicle 
speed of 10mph.

Where the Central Avenue is 
proposed along the primary 
street, no off carriageway 
access will be provided except 
at junctions.
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table 3.15 Street hierarchy design parameters.

Primary Street Secondary Street Side Street Minor Streets /  
Mews /  
Country Lane

Private Drives Footway / 
Cycleway

Footway

Design Speed 20mph 20mph 20mph 10mph 10mph N/A N/A

Footway 2m min each side 2m min each side Varies 1.2m on 
one or both sides

Shared surface None 2m min

Cycleway On Road On Road On Road On Road None 3.0m Including 
footway

N/A

Verge Whitelands 
character area only

Whitelands 
character area only

None Varies according to 
character area

None N/A N/A

Bus Access yes No No No No No No

Maximum No. of 
Properties Served

No restriction Up to 300 Up to 50 Up to 25

Carriageway Width 6m with localised 
widening.
Two 3.5 
carriageways in 
Avenue character 
area.

5.5m minimum Width variable. 
4.8m min, 
widening to 6m 
minimum opposite 
garages & parking 
areas

Width varies from 
3.5m min widening 
to 6 metres 
opposite garages 
& parking area, or 
to follow building 
line in mews

3.5 to 4.5m

Access to Properties Some direct 
access but 
generally only 
grouped access. 
No direct access 
from Avenue 
character area.

100% direct 
access

100% direct 
access

100% direct 
access

100% direct 
access

Carriageway Surfacing Asphalt (HRA) 
with dark grey 
granite aggregate 
chippings

Asphaltic surface 
course utilising 
grey basalt 
aggregate

Permeable 
concrete block 
paving (mid grey)

Permeable block 
paving or resin 
bound gravel 
surface dressing 
(Addagrip or 
similar) *

Permeable block 
paving or resin 
bound gravel 
surface dressing 
(Addagrip or 
similar)

Bitmac or Breedon 
gravel or similar  
(in open space 
area)

N/A

Verge Surfacing Grass with trees
Whitelands 
character area only

Grass 
Whitelands 
character area only

N/A Grass or ground 
cover planting

N/A

Footway Surfacing Impermeable 
concrete slabs 
(buff)

Impermeable 
concrete slabs 
(buff)

As carriageway 
surfacing

As carriageway 
surfacing

N/A Bitmac Bitmac

Kerbing Conservation kerb 
(160mm) and 150mm 
channel block

Conservation kerb 
(160mm) and 150mm 
channel block

Flush Conservation 
channel

Flush Conservation 
channel or edging

Flush Conservation 
channel or edging

Edgings Edgings

Traffic Calming At 150m intervals At 60m intervals At 60m intervals N/A N/A N/A N/A

Vehicle Swept Path Buses Refuse vehicles 
and Emergency 
Service vehicles

Refuse vehicles 
and Emergency 
Service vehicles

Refuse vehicles 
and Emergency 
Service vehicles

Motor vehicles N/A N/A

On Street Parking Central chevron 
(Urban Village only)

Wherever possible yes yes N/A N/A

Forward Visibility 45m 33m 10m 10m None 2 x 20 2 x 20

Junction Sightlines (X/y) 2.4 x 45m 2.4 x 33m 2.4x 25m 2.4x 25m N/A N/A

Junction Radii 6m max – Maybe 
tighter subject to 
tracking

6m max – Maybe 
tighter subject to 
tracking

A minimum 3m. 
6m at junction with 
urban spine

Splayed Splayed N/A N/A

Street Lighting Columns  
– to be agreed

Columns  
– to be agreed

Columns  
– to be agreed

Columns or wall 
mounted 
– to be agreed

None Special column 
due to bat 
mitigation

5m max high 
column

Statutory Services In footway. 
Drainage in 
carriageway

In footway. 
Drainage in 
carriageway

Carriageway. 
Infiltration 
drainage blankets. 
Demarked service 
strips with pins 
edging

Carriageway. 
Infiltration 
drainage blankets. 
Demarked service 
strips with pins 
edging

Within highway.
Infiltration drainage 
blankets. 

Varies Varies

m

* note:  see Pingle Brook character area detail – pages 95-105.
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figure 3.16 Street hierarchy sections 
with character area variants. Section 
locations are shown in Figure 3.14.  

Mandatory refers to adoptable 
highway and front boundary 
treatments on Primary streets only. 
Front boundaries include hedges, 
railings and walls within 0.5m of the 
public realm. 

To be used in conjunction with table 3.15

Primary Street:  
Avenue
(section A-A)

Primary Street:  
Urban Village – option 1
showing central parking
(section B-B)

Primary Street:  
Urban Village – option 2
(section C-C)

Primary Street:  
Whitelands
(section D-D)

m

3.2  continued: 
Infrastructure
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Secondary Street: 
(section E-E)

Side Street:  
(section F-F) 

Minor Street / Mews:  
(section G-G)

Country Lane:
(section H-H)

note:  Grass verges are to be used on secondary streets within the Whitelands character area – see Figure 4.12
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Primary street  
(locations mandatory)

The Primary street is the core 
route through Kingsmere, and 
will act as the main channel for 
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists 
to all areas. The design of the 
street will balance the need to 
facilitate easy access to different 
areas within the scheme with 
the need to discourage through 
traffic.

The Primary Street will be 
designed to become a prestige 
address within Kingsmere. 
Typically, it will be fronted by 
substantial 2.5 to 3.5 storey 
buildings, with some 4 storey 
buildings at the local centre 
and some 2 storey to vary the 
roofscape, as in the main streets 
of Bicester (see Chapter 2).

there are three distinct design 
formats for the Primary Street. 
each relates to the three 
character areas through which 
the street passes.

•   Primary Street Avenue 
includes a 4.5m wide central 
green planting belt with a line 
of trees separating the two 
carriageways.

•   Primary Street Whitelands 
includes a central carriageway 
with planted verge with trees.

•   Primary Street Urban Village 
includes car parking with tree 
planting on a central reserve 
or a central carriageway with 
pavements either side and 
private front gardens (see 
sections B–B and C–C,  
Figure 3.16).

Secondary streets  
(locations mandatory)

Secondary streets provide local 
access to blocks and parcels 
from the Primary Street. They are 
key tributaries, which will collect 
vehicular traffic from a number of 
properties or uses and provide a 
direct and smooth link to other 
areas and beyond the site.  
Their local importance will be 
reflected in the public realm as 
well as in the orientation and 
quality of frontage development.

Side streets
Minor streets / Mews /
country lanes

(locations illustrative)

A network of more intimate 
routes will populate the 
remainder of the urban area 
providing access to smaller 
groups of dwellings and areas. 
Side streets will be traditional-
format urban streets with distinct 
carriageways and pavements 
as well as space for street trees. 
Minor streets and mews will be 
more informal, shared surfaces 
with their width and form being 
dictated by building lines. 
Country lanes will also be free-
form and characterised by soft 
verges and a sinuous alignment.

PublIc tranSPort

The Primary Street will provide 
a convenient route through 
Kingsmere, linking it to the 
town centre, local facilities and 
beyond. As shown in Figure 
3.18, four stops are suggested 
within the scheme ensuring 
residents, visitors, students, 
parents or employees are no 
more than a ten-minute walk 
from a bus connection.  
The stops are strategically 
located to serve key facilities 
such as schools and businesses. 
They will each be positioned at 
the junctions of pedestrian routes 
so as to increase their local 
accessibility.

figure 3.17 Typical layout for Mews.

3.2  continued: 
Infrastructure
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figure 3.18 Bus routes and stops.

note:  The existing bus stop on 
the A41 serving Chesterton 
shall be relocated by 
Oxfordshire County 
Council.
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block Structure

The block structure for Kingsmere 
comprises perimeter blocks 
where buildings front the public 
realm and private gardens are 
secured at the rear. A variety 
of block sizes and shapes will 
add variety to the development, 
reflect the varied built form of 
Bicester and respond to the 
varying land uses and densities 
across the site.

Each block comprises a 
number of individual and 
distinct development plots. 
For commercial areas the 
plots are generally likely to 
be proportionally larger and 
may be developed separately. 
However, blocks will normally be 
developed comprehensively by 
one developer with plots being 
disposed of once built.

As a general principle, plots 
should be arranged to form the 
perimeter of the block, allowing 
direct access to the plot from the 
public realm.

As a general principle, mini-
blocks should be 45m-70m 
wide and long. This allows for 
buildings to front all sides, for a 
range of uses within each block 
(initially or in the future) and for 
frequent access routes between 
blocks, creating a permeable 
development area. Larger blocks 
are likely if parking is allowed 
within the perimeter block, whilst 
smaller blocks are likely where 
parking is on plot accessed the 
front.

Within Kingsmere the 
development area has been 
subdivided in a number of 
blocks.  
there are a number of mega-
blocks as shown in Figure 3.19 
(which are mandatory)  
which are bounded by:

•   The permitted development 
edge;

•   Major landscape infrastructure;

•   Primary and secondary 
highway infrastructure;

•   Foul water main sewers; and

•   Principal children’s play 
spaces.

Within most of the mega-blocks 
are a number of Mini-blocks 
(which are not mandatory). 
The mini-blocks shown in this 
document are illustrative only and 
designed to illustrate the overall 
urban grain for the development, 
the degree of subdivision within 
mega-blocks and the permeable 
nature of any scheme. 

The mini-blocks also illustrate the 
overall intention that Kingsmere 
should be developed using a 
simple, rational and legible street 
network designed to enable easy 
access between neighbouring 
areas and to the peripheral 
public open spaces.

3.2  continued: 
Infrastructure

Perimeter blocks will consistently define the public and private realm, 
but may vary in terms of enclosure and character.
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The site will have an average 
residential density of 34 dwellings 
per hectare with a range 
between 30 and 45 dwellings per 
hectare. (Refer to Figure 3.20) 

the highest densities will be 
located in the most accessible 
places, within the local centre 
and immediately adjacent 
primary routes. the rural edge 
of the site will respond to 
the surroundings and lower 
densities, to a minimum of 30 
dwellings per hectare, will be 
used. 

Figure 3.20 shows the 
distribution of residential 
densities across Kingsmere.  
The ranges given are a  
guide and are not mandatory.  
They are designed to deliver a 
varying intensity of development 
as well as respond to issues 
of accessibility, visibility or 
character. 
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building heights

(Refer to Figure 3.21)
Maximum building heights 
range between two and a half 
and four storeys within the 
outline planning permission.
This allows for a range of 
house types, apartments and 
commercial buildings across 
the site. Where residential 
densities are highest a greater 
proportion of buildings are likely 
to be taller as the mix is likely to 
include more apartments and 
townhouses. 

the tallest buildings (up to a 
maximum of 14.5m) will be 
located in the local centre, 
health Village and employment 
Zone, especially close to the 
A41 / Oxford Road. higher 
buildings in these locations will 
be located to aid legibility and 
emphasise the importance of 
these key routes and spaces. 

lower buildings will be located 
throughout the scheme 
but predominantly close to 
the rural edge of the site, 
and away from primary and 
secondary frontages.  
The heights in these locations 
will be designed to protect views 
from within the surrounding 
rural area and create a gentle 
transition to the urban edge. 
Occasional taller buildings 
or building elements should 
protrude above the general 
roofline to add interest on 
the skyline or act as a local 
landmark. However, as a general 
rule no building should be more 
than one storey taller than its 
immediate neighbour.

In general, residential properties 
will be a minimum of two storeys. 
Only a handful of single storey 
buildings are anticipated.

Non-residential buildings 
within the health Village 
and employment Zone may 
achieve a maximum height of 
14.5m according to the outline 
permission. Where located in 
close proximity to residential 
buildings their overall height  
will be moderated so as to  
be neighbourly.
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3 to 4 storeys****
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3.3  continued: 
Urban form
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figure 3.21 Building heights.
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townScaPe
(see Figure 3.22)

frontages 
All blocks must retain a strongly 
defined private/public realm 
boundary and include a high 
proportion of active frontage, 
(through the use of main 
windows and front doors) to 
promote natural surveillance. 

Along Primary and Secondary 
Streets a minimum of 80% 
active frontage must be 
achieved. Active frontage is 
defined as the façade with 
the main entrance into the 
residential properties.  
the 80% specified includes 
garages and side street 
entrances along the street. 

All streets must be overlooked 
and have natural surveillance.

Where frontages meet, on  
block corners, a building  
should normally address both 
streets with windows or doors  
on both façades.  
Where the streets differ on the 
hierarchy the main building 
façade must address the higher 
order street.

For lower order streets a 
minimum of 50% active frontage 
must be achieved. 

Block frontages will be 
developed in different ways 
depending on whether they have 
greater or lesser townscape 
importance. A hierarchy of block 
frontages helps support the 
movement hierarchy and  
aid legibility.

First tier  
(see Figure 3.22)
Primary frontages  
will reflect the importance 
of their location at gateway 
entrances, and at the heart 
of the development. they will 
each be treated as distinctive 
elements employing a unique 
combination of landscape and 
building form.

Specific guidance for each is 
given within Chapter 4.

Second tier 
(see Figure 3.22)
Secondary frontages  
will reflect their importance 
alongside key routes (generally 
primary streets). they will 
comprise the most consistent 
and clear streetscapes 
expressed through the design 
of the public realm and 
composition of building groups. 
They will be encountered, at 
some point, by most of those 
moving through the area and 
will therefore be used as guides 
for location, as well as to the 
qualities of the respective 
character area.  
Secondary frontages will be 
impressive and desirable 
residential or business 
addresses due to their scale, 
quality and prominence.

Rural edge and public open  
space frontages 
frontages will be less rigid than 
the primary and secondary 
frontages. Small changes in 
building line or orientation 
will reflect greater informality 
while private plots will typically 
incorporate  generous front 
gardens and/or be set behind 
naturalistic greenery in the 
public realm. A range of 2 – 6m 
deep front gardens must be 
used in these locations.

Employment frontage  
must contribute to the creation 
of safe and attractive public 
realm being designed with high 
quality architectural façades, 
a consistent building line that 
supports street enclosure, 
and to ensure a harmonious 
relationship with any nearby 
residential areas.

First tier primary frontages will be outstanding compositions combining 
high quality architecture and an impressive landscape setting.

Second tier frontages provide strong definition on key routes or exposed edges.

3.3  continued: 
Urban form
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third tier  
(not shown on Figure 3.22)
the remaining frontages 
will be addressed as lower 
order streets. each will be 
carefully composed to reflect 
the qualities of the character 
area and in a less assertive 
manner than first or second tier 
frontages.

landmark and  
marker buildings
(see Figure 3.22)

landmark buildings  
will have strategic importance 
for the site as a whole. their 
locations are mandatory and are 
shown in Figure 3.22.

they will be designed to convey 
the special importance of that 
location or use for the area. 
these buildings will be of high 
quality architectural design 
and will stand out against their 
neighbours.

Marker buildings  
must be provided in the 
locations identified on Figure 
3.22 and must aid legibility 
through being visually 
distinctive.  
These buildings will be locally 
distinctive, employing a mixture 
of scale, mass, materials, 
style and details to enhance 
their profile. Marker buildings 
will be important signifiers 
of the character area and 
may accentuate one or more 
character area building feature  
to this end.

Corners
Because of their prominence, 
corners are especially significant 
for townscape. In areas of urban 
character hard corners will be 
formed directly by right-angled 
building arises. In areas of 
village character there will be 
less consistency, with buildings 
at varying setbacks within front 
gardens and/or with oblique-
angled corners.

In some locations it will be 
necessary to accentuate a corner 
by a localised increase in building 
height, by using a special 
architectural detail, the use of 
colour or a change in material. 
Buildings may also occasionally 
step forward at corners in order 
to create a bookend effect.

Specific guidance on landmark 
and marker buildings is given in 
Chapter 4.

Gateway entrance
Four key gateways into the 
development are proposed as 
illustrated on Figure 3.22. 

These gateway features must 
be designed to enclosed 
attractive, legible and coherent 
public spaces, with high quality 
landscape, public realm and 
architecture.

Third tier frontages include small scale 
and informal routes and mews.

Marker buildings may have one of more 
functions, such as anchoring important 
townscape locations or accentuating 
character area qualities.
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3.3  continued: 
Urban form

archItectural 
StrateGy

All buildings in Kingsmere will 
make a fundamental contribution 
to the series of spaces, routes 
and townscapes that will be part 
of the new place.

The range of architectural 
treatments will help create 
different character areas, help 
signal the hierarchy of routes 
through the development and 
add to the grandeur or intimacy 
of an area.

The architectural approach is 
informed by the study of local 
vernacular design in Chapter 
2 as well as by the needs 
of sustainability and place-
making. In general the aim is for 
individual streets or spaces to be 
composed of buildings designed 
in a sympathetic manner where 
their form, materials and detailing 
have been considered together.

However there must be the 
opportunity for occasional and 
random departures from the 
structure and prescription of 
the Code. In those situations a 
fresh architectural interpretation 
may be allowed – so long as it 
still accords with the particular 
qualities of that character 
area. Only architecture of 
demonstrably high quality will 
enable this exception to be 
made.

Within this overall strategy, 
certain emphasis is given in  
each character area. This is set 
out in Chapter 4. Here we set  
out the principal components  
of the strategy.

Form, including roofs

The overall size and shape of 
the buildings in an area will 
greatly influence its character 
and appearance. The range of 
building forms for Kingsmere 
is described below. Local 
residential vernacular tends 
towards wide frontage/narrow 
depth/rectangular buildings, 
with occasional small additions 
created by later extensions, 
with steep, gabled roofs whose 
ridgeline runs parallel to the front 
façade. These building forms 
are particularly characteristic of 
surrounding villages.

Occasionally, existing local 
buildings are narrow fronted/
deep plan and terraced, 
particularly in areas of Victorian 
urban development.

Obtuse angled (often terraced) 
buildings describe soft corners 
and gentle deflections in 
the building line. Particularly 
characteristic in local villages, 
these buildings will have 
been designed for their 
specific location and therefore 
communicate a careful and 
context-aware approach.

Right angled corner buildings are 
also found locally. Where sited 
close to the public realm these 
buildings communicate a hard 
and assertive urban approach.

Variants on these simple forms will occur to deal with corners.

Widefronted / shallow-depth.
(7 - 10m wide)
(6 - 8m deep)

Narrowfronted / shallow-depth.
(5 - 7m wide)
(8 - 10m deep)

Soft corner. Right angle corner.

figure 3.23 Key building forms.
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Grouping and composition

As with most British townscapes, 
the local distinctive vernacular in 
and around Bicester comprises 
simple groups of buildings 
with little in the way of formal 
composition. Most historic 
streets comprise buildings 
erected singly, as pairs or as part 
of small groups. 

This results in a fine urban 
grain with frequent changes in 
form, scale and architectural 
expression. 

The key housing groups 
illustrated (see Figure 3.24) show 
those that are most frequently 
used. These are not mandatory 
within this Code but the 
principles they embody should 
be employed throughout the 
scheme.

Longer terraces will be 
acceptable close to the local 
centre on the Primary Street 
where taller buildings are 
focused.

the principles for grouping and 
composition are that proposals 
must include either:

•   Short groups or terraces – 
normally no longer than three  
or four buildings. longer 
terraces on the Primary Street 
will be acceptable, particularly 
in combination with taller 
buildings (see Figure 3.24 – 3 
and 4).

•  Single, detached buildings - 
used with due regard for their 
impact on street enclosure.

•  Connected buildings with a 
common front building line – 
presenting a seamless street 
frontage (see Figure 3.24 – 3 
and 4).

•   Connected buildings of 
differing width and depth as 
well as height to create an 
organic character (see Figure 
3.24 – 5, 6 and 7).

•  Streets comprising a limited 
series of similar building 
groups or compositions – to 
ensure a calm and cohesive 
townscape.

5. Large and small pair. 6. Large, small, large terrace. 7. Small, large, small terrace.

1. Paired houses, wide-fronted. 2a. Paired houses, narrow-fronted. 2b. Paired houses, narrow-fronted. 3. Three-house terrace.

4. Four-house terrace.

figure 3.24 Key housing groups.
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3.3  continued: 
Urban form

Scale 

Scale is a key influence on 
townscape. Larger scale 
buildings or elements will often 
create a sense of grandeur and 
wealth as, traditionally, more 
spacious environments have 
been more expensive. Smaller 
scale often indicated artisan 
cottages and more modest 
social standing. This is no longer 
the case in residential settings, 
particularly as the nature and 
size of households has changed 
dramatically in recent years.

Building scale mainly relates 
to the size of the building and 
in particular the height of each 
storey. Buildings with greater 
floor-to-ceiling heights will tend 
to look especially imposing.

Two buildings with the same 
overall height can be different 
in scale depending on their 
architectural treatment (see 
Figure 3.25). Greater scale can 
be conveyed on a building if a 
larger scale element, such as a 
grand bay window, is integrated 
in to the design. With a series of 
co-ordinated elements, such as a 
bay window, raised roof parapet 
and large scale architectural 
details, a building will acquire a 
grander scale – particularly if it 
is next to buildings without such 
elements.

Location will also often combine 
with significant scale to create 
the premium properties in any 
town or village. Primary town 
locations would typically be 
the broad, main streets whilst 
primary village locations may be 
quiet, peripheral grounds. 

Transferring these rules-of-thumb 
to Kingsmere the principles for 
the Code are that:

•   Buildings of largest scale 
must be located:  
1. on primary streets. 
2. on primary frontage. 
3. at key gateways.  
4. at local centre.

•   Buildings of significant scale 
must be located on internal 
green spaces and greenways, 
and must be avoided on the 
rural edge.

•    Buildings of smallest scale 
must be located in minor 
streets, fronting minor public 
spaces and on the rural edge.  

Verticality & horizontality

Orientating all of the component 
parts of a building to follow an 
imaginary vertical or horizontal 
line can have a profound impact 
on the appearance of the 
building. Where neighbouring 
buildings are all treated in the 
same manner then clearly the 
effect is magnified.

Local vernacular buildings in 
Cherwell may be of either vertical 
or horizontal emphasis. The 
classic stone buildings in the 
villages and towns are largely 
horizontal in emphasis with a wide 
frontage below a long parallel roof 
and wide casement windows set 
in to a largely featureless façade. 
Victorian or Georgian brick or 
stone buildings will tend to be 
more upright with narrow façades, 
often rising to a hidden parapet, 
and tall sash windows generally 
with slender glazing bars further 
emphasising  verticality.

Deploying these traits is desirable 
within Kingsmere and should be 
done with great care with regard 
to the effect that is produced. 
The use of vertical or horizontal 
emphasis within each character 
is clarified within Chapter 4.

The following sections provide an 
overview of the various building 
materials and techniques to be 
addressed when developing 
proposals for Kingsmere.

Local building examples of verticality (above) and horizontality (top).

figure 3.25 Building scale does not only rely on size  
but also the architectural treatment of a façade.
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Roofs 

Roofs must be simple, pitched 
and gabled, unless there is a 
clear townscape need for an 
alternative approach and should 
fall to eaves with minimal 
projection. Wide-fronted /
shallow depth buildings must 
have a pitch of not less than 
40º. Narrow-fronted/deep plan 
buildings must also have a pitch 
of not less than 40º.

Abutting single-storey roofs 
must use a pitch to match the 
main building. Freestanding 
outbuildings or garages must 
have roofs that match the form, 
pitch and materials of the main 
building. Flat roofs must be 
limited within residential areas. 

eaves details must relate 
directly to the building type.  
On local vernicular-style 
buildings, walls may terminate in 
one or two courses of corbelled 
brick or stonework with the 
gutter above.

gutters must be mounted 
directly on walls, sprockets or 
rafter feet, but can be concealed 
in a cornice or fall behind a 
parapet.

Small rooflights are acceptable 
only on rear slopes to limit 
views within the public realm. 
these must be parallel with the 
roof pitch and have minimal 
projection above the plane of 
the roof.

All end gables must be detailed 
to avoid blank exposed end 
walls, such as the hip roof 
illustrated below.

The optimum situation for solar 
energy panels or solar water 
heating panels is on a roof facing 
within 45º of south with a pitch 
of 30º. 

the priority must be for rear 
or side facing solar panels. 
however, solar panels on 
roofs facing public realm will 
be acceptable, because of 
the over-riding importance of 
sustainability, but they must 
be integrated to match the 
architectural detailing and 
reflect townscape character.

Chimneys

Buildings may be designed to 
incorporate one or more chimney 
stacks where possible.  
20% of the houses in the 
Whitelands and Pingle Brook 
character areas must have 
chimneys. this is to increase 
to 40% for all buildings fronting 
the rural edge in the Whitelands 
character area.  
These features can be used as 
traditional smoke extracts, can 
provide passive ventilation to 
habitable rooms or be used for air 
circulation as part of a sustainable 
heating and cooling system. These 
vertical elements also add interest 
on  the skyline and should rise 
generously above the ridge line. 

Entrances, including doors and 
porches

Building entrances must 
normally be in the front façade. 
This allows for natural  
surveillance and security, and 
ensures that access to the 
building is clearly legible for 
the visitor. Side entrances may 
occasionally be used but the 
route to the door must remain 
simple, direct and unambiguous.

Local vernacular external doors 
are typically flush to the face of 
the building and expressed with 
minimal surrounds. Occasional 
exceptions will signify a building 
of special status, and will have a 
modest recess and/or a simple 
architrave. 

Porches are important local 
features, particularly on  
wide-fronted vernacular 
buildings. These are generally 
of limited projection, simple in 
form and either cantilevered or 
supported on posts.

figure 3.27 Most entrance doors must be set close to the front 
façade in accordance with local precedents. 
Planked doors should normally be used on wide-fronted Oxfordshire 
vernacular style buildings alongside casement windows and steep roofs. 
Panelled doors must be used on narrow fronted houses alongside sash-type 
windows and shallower roofs. 

Roof-mounted solar heating panels 
(Upton, Northampton).

figure 3.26 Most entrances must be at  
the front of the building, rather than the side.

r
m

m

r

figure 3.28 A range of acceptable porch styles.
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Windows, including surrounds 
and materials

Windows and their subdivisions 
must relate to the proportions 
of the host building. 

in traditionally-designed 
residential buildings, windows 
must be either vertical sashes 
or side-hung casements, whilst 
more contemporary, community 
and commercial buildings may 
have more variety.

Windows on front façades must 
be to principal rooms on all 
floors, including the kitchen, 
ensuring they contribute to 
surveillance of the street. 
Windows to bathrooms should 
not normally face the street.

Windows on top floors will 
normally be smaller in height 
than those below. Dormer 
windows should not be larger 
than windows below and 
housings should be no longer 
than the window requires.

On brick and stone buildings, 
window reveals should generally 
be a minimum of 75mm where 
a subcill is used and minimum 
50mm where there is no subcill.

in vernacular buildings with 
casement windows, external 
lintels must be expressed in 
timber or red brick. in buildings 
with vertical openings and sash 
windows, lintels must be 
expressed with stone or brick. 
in contemporary designs the 
need for and type of lintel must 
relate to the style of architecture.

Windows must be coloured 
white or off-white. Where other 
colours are used the colour 
must be applied rather than 
integral thereby providing 
flexibility for the future. 

figure 3.30 Dormer windows examples – A, B and C are well suited to local 
vernacular style buildings. D, E and F are best suited to vernacular-style brick 
buildings. 

a b

c d

e f

figure 3.29 Vertical windows 
(examples above) will normally have 
vertical sub-division. Vertically-sliding 
sashes will be used in vernacular 
buildings, whilst other opening  
systems may be employed with 
contemporary architecture.  

top hung false sash windows 
are not allowed.  
Side hung vertical proportioned 
windows for traditional architecture can 
either be single side hung casements 
(for very small windows i.e stairs), or 
paired vertical windows.

Where paired windows are 
used they can either have two 
opening leaves or a single 
opening leaf, but they must 
have proportions identical for 
both sides (see above).  
Horizontal windows (examples below) 
will follow similar rules. 

above: Various semi-dormer window designs.

r
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3.3  continued: 
Urban form
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ROGER EVANS ASSOCIATES - Colour Studies for Cherwell District Council

addition, the white painted window frames of
upper floors around the Market Place are a very
distinctive architectural feature which tends to get
lost against the modern near-white wall coatings.
We propose instead a palette which draws on the
darker values contained within the local
weathered stone. This is a muted, subtle colour
range which clearly references stone buildings but
does not seek to mimic them. The overall effect
might be expected to be closer to the original self-

4.2.2 Roofing
The traditional mix of Welsh slate, stone slate
and plain clay tile displays a lively market town
feel which should be conserved, ideally by
continued use of the two materials.

4.2.3 Floorscape
It is proposed that the palette of materials and
colours used in Sheep Street be simplified when
re-paving is carried out elsewhere in the town
centre. As with the proposals for floorscape in
Banbury, a wide range of materials with a single
colour could be derived from the local stone
using crushed aggregates. Materials from
elsewhere which fall within the same palette
include flagstones and cobbles. Crushed stone
aggregates set in asphalt or finer compounds,
flagstones, setts, cobbles or concrete materials
self coloured by selected aggregates, would
provide a consistent background colour with
areas demarked by different textures rather
than different colours.

4.2.4 Street furniture
A single colour is proposed in order to unite a
disparate range of street artefacts. The
preference would be for an accent colour
diametrically opposite to the prevailing lime
stone chroma and light tone; this would be a
dark blue of medium saturation and a range of

Fig.11 A reduced colour palette should be used in any
further re-surfacing work, the colour being derived from

local stone.

Fig.10 Use of white
renderings on

many elevations
has led to a

'washed-out'
appearance.

Recommendations
would provide a

darker colour
palette.

Proposed range from which a single colour should
be selected

COLOUR PALETTES for BICESTER

4011-G99Y 3915-G65Y 3020-G90Y 3013-Y11R

coloured stuccos, but picked out with white
window frames.

The Market Place is the key area in which  to
consider use of the proposed palette. At present
this area is somewhat shoddy and ‘down at heel’
compared to retailing in Bicester Village. We
believe that the proposed paint scheme will offer a
significant improvement, at relatively low cost, and
present a more ‘sophisticated’ environment in
which to develop retail and leisure uses for locals
and visitors, as proposed by the Bicester Urban
Design Strategy.

3010-Y 3010-G90Y 1811-Y01R

6030 R90B 5050-R90B 5040-R90B 4938-R88B
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Building materials

Chapter 4 provides further 
coding on materials for each 
character area.

Walls

On all buildings within all 
character areas external walls 
must generally be faced in brick, 
reconstituted or natural stone, 
or render. Modern cladding 
systems may also be used but 
must use local colours and 
tones. The materials specified 
should harmonise with those 
that typify this part of Cherwell 
District (see Chapter 2).

A traditional feature of stone 
buildings in the locality is that 
the whole opening is formed in 
red brick.  
This is an attractive feature and 
should be replicated.

Brick walls must be either 
English or Flemish bond and 
should generally be soft red 
to match historic buildings in 
Bicester with buff brick used 
occasionally or in certain 
character areas.

Where reconstituted stone  
is used, it must be a good  
colour and texture match  
for the local stone.  
Sawn stone may occasionally  
be used in string courses, 
window and door reveals  
and lintels.

Expansion joints in render  
and brickwork must be 
discretely incorporated in  
to the architecture.  
This may, for example, be at 
changes in facing material, 
behind rainwater down pipes,  
or in limited reveals.

Mortar joints must be pointed  
as appropriate for the brick  
type and architecture.

Copings should generally not 
extend more than 25mm from 
the plane of the wall beneath.

Flue extracts to boilers must not 
be used on front elevations.

Similarly, barge boards and 
fascia boxes must not be used.

Roofs

Roof coverings shall be high 
quality artificial stone slate, 
thatch, clay tiles or small scale 
plain concrete tiles. Tile vents  
to slopes are not permitted,  
with roofs being ventilated via 
the ridge and eaves. 

Colours of roofing materials 
must reflect the local vernacular.

Plain tile roofs should use a  
tilting fillet to flatten the roof pitch 
by 5º just above the gutter.  
No interlocking tiles or slates 
will be acceptable on first or 
second tier frontages.

Rainwater goods

Rainwater goods should be 
black coloured cast iron, 
aluminium or plastic.  
White fittings may be used over 
white render. 

Colour

Through render colours within the 
built environment at Kingsmere 
should be partly based on the 
Colour Palettes document 
produced by Cherwell District 
Council in 1996, and partly based 
on the pastel creams and greys 
also found locally.

The Colour Palettes document 
explains that Bicester is notable 
for its variety of building styles 
and materials. The pale local 
stone sits alongside a variety of 
brick colours as well as renders 
painted in many colours.

Wall materials and colours 
at Kingsmere must match or 
harmonise with the local  
stone and brick.  
Renders should use the muted 
range of colours recommended 
in the above document as well as 
whites, creams and pale greys.

Street furniture must be  
painted black.

Decoration and detail

Consideration should be given 
to the level of detail that is 
appropriate on buildings and 
where it might occur.

In general residential buildings 
should have limited superfluous 
detailing emphasising their 
simplicity and allowing them to 
recede in to the streetscene. 
Landmark or marker buildings 
may be exceptions.

Buildings of strategic or 
community significance, such 
as the schools, sports pavilion 
or shops, may have extra 
adornment so that they become 
clearly legible as key buildings.

Based on Natural Colour System (NCS) Colour palette  
(British Standard references begin with BS).

Colours shown here are indicative only. All 
specifications must be done using either the 
BS or NCS reference numbers given. 

Above: Examples of roofing materials.

Wall materials examples.

NCS S4010-G90Y
BS 10B21BS 08B15 NCS S3020-G90Y NCS S3010-Y10R

NCS S2010-Y
BS 10B17BS 08B17 NCS S 3010-G90Y NCS S 010-Y

m
Figure 3.31 Appropriate render colours – other creams or pale greys 
will also be acceptable as well as white, subject to the agreement of 
the local authority.
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Car and cycle parking

Car parking is a fundamental 
consideration in the design of 
the public and private realm and 
must be carefully considered so 
that it both functions well and 
does not detract from the visual 
appearance of the place.

The density of residential 
development at Kingsmere 
allows for a high proportion of 
owner vehicles to be parked on 
their own plot or in shared and 
secure communal parking. Other 
vehicles, particularly those of 
visitors, will generally use shared 
public on-street parking.

Residential car parking must 
comply with the adopted 
standards at the time of a 
reserved matters application. 
Prior to new parking standards 
being formally adopted, the 
following will apply:

•  1-2 bedroom = 1 space.

•   3 bedroom = 2 space.

•   4+ bedroom = 3 spaces.

•   Where a double garage 
is provided, 4 spaces are 
acceptable, excluding primary 
and secondary streets and 
the urban village.

•   Visitor spaces must be 
provided in the public realm 
or in easily accessible 
communal courtyards.

Provision must be made for 
covered and secure cycle 
parking within all garages. 
those properties without 
garages must provide covered 
and secure cycle storage. 
Cycles must be accessible from 
within garages without the need 
to remove parked cars.

Car and covered cycle parking 
must be provided in the 
employment areas, for the 
hotel, school, sports pitches 
and local centre, in accordance 
with the relevant / adopted 
parking standards.

The  range of car parking options 
for residents include:

•   On-plot allocated 
– front access hardstanding 
– front access detached 
garage 
– front access attached garage 
– front access drive-through 
– rear access mews garage 
– rear access back garden 
– rear access chauffeur unit

•  Off-plot allocated 
– front court 
– rear court

•  On-street unallocated  
(including vistors parking) 
– in line with pavement 
– housing square

•  Off-street unallocated  
(including vistors parking) 
– communal courtyards

All front access options must 
have a 2m x 2m visibility splay to 
the public realm.

 

On-plot parking options

front access hardstanding.  
This arrangement will require either a 
deep recess per property (as shown) or 
a set back building line.

Mews courts.   
This arrangement can be combined with 
self-contained flats on upper floors.

front access drive-through.   
Front access attached garage.   
This arrangement can be used where 
it is important to maintain street 
enclosure.

rear chauffeur unit.   
This arrangement is used where 
a separate garage building, with 
accommodation above, is sited in a  
rear garden of a large house.

front access detached garage.  
This arrangement can be combined with 
parking in front of the garage (maximum 
two single or one double garage).

front access attached garage.   
This arrangement can be used where 
it is important to maintain street 
enclosure.

figure 3.32 Residents car parking.

All drawings on this page are derived from those in Car Parking: what works 
where, produced by English Partnerships.

m

3.3  continued: 
Urban form
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Residents allocated car parking 
hierarchy

The order or preference is:

•    Parking should generally be 
on plot and accessed from the 
front – in order to preserve the 
integrity of the perimeter block. 

Followed by either:

•    Where rear access parking is 
unavoidable it should be to 
rear / side of plot – for reasons 
of security and surveillance,

 or: 

•   Rear courts serving a maximum 
of 8 houses should be used. 
These should have narrow 
entrances and should have no 
pedestrian through route.

Communal public car parking

Areas of communal public 
car parking will be provided 
in locations such as the local 
centre and the sports pavilion.

Car parking here will be integral 
to the public realm using 
common surface treatments, 
semi-mature street trees and 
robust bollards to define the 
areas to be used by cars and 
pedestrians.

On-street car parking will 
be offered for adoption and 
management to Oxfordshire 
County Council. Mews courts 
with five or more dwellings 
will be adopted. Mews with 
less than five dwellings will be 
privately maintained, including 
all external lighting.

Garages

Careful consideration should 
be given to the size, positioning 
and treatment of  garages. 
Garages are most likely to be 
used for car parking if they are 
convenient, of adequate size 
and not in competition with 
easier options. Where used 

they should therefore be readily 
accessible and not combined 
with neighbouring hardstandings 
where vehicles could be left.

Single garages must have a 
minimum internal width of 
3.0m, to allow occupants to exit 
the vehicle easily, and depth 
6.0m, to allow bike parking 
and storage. Smaller garages 
will not be considered as 
providing car parking. Cycles 
stored within garages must be 
accessible without the need to 
remove parked cars. 

double garages must have a 
minimum internal width of 5.6m 
and a depth of 6.1m.

Integral garages reduce the 
amount of active building frontage 
and should not be used in 
prominent locations or in more 
than three consecutive buildings. 
Integral garages are best reserved 
for mews, courtyards and minor 
streets.  
garages must be located behind 
the building line.

Off-plot allocated parking

front court.  
(Max 4 spaces together.)   
This arrangement requires a shared 
private area, adjoining the public realm, 
where spaces can be located. 

rear court. 

(Serving a maximum of  
8 houses.)
This arrangement removes cars from 
street views but must be limited in 
size and have minimal access to help 
security.

housing square.   
This arrangement requires high quality 
planting and public realm to reduce the 
visual impact of car parking.

Parallel to kerb.   
This arrangement is especially well 
suited to visitor parking and should be 
broken up with trees and pavement 
build outs.

On-street unallocated parking

figure 3.33 

garages must be at least 
3.0m wide and 6.0m deep to 
be considered as car parking 
spaces. 
The extra width makes them easier 
to use and provides space for cycle 
parking and storage as well.
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figure 3.34 Public art opportunities.

A public art framework statement 
is attached to the S106 legal 
agreement. This requires the 
production of a public art 
strategy which will set out the 
commissioning process and 
precise location and nature of 
public art on the site. Developers 
should refer to the public art 
strategy.

Figure 3.34 (right) shows where 
the main public art opportunity 
sites are within Kingsmere.

m
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Public realm

the public realm must be 
designed to be accessible to all, 
including those with mobility 
impairments and parents with 
children in prams or buggies. 
To ensure proper provision 
for those with special needs, 
care and sensitivity is required 
in the detailing of public realm 
components – in particular, 
gradients/inclines, pedestrian/
cycle crossings, and the type 
of materials, street furniture and 
planting used within the public 
realm.

The key design principles that 
must be adopted throughout the 
public realm are:

•  the development should 
provide a high-quality 
environment which is safe, 
convenient and accessible  
to all.

•   the layouts of the areas 
accessible to pedestrians 
should be simple, logical  
and consistent.

•   there should be no obstacles 
and restrictions to access 
where possible.

•   Contrasts in colour, tone and 
textures should be used to 
accentuate the presence of 
key features such as edgings, 
crossing points and signs.

•   Furniture should be ordered 
in a legible way to create clear 
and unimpeded pedestrian 
zones.

•  thresholds and ramps to Part 
M of the building regulations.

•   Smooth surface materials, 
flush laying techniques and 
high-quality finishes.

•   lighting levels should be 
adequate.

The following sections 
address these key pubic realm 
components. 

Formal urban spaces 

In addition to the general 
streetscape environments, a 
number of public urban squares, 
gateways and parks will be 
provided within the development, 
including the main primary 
square in the local centre, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.1 – Land 
Use Proposals Plan and Figure 
3.22 – Parameters Plan. 

The location of these squares, 
gateways and parks has been 
selected via consultation and 
are agreed with Cherwell District 
Council and other relevant 
statutory and non-statutory 
stakeholders. These spaces are 
mandatory elements as they 
form important nodal locations 
along the key routes.

Public spaces should provide safe and attractive meeting areas for residents  
(Kings Court, London).

High quality public realm.
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boundary treatments

Boundaries to residential 
properties

The treatment of boundaries 
will be fundamental to creating 
a safe and secure environment 
for residents of Kingsmere as 
well as an attractive, unified and 
uncluttered streetscape. 

There are three boundary types:

•   Front boundaries, where the 
blocks interface with the street.

•   Rear boundaries, where 
properties have common 
boundaries or share access to 
secure rear courtyards. 

•   Side boundaries where two 
properties meet or where private 
properties line the street.

•   All side or rear boundaries to 
the public realm on primary, 
secondary or side street must 
be walls, except within the 
Whitelands character area 
where wattle fencing can be 
used. Walls are the preferred 
option for minor streets / 
mews, but alternatives can 
be considered at the reserved 
matters stage. timber fencing 
can be considered for internal 
courts as set out below.

Front boundaries

The treatment of boundary 
walls between properties and 
addressing the public realm shall 
be integral to the design of the 
buildings.

Solid stone walls must be used 
with a traditional half round 
ridge tile capping, characteristic 
of the area (see sketch below). 
Front boundary walls should be a 
maximum of 900mm in height.

generally brick boundary 
walls must be built in running 
courses, over 5 metres, or with 
sloping courses on shorter 
lengths. 
 
Where plots adjoin the public 
realm a privacy strip of at least 
600mm is required.

The surfacing materials and 
landscape treatment of the 
privacy strip is an important 
element in creating a cohesive 
character and safe street 
environment.  
hard landscape must draw on 
the same materials as used for 
the street. Soft landscaping 
should include hedging or low 
growing shrubs.

Rear and side boundaries
Rear boundaries to communal 
spaces, including car parking 
or public open space, should 
address the following elements:

•   the rear boundary of homes 
which back onto a secure 
central courtyard must allow 
surveillance of the parking 
area from habitable rooms 
whilst maintaining privacy 
for the rear gardens. the 
boundary between the 
gardens and the courtyard 
will be no less than 1.8 metres 
high and no greater than 2.0 
metres in height.

•   The design should match the 
design of the buildings. 

•   honeycomb brickwork 
or concrete blocks and 
palisade link fencing are not 
acceptable.

Boundaries to commercial 
properties

Boundaries of commercial or 
community buildings, which 
relate to public or semi-public 
spaces must have a high quality 
and robust design. Chain link 
fences, palisade and timber 
boundary treatments will not be 
permitted in these locations.

utilities

developers must seek to 
ensure that all meter boxes are 
positioned internally. if this is 
not possible, within planning 
applications developers must 
justify why not (eg as the utility 
provider will not accept this). 
Where not internal, meter box 
positions must be sited to avoid 
front or prominent positions or 
must at least be concealed / 
recessed.  
Generally they will be minimal 
in size, concealed against the 
adjoining surface or otherwise 
hidden and will relate consistently 
to ground levels or building 
details.

Common service trenches 
should be used wherever 
possible.  
The duplication of trenches and 
potential long-term impact on 
the maintenance, appearance 
and quality of the street, 
should be avoided. Where not 
possible design detailing should 
be carefully considered and 
matching details found for  
covers etc.

Designated impermeable block 
paving service strips without 
an infiltration blanket must be 
provided within permeable block 
paving areas.

3.4  continued: 
Detail

High quality boundary treatments 
combined.

Wattle fencing is appropriate in the Whitelands Character area.
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refuse and recycling 

The storage and collection of 
refuse and materials for recycling 
should be carefully considered 
so as to not visually or physically 
detract from the appearance of 
the development.  
the materials and design 
of facilities must be 
complementary with that of  
surrounding buildings.

Storage areas should 
accommodate the bins currently 
provided by Cherwell District 
Council and be flexible to 
adapt to changing policies and 
technologies. Requirements for 
commercial recycling facilities and 
those for retail and community 
facilities should be agreed with 
the District Council.

each house must have a hard 
surface within the curtilage 
providing space for:

•   One 240 litre blue wheeled 
bin for the collection of dry 
recyclable material.

•   One 240 litre green wheeled 
bin for the collection of 
residual waste.

•   One 240 litre brown bin for 
the collection of garden waste 
material.

each apartment will have  
space for:

•  One 240 litre blue wheeled 
bin for the collection of dry 
recyclable material.

•   One 240-litre green-wheeled 
bin for the collection of 
residual waste.

(bin dimensions: 0.6m wide x 
0.8m depth x 1.1m height)

each apartment must have a 
suitable, communal bin storage 
area which will contain space 
for two 240 litre wheeled bins 
per apartment, as noted below. 
each communal storage area 
must contain space for no more 
than ten bins.  
Any alternative arrangements 
will require the approval of the 
Council’s Environmental Services 
Department.

For both houses and apartments, 
bin storage areas must be easily 
accessible from the adopted 
public realm. Bin stores for 
apartments must be located 
close to the route taken by 
public refuse collection vehicles. 
Bins for houses will normally 
be taken to the public realm 
by the occupant. Bin storage 
areas for houses must be 
behind the building line, at 
least, and therefore accessways 
of sufficient width must be 
provided from each dwelling to 
the public highway.

Within Kingsmere, a public 
recycling site will be provided. 
the site will contain a minimum 
of:

•  two green glass banks.

•  One brown glass bank.

•  One clear glass bank.

•  One can bank.

•  One textile bank.

(Each recycling bank dimensions: 
0.89m wide x 1.44m depth x 
1.48m height)

The site for public recycling 
should have minimal impact on 
townscape views and residents 
amenity.

All refuse and recycling 
collections must be possible 
direct from the public realm. 
Commercial and non-residential 
buildings will include suitable 
access between storage areas 
and public realm collection 
points. These will be generously 
proportioned but discreet in the 
streetscene and will avoid the 
need for temporary storage on 
highways or footways.

All servicing and deliveries must 
be possible direct from the 
public realm, except for those 
buildings with rear yards where 
these should be used.

A dedicated on-street service 
bay must be provided adjacent 
to the centrally-located 
convenience store. this 
should be of sufficient size to 
accommodate typical delivery 
vehicles for the store (normally 
16.5m, 40 tonnes).  
Lockable bollards may be 
required to ensure the space 
is permanently available to the 
store.

Commercial service vehicles 
should be deterred from using 
wholly residential streets.
Residential streets will be 
designed to discourage through 
traffic of any sort, but especially 
commercial vehicles. On 
mixed-use streets penetration 
by commercial traffic will be 
discouraged by signage and/or 
carriageway geometry.

top: High quality communal bin store 
at rear.
bottom: Frontage bin store designed as 
part of the architecture.

A recycling facility will be located at an appropriate location within the site. 
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character areas

residential areas and local centre non-residential areas

3 
avenue

2 
Pingle
brook

1  
whitelands

4 
urban
Village

5 
education
campus

6 
employment
Zone

7 
health
Village
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Avenue character area:
Classic characteristics: formal . simple . calm . structured

The Avenue character area is inspired by local man-made environments structured around landscape features. These might be an 
avenue of trees, which create view corridors, close-cropped hedges, which contain the public and private realm, or retained existing 
tree groups, emphasised as an integral part of the streetscene.

This area is designed in an overt manner as a formal and 
planned urban extension. Here the ability of the designer 
to arrange and organise buildings, streets and spaces, 
according to a plan or whim, is celebrated. This area reflects 
the tradition, especially prevalent in landscape and garden 
design, of organising the built and natural environment in 
order to create impressive visual effects. In practice this 
might mean overlapping a series of axial views throughout a 
street network, or creating an artificial perspective by subtle 
narrowing of the street width.

Locally this tradition can be seen in the garden suburb streets 
of Bicester or Woodstock, or in the historic parklands of the 
country estates. See pages 24 and 25 in Chapter 2.

Classic characteristics:

•   Housing fronting countryside and public open space.

•  Variable street enclosure.

•  Core central street defines structure and character.

•  Landscape-driven townscape.

• Consistent and formal housing groups.

•  Compositions comprising two and three storey buildings.

•  Axial views along streets.

• Occasional small, formal spaces.

• Traditional vernacular architecture with horizontal emphasis.

•  Occasional larger scale traditional streets and, on the 
periphery, country lanes.

•  Existing mature copse fronted by buildings.

Avenue character area.

m  Development layouts must accord with the general 
principles set out opposite.

83
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Character area: Avenue
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Figure 4.2a Extract from parameters plan (pages 66-67) for the Avenue character area.
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Figure 4.2b Building heights for the Avenue character area (complete plan, Figure 3.21).

Figure 4.2c Density range for the Avenue character area (complete plan, Figure 3.20).
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Figure 4.2d Landscape framework for the Avenue character area (complete plan, Figure 3.3)

Figure 4.2e Street network for the Avenue character area (complete plan, Figure 3.14)
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Soft Landscape

Trees

Large
Fraxinus excelsior
Juglans nigra
Quercus robur
Quercus petraea

Medium
Acer campestre
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pendula

Small
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia

Shrubs

Amelanchier lamarkii
Buddleja daviddi ‘Black night’
Cornus alba ‘Sibrica Varigata’
Hamamelis mollis ‘Pallida’
Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’
Rosmarinus officinalis Rubus 
cockburianus
Sambus nigra ‘Aurea’
Viburnum x buckwoodii ‘Dawn’
Viburnum opulus  ‘Roseum’
Prunus laurocerasus
‘Otto lucken’
Viburnum davidii
Skimmia japonia

Plant species 50% native
note: Formal planting, in particular hedging, is an important characteristic of this area. On the 
rural edge, the planting design should become more informal, with a higher percentage of native 
planting than the average 50%.

Character area: Avenue

m
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Soft Landscape

Hedges

Single species hedges    
Crataegus monogyna
Carpinus betulus
Fagus sylvatica
Taxus baccata
Eleagnus ebbingei
Lingustrum vulgare
Prunus lusitanica

Herbaceous / ferns / bulbs

Alchemilla mollis
Digitalis grandiflora
Dryopteris felix-mas
Fritillaria meleagris
Geranium sanguineum
Helleborous niger
Iris sibirica
Lavandula augustifolia 
‘Hidcote’
Nepeta x faassenii
Nepeta x ‘Six Hills Giant’
Polystichum setiferum
Primula elatior
Salvia officinallis

Character area: Avenue
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Figure 4.4 The indicative view above shows a loose arrangement of buildings focused on the public open space at the heart of this area.
Location of sketch is shown below.

Character area: Pingle Brook



Kingsmere Design Code

Classic characteristics:

•    Compact clusters of houses creating space for informal  
green space.

•   Occasional taller feature buildings.

•   Small scale, bespoke, landmark buildings at key points.

•    Opportunity for contemporary architecture especially  
closer to the town centre.

•    Buildings and architecture employ either horizontal or  
vertical emphasis.

•    Setback front gardens aligned to frequent changes in the 
green edge.

•    Occasional shared surfaces and, on the periphery,  
country lanes.

•   Existing mature copses retained and fronted by buildings.

•     Permeable, attractive and safe pedestrian / cycle 
connections to town centre.

•     Limited materials palette.

•  Housing fronting public open space.

•   Predominantly fragmented and informal housing groups.

The Pingle Brook character area focuses on a naturalistic new park along Pingle Brook. This area contrasts sharp corners and hard 
surfaces with long grass and native planting. Short groups of terraced houses sit alongside individual detached buildings or paired houses. 
Streets meander towards the public open space, occasionally widening to accommodate an informal green space or allow for a large tree. 
Informality is conveyed through rustic paving, bound gravel and hedging whilst metal railings respond to the need for robustness in this 
environment.

Building heights and types will vary between wide-fronted and 
narrow-fronted, traditional and contemporary, with the latter 
mainly found closer to the town centre. Calm is maintained by 
a limited materials palette with buildings being generally faced 
in either render or red brick

Pingle Brook character area.

Pingle Brook character area:
Classic characteristics: informal . soft . green . loose

m  Development layouts must accord with the general 
principles set out opposite.
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Character area: Pingle Brook
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Figure 4.5a Extract from parameters plan (pages 66-67) for Pingle Brook character area.
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Figure 4.5b Building heights for the Pingle Brook character area (complete plan, Figure 3.21).

Figure 4.5c Density range for the Pingle Brook character area (complete plan, Figure 3.20).
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Figure 4.5d Landscape framework for the Pingle Brook character area (complete plan, Figure 3.3).

Figure 4.5e Street network for the Pingle Brook character area (complete plan, Figure 3.14).
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Character area: Pingle Brook

uRban FoRm

Below is a summary of the key urban form characteristics for the Pingle Brook character area.  
Further detail can be found in Chapter 3.

MANDATORY Comment

Density 30-35 for the majority 
35-40 adjoining Urban Village 
character area.

Refer to Figure 4.5c.

Building Heights Refer to Figure. 4.5b. 
No buildings may block the vista to 
St.Edburg Church as viewed from the 
gateway space.

Taller buildings closest to Urban 
Village character area.

Building Types No non-residential types. Houses (detached, paired, 
terraced) and apartments.

Spatial Arrangement Meandering streets and mews 
generally.
No symmetry.
Glimpsed views of the public open 
space from within the urban area.

Block Types Perimeter. Range of sizes with bespoke 
buildings where necessary.

Parking Format On-plot front access  
– hardstanding 
– detached garage 
– attached garage 
– mews garage

On-plot rear access  
– back garden
– chauffeur unit

Off-plot on-street (unallocated).

Frontage Setbacks 0.6m minimum.
On open space frontage minimum 2m.

Between 0.6m and 2.4m.
Variety within a street, 
emphasising informality.

m

m
Existing copse

Existing trees

Existing hedge

Formal open space

Informal open space

Greenway

Green route

Balancing ponds

NEAPs / LEAPs

Primary spine route on-street cycle and 
pedestrian provision

Key pedestrian access points
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aRchitectuRe  
& mateRials

Below is a summary of the key architecture and material elements for the Pingle Brook character area.  
Further detail can be found on pages 68-73.

MANDATORY Comment

Landmark buildings Landmark A.  An important building to be viewed from Oxford Road to the 
east. Key approach from town centre. Suitable for two or 
two and a half storey apartment building.

Marker buildings Marker A. A distinctive building to help turn the corner on the 
secondary street.

Form Majority of wide-fronted buildings. No proportions prescribed.

Composition Informal both in layout and architecture.

Scale Larger scale buildings and elements generally 
overlooking the park and towards the town 
centre.

Verticality & horizontality Majority vertical emphasis – but no proportion 
prescribed.
Mix within streets to add variety.

Verticality expressed in roofs, plot widths, articulation and 
fenestration

Façades Occasional (single or double height) shallow 
projecting bays (maximum projection 1.0m).
Prominent corners celebrated with feature 
windows.

Entrances Either solid 4 panelled or vertical planked on vernacular 
buildings

Windows Bay or feature windows must be used for all 
landmark, marker and key corner buildings.

Either sash-styled or casement on vernacular buildings 

Wall materials Red or buff brick. Through coloured render, or 
painted brick or stone.

Approximate proportions – red (50%) or buff (10%) brick. 
Through coloured render or painted brick (30%).  
Stone (10%).

Roof materials Slate or tile. Approximate proportions – Grey artificial Slate (30%)  
Brindle red plain concrete tiles (70%)

Colour Render coloured / brick painted pale grey, 
magnolia and pastel creams. White used as 
accent colour or on marker buildings only.

m

m

Character area: Pingle Brook
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Character area: Pingle Brook

Figure 4.6 A hypothetical arrangement of Pingle Brook street types.  
Dimensions and further details can be found on page 53.
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Street Type PRIMARY STREET SECONDARY STREET SIDE STREET MINOR STREET / MEWS 
/ COUNTRY LANE

Boundary Treatment N/A 1.2m high slender simple 
estate black metal railings 
or hedging.

Grassed or planted front 
gardens.

None / or hedging / planted 
front gardens.

Road Surface N/A Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt 
aggregate.

Porous block paving (mid 
grey).

Porous concrete block 
paving (cool/light grey) or 
resin bound gravel surface 
dressing (Addagrip or 
similar).

Footpath Surface N/A Impermeable concrete 
slabs (buff).

As carriageway. As carriageway.

Kerbing N/A Conservation textured 
concrete kerb.

Flush conservation 
channel.

Flush conservation 
channel.

Planting N/A Sorbus aucuparia  
- ‘Joseph Rock’
Sorbus aria
Carpinus betulus 
-‘Fastigate’

Sorbus aria
Prunus ‘Sunset Boulevard’

Prunus ‘Pandora’

Hedging: Carpinus betulus, Rosa rugosa, Crataegus monogyna, Eleagnus ebbingei.

Street Furniture Square timber bollards, Traditional parkland timber benches with arms, Timber clad simple square bins, Porous gravel 
tree pits.

Street Lighting Contemporary but traditional shaped lighting columns - black. Street lighting must accord with Oxfordshire County 
Council specification for lighting columns.

Public Realm

stReetscaPe

Below is a summary of the key public realm elements for the Pingle Brook character area.  
Further guidance can be found on page 77-78.

Character area: Pingle Brook

m

note:   Street lighting will be turned off at midnight, except for the primary street where a dimmer system will be used, subject to agreed 
specification with county council.
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Public spaces

Play areas

To include LEAP and LAPs.

Variety of play equipment.

Informal boundary treatment to 
comprise 1.2m high hedging  
(ie. beech) in combination with 
fencing to prohibit dogs.

Natural materials and muted 
colours to be used throughout  
this area.

Squares / pocket spaces

Reinstated Pingle Brook.

Strong ecological value.

Large open space.

Meadows / wildflower grassland.

Character area: Pingle Brook

m
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Soft Landscape

Trees

Large
Castanea sativa
Fraxinus excelsior
Quercus robur
Quercus petraea
Populus tremula
Pinus sylvestris

Medium
Acer campestre
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pendula
Betula nigra
Salix alba 

Shrubs

Amelanchier lamarckii
Corylus avellana
Cornus sanginea
Euonymus europaeus
Hamamelis mollis ‘Pallida’
Rosa rubiginosa
Ribes sanguineum
Salix alba
Salix vitellina
Viburnum opulus

Plant species 80% native.
note: Planting design should aim to produce a naturalistic look. Grasslands and meadow will 
dominate, with planting used to define edge or provide varying degrees of enclosure to features 
such as play areas.

Character area: Pingle Brook

m
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Soft Landscape

Hedges

Mixed species native hedge is 
appropriate on development edge.

Single species hedge: 
Crataegus monogyna
Carpinus betulus
Fagus sylvatica

 

Herbaceous / ferns / bulbs

Alchemila mollis
Helleborous niger
Iris sibirica
Lavandula augustifolia 
‘Hidcote’
Primula elatior

Character area: Pingle Brook
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Figure 4.7 The Urban Village character area is characterised by enclosed streets lined with a mixture of building types and styles.  
The indicative view above shows a regular street grid of terraced units with concealed parking.
Location of sketch is shown below.

Character area: Urban Village
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Urban Village character area:
Classic characteristics: compact . diverse . lively . enclosed

Classic characteristics:

•  Most compact with greatest street enclosure.

•  Housing, retail, commercial, educational, community uses.

•  Taller buildings (up to 4 storey) help define primary street.

•  Strong urban corners formed by buildings.

•  Opportunity for contemporary architecture, especially around 
central space.

•  Buildings and architecture employ either horizontal or  
vertical emphasis.

•  Central space to comprise robust urban public realm with 
prominent trees serving mixed-use buildings (commercial, 
residential & community centre).

•  Central space designed to accommodate a range of 
functions (including community events) as well as parking 
and bus stops.

•   Eastern gateway to be fronted by landmark buildings

•   Development along secondary and tertiary routes will be in  
less formal / irregular blocks.

•  Primary school campus will present a clear frontage along 
the primary route, with open play spaces located to the rear 
(including a children’s play area).

•   Employment Zone blocks will range between 2 and 4 
storeys and will protect adjoining residential amenity.

• Health Village integrated with neighbouring residential areas.

•   The residential development will back onto the petrol station 
to help screen existing features from the public realm within 
this character area.

Further information on the primary school can be found on  
pages 134-137.

The Urban Village is characterised by enclosed streets lined with a mixture of building types and styles. Richness is found in this varied 
townscape as well as in the range of uses beyond housing found here, or nearby. 

This area is the most vibrant because of its accessibility, the cross-section of people drawn in by the community, commercial and 
educational uses and its position at the centre of routes through Kingsmere. The Urban Village will be legible as the centre of the 
development, where the intensity of development peaks and the social centre is created.

This area is designed as a subtle blend of styles with no one approach dominating. It is laid out in an informal manner but with streets 
composed according to key principles which together convey urbanity. Here buildings are more likely to be taller, use vertical fenestration, be 
set close to the pavement and might have a hidden parapet gutter. Contemporary architectural styles and details may be more prevalent here.

Street greenery will largely be limited to trees and street furniture will be robust, simple and modern. A hard and distinctive public realm is 

key to this area which is focal to the whole scheme.

Urban Village character area.

m  Development layouts must accord with the general 
principles set out opposite.
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Character area: Urban Village

Figure 4.8a Extract from parameters plan (pages 66-67) for Urban Village character area. Further information on the Primary school can be found on pages 134–137.
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Figure 4.8b Building heights for the Urban Village character area (complete plan, Figure 3.21).

Figure 4.8c Density range for the Urban Village character area (complete plan, Figure 3.20).
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Figure 4.8d Landscape framework for the Urban Village character area (complete plan, Figure 3.3).

Figure 4.8e Street network for the Urban Village character area (complete plan, Figure 3.14).
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uRban FoRm

Below is a summary of the key urban form characteristics for the Urban Village character area.  
Further details can be found in Chapter 3.

MANDATORY Comment

Density 35-40 for the majority.
40-45 on local centre frontage.
30-35 adjoining whitelands 
character area.

Refer to Figure 4.8c.

Building Heights Refer to Figure 4.8b. Taller buildings generally on 
higher order streets and key 
spaces.

Building Types Commercial / Community.

Primary school.
Housing.

Mostly ground floor with possible 
residential over.
Single storey only.
Houses (predominantly paired 
and terraced). Integrated and 
connected apartment buildings.

Spatial Arrangement Rectilinear streets with frequent 
crossroads.
Occasional symmetry.
Closed views occasionally with 
marker buildings.
Clear hierarchy of streets and 
spaces.

Block Types Perimeter. Range of sizes, for instance 
enabling rear servicing on Primary 
Street or occasional mews within 
higher density areas.

Parking Format On-plot front access  
– hardstanding 
– detached garage 
– attached garage 
– mews garage

On-plot rear access  
– back garden 
– chauffeur unit

Off-plot rear court

Off-plot front court

Limited visitors parking in  
centre of primary street.

Frontage Setbacks 0.6m minimum. Between 0.6m and 1.2m
Modest variety between streets 
or areas.

Character area: Urban Village

m

m
Existing copse

Existing trees

Existing hedge

Formal open space

Informal open space

Greenway

Green route

NEAPs / LEAPs

Primary spine route on-street cycle 
and pedestrian provision
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aRchitectuRe  
& mateRials

Below is a summary of the key architecture and material elements for the Urban Village character area.  

MANDATORY Comment

Landmark buildings Landmark A -  
Retail building.

Landmark B -
Primary school.

Landmark C.

Key focus of local centre. Should include principal retail 
outlet, but may include other uses. 

 Key civic building at corner of local centre. Should be 
legible as civic building with distinctive architecture and 
best quality materials and finish.

 Hotel and residential block to create positive and high 
quality façades to gateway space.

Marker buildings Marker A.

Marker B.

Marker C.

Marker D.

Acute angle corner building at junction of primary street 
and right of way. Chamfered corner would allow for a 
small public space.

 Broad-fronted building (or pair of buildings) closing the 
vista on a key junction. Must be of significant quality 
given prominence. Requires contrasting form, materials 
or colour.

 Striking corner building perhaps similar to marker F.  
Contrasting form, materials and / or colour to 
immediate neighbours. Viewed both directly and 
obliquely.

 Bespoke building required but could have same 
architectural approach as neighbours. Strong corner 
building closing vista on approach from A41 junction. 
Distinctively different from neighbours but various 
approaches acceptable.

Form Primarily narrow fronted. No proportion prescribed

Composition Informal especially in layout.

Scale Larger scale buildings and elements on Primary 
Street boulevard.
Larger scale buildings or elements normally reserved 
for landmark or marker buildings.

Verticality & horizontality Majority vertical emphasis – but no proportions 
prescribed.

Mix within streets to add variety.

Façades Minimal projecting bays.
Occasionally corners celebrated with bay windows 
or such features.

Entrances Range of solid and part-glazed doors

Windows Either sash style or casement on vernacular buildings

Wall materials Red or buff brick or through coloured render.
Minimum 75% through coloured render to be used in 
local centre.

Approximate proportions – red (40%) or buff (10%) brick. 
Through coloured render (50%).

Roof materials Slate or tile. Approximate proportions – Grey artificial Slate (70%) 
Brindle red plain concrete tiles (30%).

Colour Render coloured to match pale grey stone, or white, 
magnolia or pastel creams.

Character area: Urban Village

m

m
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Character area: Urban Village

Figure 4.9 A hypothetical arrangement of Urban Village street types.  
Dimensions and further details can be found on page 53.
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Street Type PRIMARY STREET SECONDARY STREET SIDE STREET MINOR STREET / MEWS

Boundary Treatment 0.9 – 1.2m high 
contemporary, clean lined 
style railings.

Low picket fence and / or 
grassed / planted front 
gardens.

Low picket fence and / or 
grassed / planted front 
gardens.

None – or gravel trim or 
small planted front garden.

Road Surface Asphalt (HRA) with dark 
grey aggregate chippings.

Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt 
aggregate.

Porous block paving (mid 
grey).

Porous concrete block 
paving (cool/light grey).

Footpath Surface Impermeable concrete 
slabs (buff).

Impermeable concrete 
slabs (buff).

As carriageway. As carriageway.

Kerbing Conservation concrete 
kerb.

Conservation concrete 
kerb.

Flush conservation 
channel.

Flush conservation 
channel.

Planting Acer campestre 
-‘Streetwise’

Acer campestre 
-‘Streetwise’
Prunus ‘Sunset Boulevard’

Malus tschonskii
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia 
-‘Sheerwater Seedling’

Malus tschonskii
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia 
-‘Sheerwater Seedling’

Hedging: Carpinus betulus, Lonicera pariclymenum, Eleagus ebbingei, Prunus lusitanica.

Street Furniture Square timber bollards, Traditional parkland timber benches with arms, Timber clad simple square bins, Porous gravel 
tree pits. All black.

Street Lighting Contemporary but 
traditional shaped lighting 
columns - black.

Contemporary but traditional shaped lighting columns. Street lighting must accord with 
Oxfordshire County Council specification for lighting columns.

Public Realm

stReetscaPe

Below is a summary of the key public realm elements for the Urban Village character area.  
Further guidance can be found on pages 77-78..

Character area: Urban Village

m

note:   Street lighting will be turned off at midnight, except for the primary street where a dimmer system will be used, subject to agreed 
specification with the county council.
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Public spaces

Play areas

To include LEAP and LAP.

Rubber wet pour surfacing.

Metal equipment pieces.

Colourful play space.

Enclosure to be achieved by 1.2m 
high bow-top fencing or similar.

Squares / pocket spaces

Hard, paved landscapes.

Strong street tree planting.

Hardy amenity shrubs.

Areas for urban activity  
– local centre and public right  
of way.

Urban central green corridor to 
form a pedestrian spine through 
the development.

Character area: Urban Village

m
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Soft Landscape

Trees

Large
Castanea satira
Fraxinus excelsior
Juglans nigra
Quercus robur
Quercus petraea
Pinus sylvestis

Medium
Acer campestre
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pendula

Small
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia
Prunus ‘Pandora’

Shrubs

Amelanchier lamarkii
Buddleja daviddi ‘Black night’
Cornus alba ‘Sibrica Varigata’
Hamamelis mollis ‘Pallida’
Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’
Rosmarinus officinalis Rubus 
cockburianus
Skimmia japonica
Sambus nigra ‘Aurea’
Viburnum x buckwoodii ‘Dawn’
Viburnum opulus  ‘Roseum’

Plant species 50% native.
Tree planting (often within hard landscape areas) will be a dominant feature with shrub planting 
principally confined to areas of open space and along the public right of way.  
Planting design should complement the contemporary streetscape.

Character area: Urban Village
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Soft Landscape

Hedges

Single species hedges     
Crataegus monogyna
Carpinus betulus
Fagus Sylvatica
Taxus baccata 
Ligustnum vulgare
Prunus lusitanica

Herbaceous / ferns / bulbs

Alchemilla mollis
Digitalis grandiflora
Dryopteris felix-mas
Fritillaria meleagris
Geranium sanguineum
Helleborous niger
Iris sibirica
Lavandula augustifolia 
‘Hidcote’
Nepeta x faassenii
Nepeta x ‘Six Hills Giant’
Polystichum setiferum
Primula elatior
Salvia officinallis

Character area: Urban Village



local centre 

The Local Centre is within the Urban Village character area and will be the social hub for Kingsmere. 
It will provide an important meeting place, with shops and services alongside community uses and the primary 
school. A safe and attractive central public space will be principally for pedestrians and cyclists, but will also 
include short term visitor parking. The plan below shows a possible layout.

The local centre may include a convenience store (200m2-400m2 gross) as well as a minimum of two and 
maximum of six other shops (each up to 150m2 gross). This space will be flexible to allow for up to 30% to be 
used as employment space (either B1 or B2), as well as a community centre (641m2 gross with an additional 
100m2 external area). On the periphery of the local centre is a primary school. The Community Centre should be 
located close to this.

Figure 4.10 An indicative layout for the public space at the Local Centre. 

Kingsmere Design Code
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Character area: Urban Village



The Community Centre will be a distinctive building  
and add to the vibrancy of the local centre.
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Character area: Urban Village

MANDATORY

Land uses

Convenience store. 200-400m2 gross.

Two to six shop units. Up to 150m2 gross each.

Employment units 
(B1 or B2, latter maximum 30%).

Up to 500m2 gross each.

Community centre. 641m2 gross internal.
100m2 external.
25 car parking spaces (shared use).

Building heights

Three or four storeys (except Community Centre). The double height hall within the Community Centre must 
be located on the street frontage to maximise building presence.

Public facilities

Bus stops. 2 x 15m x 2.5m stops located on the west of the space away from the primary school.

Cycle parking. Covered cycle shelter for 16 bicycles designed into the public realm.

Recycling / refuse. Group of six recycling bins.

Seating. Six bench seats, integral to the public realm and on main routes and desire lines.

Public realm / landscape

Refer to Urban Village section.

local centRe m
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Figure 4.11 Whitelands character area is characterised by green streets where informal front gardens, soft verges and prominent trees dominate the streetscene.  
The indicative view above shows a perforated rural edge overlooked by detached and paired buildings. 
Location of sketch shown below.

Character area: Whitelands



Whitelands character area.

Kingsmere Design Code

Whitelands character area:
Classic characteristics: informal . soft . quiet . rural

Classic characteristics:

•  Least compact with broken street frontages.

•  Housing fronting countryside and public open space.

•  Predominantly fragmented and informal housing groups.

•  All buildings two storey.

•  Small scale, local landmark buildings at key points.

•  Generally closed vistas along short streets.

•  Occasional small informal and irregular spaces.

•  Traditional vernacular architecture with horizontal emphasis.

•   Small scale traditional streets and, on the periphery,  
country lanes.

•  Parking in all formats.

•  Existing mature hedgerow on boundary retained and  
fronted by buildings.

Whitelands is characterised by green streets where informal front gardens, soft verges and prominent trees dominate the streetscene.  
A calm and peaceful character area, Whitelands seeks to fuse with the public open spaces south of Kingsmere and looks to the countryside 
views beyond. Generous plots allow gaps between buildings creating a sense of spaciousness and enabling cars to be parked behind the 
building line.

Architecturally conservative, Whitelands borrows the traditional forms and styles seen in popular local villages. Streets and spaces 
may be enclosed by wide fronted, steep roofed buildings possibly faced in stone or render with white casement windows alongside 
entrances covered by small porches. Gable end elevations will feature as part of some streets.

Modest and informal building groups combine to create simple streets and occasional small focal spaces. Vistas are generally closed by 
buildings until, at the development edge, clear and open views are possible to the south.

   

m  Development layouts must accord with the general 
principles set out opposite.
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Character area: Whitelands
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Figure 4.12a Extract from parameters plan (pages 66-67) for the Whitelands character area.
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Figure 4.12b Building heights for the Whitelands character area (complete plan, Figure 3.21).

Figure 4.12c Density range for the Whitelands character area (complete plan, Figure 3.20).
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Figure 4.12d Landscape framework for the Whitelands character area (complete plan, Figure 3.3).

Figure 4.12e Street network for the Whitelands character area (complete plan, Figure 3.14).
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uRban FoRm

Below is a summary of the key urban form characteristics for the Whitelands character area.  
Further details can be found in Chapter 3.

MANDATORY Comment

Density 30-35. Refer to Figure 4.12c.

Building Heights Refer to Figure 4.11b. Taller buildings mainly on Primary 
Street.

Building Types No non-residential types. Houses (detached, paired, 
terraced). Few apartments.

Spatial Arrangement Deformed grid of streets with 
occasional crossroads.
Little symmetry.
Closed views, occasionally with 
marker buildings.
Subtle expression of hierarchy of 
streets and spaces.

Block Types Perimeter. Generally small with few bespoke 
buildings or rear parking courts.

Parking Format All the primary street, parking 
must be provided principally via 
rear access.

On-plot front access  
– hardstanding 
– detached garage 
– attached garage

On-plot rear access  
– back garden

Off-plot rear court

Off-plot front court.

Frontage Setbacks 0.6m minimum. Between 0.6m and 2.4m.
Variety within streets emphasising 
informality.
Widening to between 2-6m on 
rural end.

Character area: Whitelands

m

Existing copse

Existing trees

Existing hedge

Formal open space

Informal open space

Greenway

Public right of way through development

NEAPs / LEAPs

Primary spine route on-street cycle and 
pedestrian provision

m
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aRchitectuRe  
& mateRials

Below is a summary of the key architecture and material elements for the Whitelands character area.  

MANDATORY Comment

Landmark buildings Landmark A.

Landmark B.

See non-residential section.
See non-residential section.

Marker buildings Marker A.

Marker B.

Marker C.

Marker D.

 Broad-fronted building (or pair of buildings) closing 
a long vista. Must be strongly representative of the 
character area in terms of siting, form, materials, 
textures and colour.

 Corner building on primary street. Important to provide 
strong link and legible route into housing parcels along 
side street.

 Corner building fronting smal public space or garden.

 Striking corner building viewed on southern approach. 
Must be strongly representative of the character area in 
terms of siting, form, materials, textures and colour.

Form Majority wide fronted / steep pitched roof.

Composition Informal both in layout and architecture.

Scale Larger scale buildings and elements on Primary 
Street, marker buildings or occasionally on rural edge 
buildings.

Verticality & horizontality Majority horizontal emphasis. Horizontality expressed for instance in roof eaves and 
ridges, casement windows.
Verticality used in secondary locations and to add  
variety overall.

Façades Minimal articulation or modelling to ensure simple flat 
façades generally.
Occasional (single height) shallow-depth, broad-
fronted projecting bays (maximum projection 1.0m).

Entrances Typically solid vertical planked doors on wide fronted 
vernacular buildings.

Windows Typically side hung casements on wide fronted 
vernacular buildings.

Wall materials Through coloured render. Red brick. Stone, including 
natural stone.

Approximate proportions - Through coloured render (60%).
Red brick (20%). Stone (20%). 

Roof materials Artificial slate or concrete tile or clay tile and a 
proportion of thatch.

Approximate proportions - Grey artificial slate (50%)  
Brindle red plain concrete tiles (35%). Clay tile (15%) 
A proportion of thatch can be used.

Colour Pale grey stone.
Render coloured to match stone, also pastel creams.

m

m

Character area: Whitelands
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Character area: Whitelands

Figure 4.13 A hypothetical arrangement of Whitelands street types.  
Dimensions and further details can be found on page 53.
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Public Realm

stReetscaPe

Below is a summary of the key public realm elements for the Whitelands character area.  
Further guidance can be found on page 77-78.

Street Type PRIMARY STREET SECONDARY STREET SIDE STREET MINOR STREET / MEWS 
/ COUNTRY LANE

Boundary Treatment Low stone or rendered wall. Low picket fence and/
or grassed/planted front 
gardens.  
For side boundaries wattle 
fencing is appropriate.

Low picket fence and/
or grassed/planted front 
gardens.  
For side boundaries wattle 
fencing is appropriate

None or bound gravel or 
planted front gardens.  
For side boundaries wattle 
fencing is appropriate

Road Surface Asphalt (HRA) with dark 
grey granite aggregate 
chippings.

Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt 
aggregate.

Porous block paving  
(mid grey).

Porous concrete block 
paving (cool/light grey) or 
resin bound gravel surface 
dressing on rural edge  
(Addagrip or similar).

Footpath Surface Impermeable concrete 
slabs (buff).

Impermeable concrete 
slabs (buff).

As carriageway. As carriageway.

Kerbing Conservation concrete 
kerb

Conservation concrete 
kerb

Conservation flush 
channel.

Conservation flush 
channel.

Planting Acer campestre 

‘Streetwise’

Malus hupenhensis
Acer campestre 

‘Streetwise’

Sorbus aria
Crataegus laevigata ‘Paul 
Scarlet’

Sorbus aria
Crataegus laevigata ‘Paul 
Scarlet’

Hedging: Carpinus betulus, Lonicera periclymenum.

Street Furniture Square timber bollards, Traditional parkland styled timber benches with arms, Timber clad simple square bins, Porous 
gravel tree pit.

Street Lighting Traditional styled columns 
- black.

Traditional styled columns - black. Street lighting must accord with Oxfordshire County 
Council specification for lighting columns.

Character area: Whitelands

m

note:   Street lighting will be turned off at midnight, except for the primary street where a dimmer system will be used, subject to agreed 
specification with county council.
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Public spaces

Play areas

To include NEAP, LEAP and LAP.

Natural materials (timber) and 
muted colours.

Informal play space.

Informal boundary treatment to 
comprise 1.2m high hedging (ie.
beech) in combination with fence 
to prohibit dogs.

Squares / pocket spaces

Soft, green landscapes.

Informal spaces.

Small local greens.

Large focal street trees.

Residential development edges 
the countryside / meadows / open 
space.

Limited shrub planting.

Character area: Whitelands

m
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Soft Landscape

Trees

Large
Fraxinus excelsior
Quercus robur 
Quercus petraea
Pinus sylvestis

Medium
Acer campestre
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pendula
Betula nigra

Small
Crataegus monogyna 
Prunus ‘Pandora’

Shrubs

Amelanchier lamarckii
Corylus avellana
Cornus sanginea
Euonymus europaeus
Hamamelis mollis ‘Pallida’ 

Rosa rubiginosa
Ribes sanguineum
Salix alba
Salix vitellina
Viburnum opulus

Plant species 80% native.
Simple palette of shrubs to be used with grassland, hedges, hedgerows and tree planting to be 
the dominant elements. Oak is to be the dominant tree species in areas of public open space or 
along the green edge of the development.

Character area: Whitelands

m
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Soft Landscape

Hedges

Mixed species native hedge is 
appropriate on urban edge.

Single species hedges    
Crataegus monogyna
Carpinus betulus
Fagus sylvatica 
Eleagnus ebbingei

  

 

Herbaceous / ferns / bulbs

Alchemila mollis
Helleborous niger
Iris sibirica
Lavandula augustifolia 
‘Hidcote’
Primula elatior

Character area: Whitelands
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Non-residential uses:

      Primary School (within Urban Village)

      Education Campus (including Sports Pavilion)

      Health Village

      Employment Zone

133
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mandatoRy

Site size 2.47ha

Vehicular ingress Primary Street frontage on northern boundary, western end.

Vehicular egress To lower order street at rear of site.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

Main frontage Minimum 100m length to Primary Street on northern boundary.  
Buildings to be located as close to this frontage as possible.

Other frontages All fenced only.

Boundary treatments Main frontage 1.1m tall black-colour bow-top railings and gates. 
Other frontages 2m tall black-colour weldmesh.

Planting As Urban Village character area.

Architecture Main frontage must address and help enclose the Primary street.  
Must have a clear visitor entrance. Maximum building height of 9m.  
Landmark to be minimum 7m.

Materials As Urban Village character area.  
Must contrast with immediate buildings in colour and material.

Site

The location, size and shape of 
the primary school site is shown 
on the Land Use Proposals 
plan (Figure 3.1, page 32) and is 
mandatory.

The site is an integral part of the 
Urban Village character area.

The school site will be 2.47 
hectares.

Access

A one-way vehicle route will 
be provided through the site 
running along the western 
boundary.

Vehicular ingress will be direct 
from the primary street frontage 
and is provided for refuse and 
delivery vehicles as well as 
some staff and disabled persons 
parking.

Vehicular egress (for all 
vehicles) will be as shown on 
Figure 4.15 adjacent to the green 
playspace and copse of trees. 
This will be via a minimum 3.5m 
wide shared surface roadway 
designed to harmonise with 
the surrounding landscape 
treatment.

Cycling

Cycling to and from the school 
will be encouraged. Covered 
and secure cycle parking will 
be provided within the primary 
school site.

Main frontage

The primary school forms part 
of a primary street frontage as 
well as being on the corner of 
the primary public space at the 
centre of Kingsmere.  
This main frontage must be no 
less than 100m wide, and must:

•      Be largely occupied by 
buildings (apart from a 10m 
gap for an early years garden 
at the eastern end and a 4m 
gap to provide vehicle access 
to the west). 

•  Read as a principal civic 
building within Kingsmere, be 
designed to provide a subtle 
contrast with its neighbours 
in terms of scale and colour, 
and be designed to maximise 
active frontage (whilst 
providing adequate privacy 
and security).

The buildings on this frontage 
must be set as close as 
possible to the public / private 
realm boundary, to maintain 
street enclosure, with greater 
setbacks only where required 
for break out playspace or for 
parents to gather.

Primary school

N
on
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Primary School
(within Urban Village
 character area)
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Non-residential uses: Primary School
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Community facilities Figure 4.14 The primary school site includes archaeological remains in the south-east of the area and a 
prominent frontage on the northern boundary that will contribute to the local centre. Section X-X is shown in 
Figure 4.16.(Detail of Parameter Plan, Figure 3.22).

Figure 4.15 Vehicle access to the site will require an ingress on the main frontage and egress to a 
minor road across adopted public open space. 

Primary school boundary

Vehicular ingress

Vehicular egress

Building frontage

Bowtop railing (1.1m high) and gates

Weldmesh fence (2m high) and gates

Protected historic barrows  
(playing fields over these)

Buildings within this zone only

x   x

Y        Y

m
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Figure 4.16 The eastern, 
southern and western 
boundaries of the primary 
school site will each require 
high quality and secure 
boundary treatments.  
Section X-X (right) shows 
fencing combined with 
suitable planting on the 
western boundary. Section Y-Y 
shows the eastern boundary, 
to the Primary Street.

Non-residential uses: Primary School

Other frontages

The primary school has a second 
frontage to a primary street – 
along the eastern boundary of 
the site. This part of the site 
will be laid out as hard and soft 
playspace.

A large section of the western 
boundary of the site is also 
frontage. This part of the site is 
also laid out as hard and soft 
playspace.

Boundary treatments

The private realm boundary line 
on the main frontage will be 
consistent with neighbouring 
properties either side.  
The boundary will be protected 
by a 1.1m tall bowtop, black 
coloured railing.

The private realm boundary line 
on the other frontages will also 
be consistent with neighbouring 
properties either side.  
These boundaries will be 
protected by a 2m black-
coloured weldmesh fence.

Where the boundary of the 
school abuts public open 
space, the 2m black-coloured 
weldmesh fence must be used 
in combination with planting 
to ensure an attractive and 
harmonious boundary edge. 
Figure 4.16 illustrates an 
appropriate landscape treatment 
adjacent to public open space.

Planting and public realm

All planting must accord with 
the Urban Village character 
area.  
Hard landscape materials must 
be chosen to complement the 
materials used in the Urban 
Village character area. Refer to 
Chapter 4 pages 106-119.

Architecture

The primary school must be 
of the highest quality design 
to reflect its importance as a 
principal civic building within 
Kingsmere. Quality will be 
assessed in terms of functionality, 
innovation and robustness (in 
both the short and long term), 
as well as in the standard of 
materials and detailing used.

On the main frontage the 
building must address and help 
enclose the street, include a 
clear main visitor entrance, be 
assertive within the streetscene 
and contribute as a peripheral 
element of the local centre. As 
a single-storey building with a 
maximum 9m height (adjoining 
neighbouring residential 
buildings which may be up to 4 
storeys / 14.5m) this will require 
a distinctive architectural 
approach to overcome any 
height difference, potentially 
including an accented roof form. 
Further verticality may also 
be expressed through feature 
elements such as vent stacks, 
flagpoles or cupolas.

Materials

Wall materials for the primary 
school will be those specified 
for the Urban Village character 
area:  
namely red or buff brick or render 
(painted). Modern materials that 
match in colour and tone may 
be acceptable. For reasons of 
robustness, brick is likely to be 
the principal material on the main 
frontage below head height.  
In order to contrast with its 
immediate neighbours, building 
materials and especially colours, 
should be carefully chosen. 
For example, if neighbouring 
buildings are red brick then the 
school might be in buff brick or 
render or a combination of these.

Roof materials may be slate or 
tile, or may be metal on flat or 
mono-pitch forms.

m

Section X-X. Planting area within 
school is illustrative.

Public open space Primary school site
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Non-residential uses: Primary School

The primary school building must be of the highest quality design to reflect its importance as 
a principal civic building within Kingsmere (above Greentrees primary school, Hampshire).

6m2m

Terence O’Rourke
Town Planning • Urban Design • Architecture
Landscape architecture •  Graphic design
Environmental consultancy • GIS
     

South West Bicester Primary school adjacent
to employment zone

2m min 3m3m

1:100@A4

min 2m
access strip

Primary school
fence

Section Y-Y.
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Nature of use

The exact nature of this school is 
currently (July 2008) unclear. It is 
therefore difficult to be definitive 
in describing the development of 
this site.

Site

The location, size and shape 
of the Education Campus 
site  is shown on the Land Use 
Proposals plan (Figure 3.1,  
page 32) and is mandatory.

The school site will be 3.14 
hectares. The school will 
also have direct access to an 
additional area to the south for 
recreation and sport.

Vehicular access

Vehicular ingress and egress to 
the site will only be available via 
the western corner closest to 
the primary street.

Vehicular access will be direct 
from the primary street to the 
west via a limited access drive 
provided for refuse and delivery 
vehicles as well as staff, disabled 
persons and coach parking.

Pedestrian access

Staff, students and others 
arriving on foot will access and 
egress the site via two gateways 
only. These will be at either end 
of the greenway (north-western) 
frontage. 

The primary pedestrian gateway 
(to be used by parents and 
visitors, or out of hours) will be 
alongside the vehicular gateway 
at the western corner of the site.
The second gateway will serve 
those coming from north of the 
site including those arriving via 
public transport or the main A41 
junction.

education campus

The Education Campus may use strong accent colours on part of the building to signal its landmark status.

Education 
Campus  
(including Sports Pavilion)

mandatoRy

Site size 3.14ha.

Vehicular Ingress From the Primary Street via a limited access driveway.

Coach access Parking and drop-off area for 6 coaches outside the site and adjoining the main 
entrance.

Pedestrian access Two gateways only. Primary entrance western end of greenway.  
Secondary entrance at eastern end of greenway.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

South west frontage Must be addressed by buildings, interpreted as the principal elevation, have an 
independence of form, design and materials, and maximise active frontage at 
the main entrance.

A41 frontage Building massing and roof form important in larger views.

Other frontages All fenced only.

Boundary treatments 2m tall black-colour weldmesh where necessary combined with landscape 
planting.

Planting As Whitelands character area.

Architecture Landmark building elements addressing south-west and south-east corners.  
Maximum building height of 11.5m.

Materials Must harmonise with Whitelands character area.

m
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Figure 4.17 The Education Campus site is self-contained but with three strategically important 
frontages. To the north is a public footpath and greenway. The southern frontage is open to playing 
fields with a key view from the southern approach to Kingsmere. The eastern A41 frontage will be 
largely screened by planting.  (Detail of Parameters Plan, Figure 3.22).
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Figure 4.18 The Education Campus will be accessed along its western boundary via footpaths, 
cycleways and a private drive. See Figures 4.20 and 4.21 for alternative treatments for section Z-Z.
See also Appendix 1, Figures App 1.12 and 1.13 for the Greenway and A41 frontages.
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Drop-off (from coaches)

A coach drop-off area will be provided close to the main pedestrian 
gateway / vehicular access to the Education Campus site. Space 
will be created for six coaches as part of a high quality southern 
gateway for Kingsmere.

Figure 4.19 shows an illustrative layout of this area.
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Figure 4.19 Southern Gateway: Vehicular access to the 
Education Campus will be via the primary street to the 
west. Between the street and the school boundary will 
be a drop-off area for pupils arriving by coach. This will 
comprise a one-way loop with passengers alighting from 
the school side of each coach. Six coach spaces will be 
provided. The landscape design will be rural in character 
reflecting its location on the southern periphery of the 
development.  
The highways layout and coach parking are mandatory.

m
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Cycling 

Cycling to and from the school 
will be encouraged.  
Covered and secure cycle 
parking will be provided within 
the Education Campus site.

South west frontage

The Education Campus has a 
main frontage facing south-west. 
This frontage is most prominent 
in views, with a major landmark 
opportunity at the western 
corner – combining with the 
main entrance to the school – 
and another overlooking the A41.

This frontage must:

•   Be directly and positively 
addressed by buildings.

•     Read as the principal 
elevation of a key civic 
building within Kingsmere.

•   Have an independence of 
form, design and materials 
(from surrounding buildings), 
in order to signal the nature 
of the use.

•    Be designed to maximise 
active frontage in and around 
the main entrance.

The main entrance of the 
building (at least) must be set 
close to the site entrance  
to ensure proper surveillance of 
that area, as well as a welcoming 
and legible approach for visitors.

Playing fields

Playing fields

School site

School site

Dimension and arrangement illustrative

Dimension and arrangement illustrative

Figure 4.20 Section Z-Z, Preferred option: The south-western boundary of the school overlooks playing fields which pupils will 
use. Preferably the school buildings will define this frontage with a subtle boundary treatment, as shown above. 

Figure 4.21 Section Z-Z, Security fence option: If a security fence for the south-western boundary is required it should be 
softened with planting, as shown above.
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Greenway frontage

The Education Campus also 
has a frontage to the public 
footpath greenway that adjoins 
the north-western boundary of 
the site. The greenway is a broad 
landscape corridor overlooked 
on its northern side by housing 
within the Whitelands character 
area. The greenway will be a 
busy pedestrian route on school 
days and a quiet leisure route at 
other times.

It is important that the school 
buildings positively address this 
frontage architecturally. It should 
also provide natural surveillance 
via ground and upper floor 
windows. Pedestrian gates at 
either end of this frontage will 
facilitate activity here on school 
days.

A41 frontage

The south-eastern frontage 
of the Education Campus 
overlooks the A41 as it enters 
Bicester. This frontage will be 
largely screened by planting 
and the school buildings will be 
of primary importance only in 
longer views. The massing of the 
building, and particularly its roof 
form and skyline profile, must be 
considered carefully.

Boundary treatments

Where necessary the site 
frontages will be secured by a 
continuous 2m black or green 
coloured weldmesh fencing 
system with lockable personnel 
and vehicular gates.

The south-west boundary 
may be secured by buildings 
fronting the open space. Where 
weldmesh fencing is proposed 
along the south-west boundary, 
it must be used in combination 
with landscape planting to 
ensure an attractive development 
edge. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 
illustrate appropriate landscape 
treatments along this edge.

The south-eastern and north-
western boundary treatments are 
illustrated in Appendix 1, Figures 
App 1.12 and 1.13

Planting and public realm

All planting must accord with 
the Whitelands character area. 
Refer to pages 130-131.  
Hard landscape materials must 
be chosen to complement 
the materials used in adjacent 
character areas.
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Site

The location of the Sports 
Pavilion site is shown on the 
Land Use Proposals plan 
(Figure 3.1) and is mandatory. 
The sports pavilion and its 
surroundings are likely to 
be owned and managed by 
Cherwell District Council. 

The Sports Pavilion site will be 
0.35ha.

Vehicular access

Vehicular ingress and egress to 
the Pavilion car park will only be 
available from the primary street 
immediately to the east.

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian access to the site 
will be predominantly via the 
Primary Street. Other pedestrian 
access arrangements from within 
the public open space will be 
provided.

Vehicle parking

Car and coach parking must 
be provided adjacent to the 
pavilion.  
Parking will be controlled by the 
Council so as to minimise use 
by those using neighbouring 
facilities.

Cycling 

Cycling to and from the pavilion 
will be encouraged.  
Covered and secure cycle 
parking will be provided 
adjacent to the pavilion.

Recycling 

The Sports Pavilion car park 
offers a potential location for 
the main public recycling centre 
for Kingsmere.

mandatoRy

Site size 0.35ha

Vehicular Access From the Primary Street.

Vehicle parking Car and coach parking on site.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

Architecture Maximum building height of 7m.

msports Pavilion
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Architecture

The Education Campus must 
be of the highest quality 
design to reflect its importance 
as a principal civic building 
within Kingsmere. Quality 
will be assessed in terms of 
functionality, innovation and 
robustness (in both the short 
and long term), as well as in 
the standard of materials and 
detailing used.

On the main frontage the building 
must sit comfortably within the 
landscape in distant views, whilst 
making a bold and confident 
statement in views close to the 
main entrance.  
The overall height and 
architectural scale of the 
building must relate to both 
long and short views, but must 
not exceed 11.5m. 

This will be reflected in the overall 
massing and form of the building 
as well as in the sub-division and 
detailing of elevations. A taller 
landmark element must be a key 
part of the building design at, or 
near, the main school entrance. 
The part of the building viewed 
by those approaching Bicester 
by vehicle from the south must 
also act as a landmark.

As a landmark civic building it 
is expected that the Education 
Campus will perform to the 
highest sustainability standards. 
This is likely to be reflected in 
the form, layout and architecture 
of the building, including for 
instance rooftop cooling vents.

Materials

The main wall and roof 
materials for the Education 
Campus must harmonise with 
the materials and colours used 
in the Whitelands character 
area.  
These include render, red or 
buff brick and natural and 
reconstituted stone. In view of its 
civic status, contrasting or accent 
colours may also be used, as 
may high quality modern cladding 
materials

Architecture / materials

The Sports Pavilion is an 
important landmark building 
on a prominent part of the site.  
It is a civic building which will 
be used by a wide cross-
section of the community.  
As such the building must be 
of the highest quality design. 
Quality will be assessed in terms 
of functionality, innovation and 
robustness (in both the short 
and long term), as well as in 
the standard of materials and 
detailing used.

The building may be located 
anywhere on the site (shown 
orange in Figure 4.22) It may 
be up to two storeys (7m 
maximum) in height but should 
be designed to sit horizontally 
within the landscape. The 
building will principally face 
the adjoining sports pitches 
(providing a sheltered viewing 
point for spectators). It must 
also have a clearly expressed 
main entrance which faces 
the car park and vehicular site 
entrance. 

Security

As a stand alone building some 
distance from its neighbours 
the Sports Pavilion may be 
vulnerable to vandalism or 
other anti-social behaviour. It is 
therefore vital that the building 
design process addresses the 
range of possible attacks on the 
pavilion in an holistic way.

A creative design approach 
should be used to look at 
ways in which the architecture, 
landscape and management 
of the building can combine 
to protect it. This will include 
maximising visibility from the 
adjoining primary street, drawing 
footpaths past the building, and 
providing active security lighting 
and cctv. The managers of the 
building may also explore the 
benefits of sharing responsibility 
for the pavilion with a residents 
group from Kingsmere.

The use of solid roller shutters 
to windows and doors must be 
avoided.

Sports Pavilion continued

Figure 4.22 The Sports pavilion will be a key landmark building as it occupies a 
prominent location within the southern gateway for Kingsmere. (Detail of Parameters 
Plan, Figure 3.22).

Sports pavilion
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Site

The location, size and shape of 
the Health Village site is shown 
on the Land Use Proposals plan 
(Figure 3.1) and is mandatory.

The site will be 2.69 hectares 
and will provide for a 
community hospital (1 hectare) 
and GP surgery (0.4 hectares). 
The remainder may include other 
health care facilities and / or an 
extra care elderly nursing home.

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian access to the 
site must be available on all 
public frontages to encourage 
walking and provide street activity.
Particular emphasis will be placed 
on entrances on the Oxford Road 
frontage and on the public right 
of way on the northern boundary 
as these will link best to the town 
centre.  
Pedestrian signage for the 
Health Village will be provided 
from the junction of Middleton 
Stoney Road and Oxford 
Road, from the local centre to 
Kingsmere, and from the A41 
gateway.

Vehicular access

Vehicle routes to and from the 
site must originate at the A41 
gateway and use the shortest 
possible route utilising primary 
and secondary streets only.

Should a more direct route from 
the A41 be seen as desirable, 
and is supported by the Highway 
Authority an additional planning 
application will be required. At the 
time this Code was adopted, such 
a direct route was not supported 
by the Highway Authority.

The main site entrance must 
be on the secondary street 
on the southern boundary, as 
close as possible to the western 
boundary of the Health Village 
site. This site entrance will be 
the principal entrance used by 
refuse vehicles, ambulances, 
visitor cars and heavy delivery 
vehicles. Other lesser entrances 
may be provided elsewhere on 
the secondary street or western 
boundary. (See Figure 4.24)
Vehicle signage for the Health 
Village will begin at the A41 
gateway and will also be 
provided from the local centre. 

Cycling 

Cycling to and from the Health 
Village will be encouraged. 
Covered and secure cycle 
parking will be provided on the 
site, accessible from the A41 
frontage, secondary street and 
public right of way / cycleway

Vehicle parking

The number of car, van and lorry 
parking spaces provided for the 
Hotel and employment uses 
will be as agreed with the local 
authority. The number provided 
will relate to a balance between 
minimising traffic movements, 
avoiding on-street parking and 
promoting alternative modes of 
transport and will be based on 
the parking standards adopted at 
the time of the outline permission 
for Kingsmere.

In general terms, vehicle parking 
for the zone will be provided 
inside an outer ring of buildings 
defining the perimeter of the 
zone. This will provide some 
security for vehicles, allow siting 
of the perimeter buildings close 
to the external street and reduce 
the visual impact of the parking. 
Vehicle parking will be controlled 
by the site owner.

Parking areas will be largely 
screened from views from 
outside the zone by buildings (on 
street frontages) or planting (on 
the A41).

Drainage

The surface water drainage 
system must be independent of 
the main network and provide 
surface water alluviation and 
storage within the plot, suitable 
for 100-year plus climate 
change events.

health Village mandatoRy

Site size 2.69ha, including 1.0 ha for a community hospital and 0.4ha for a GP surgery.

Vehicular access From the Primary and Secondary street network only. Main site entrance at south-
west corner.

Pedestrian access On all public frontages.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

Boundary treatments 1.1m tall railings only in front of street buildings. 2m tall railings between street 
buildings. Landscaped margin along public open space frontage. Petrol station 
boundary secured by 2.0m weldmash fence.

Planting As Pingle Brook character area.

Architecture Tallest buildings located closest to Oxford Road frontage and in site core. 
Maximum building height of 14.5m.

Materials Must harmonise in colour and tone with Pingle Brook character area.

m

Health Village
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Figure 4.23 The Health Village occupies a prime location adjoining routes to the town centre. It 
has key frontages to Pingle Brook open space, Oxford Road and the internal Secondary Street. 
(Detail of Parameters Plan, Figure 3.22).
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Figure 4.24 Access to the Health Village for vehicles will be via a secondary street. 
Pedestrians and cyclists will have entrances from all directions.
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The northern frontage (western 
side) overlooks the principal 
pedestrian route between 
Kingsmere and the town centre. 
This frontage (part of Y in Figure 
4.24) should be treated as a 
street with a high degree of 
enclosure and consistency.

The southern frontage (aside 
from that part adjoining the petrol 
station) is the main vehicular 
access to the Health Village and 
will therefore be a prominent 
arrival point. This frontage (part of 
Y in Figure 4.24) forms part of a 
street and Health Village buildings 
must be designed to provide 
street enclosure and natural 
surveillance. Buildings here must 
employ scale and materials that 
can be compatible with domestic 
buildings elsewhere in the street.
The western frontage forms one 
side of a street, the other half of 
which is residential. This will be 
a minor street and few Health 
Village vehicles will use it for 
access. Buildings on this frontage 
must be modestly scaled in order 
to support a residential character 
for the street.

Architecture

The Health Village site is 
sufficiently large, and with such a 
range of potential building types, 
that more than one architectural 
approach is desirable.

The key architectural 
requirement for the site is that 
the frontages are handled in the 
manner outlined above. Some 
frontages will require street 
architecture (Y in Figure 4.24) 
whilst others, principally that 
overlooking the open space (X 
in Figure 4.24), may be more 
broken and independent.

Building heights on the site 
may extend to four storeys 
(14.5m). This must however be 
used exceptionally, perhaps 
on landmark corners or on the 
Oxford Road frontage. 
 

Buildings on the western and 
southern frontages should be 
lower in order to sit comfortably 
with their residential neighbours.

The Health Village will partly 
comprise buildings and uses 
for the general public which will 
therefore have civic significance.  
These buildings and areas 
must be of the highest quality, 
assessed in terms of functionality, 
innovation and robustness (in 
both the short and long term), 
as well as in the standard of 
materials and detailing used.

Materials

Wall materials for the Health 
Village must harmonise with 
those specified for the Pingle 
Brook character area, which 
are red and buff brick or painted 
render, particularly overlooking 
the public open space and on 
the western edge of the site. 
Stone may also be used.
Given the potential for 
contemporary design on the 
site, especially on the Oxford 
Road frontage, materials such 
as steel, glass and timber will be 
acceptable.

Roof materials may be slate or 
tile, or may be metal on flat or 
mono-pitch forms.

Boundary treatments

All public realm frontages, 
except that to Pingle Brook 
open space, must be principally 
defined by the public elevations 
of buildings, including entrance 
doors and clear glazed windows. 
Buildings will be set close to the 
street pavement (maximum 
distance 1.5m) and may be set 
behind low (1.1m maximum) area 
railings. On the public open 
space frontage, buildings will be 
set back behind a landscaped 
margin.

Gaps between frontage 
buildings will be secured by  
tall (2.0m maximum) railings 
and gates.

The boundary with the existing 
petrol station must be secured 
by 2.0m weldmesh fencing 
preventing public access 
between the sites and access 
from Oxford Road along the 
boundary.

Planting and public realm

All planting should accord with 
the Pingle Brook character area 
(which the Health Village abuts) 
and all hard materials must be 
chosen to complement those 
used in that character area.

Frontages

The Health Village has three key 
frontages, to the south (due to 
main vehicle access), north (due 
to the open space and public 
right of way) east (due to Oxford 
Road), and a lesser street 
frontage to the west. All four 
frontages must be positively 
addressed by the public 
elevations of buildings.

The Oxford Road frontage  
(Z in Figure 4.24) is modest in 
length but important because it 
overlooks a key and historic 
route to the town centre. 
Buildings here will be part of a 
new series of buildings beside 
this road, including the new 
Education Campus and 
employment area, all of which 
will be partly contained behind 
boundary planting. 

A strong architectural consistency 
between these buildings is not 
considered necessary because of 
their different functions, nor is it 
especially practical. In common 
with the new buildings to the 
south, the Health Village buildings 
on this frontage will be confident 
and contemporary buildings 
indicating significant new uses in 
this part of Bicester. Whilst no 
vehicular access will be provided 
to this frontage a prominent 
pedestrian entrance must be 
accommodated.

The northern frontage (eastern 
side) overlooks Pingle Brook public 
open space (X in Figure 4.24) amd 
adjoins Pingle Brook residential 
character area. It is highly 
accessible by those on foot, either 
from Oxford Road or the town 
centre, as well as being prominent 
in views across the open space. 
Health Village buildings on this 
frontage should be designed with 
regard for neighbouring buildings 
in the Pingle Brook character area. 
This must be expressed in terms of 
the landscape setting and relative 
heights, and could include the use 
of similar materials.

Non-residential uses: Health Village
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Public buildings and areas of civic significance in the Health Village must be of the highest quality, assessed in 
terms of functionality, innovation and robustness (in both the short and long term), as well as in the standard 
of materials and detailing used.

Figure 4.25 Extract from Building Heights plan showing vicinity of the Health Village  
– see Figure 3.21 (Chapter 3).
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Nature of uses

The Employment Zone 
combines a 1.0 hectare site for 
an hotel and a 2.0 hectare site 
for general employment uses.

Site

The location, size and shape 
of the Employment Zone 
site is shown on the Land 
Use Proposals plan and is 
mandatory.

The total site area will be 3.0 
hectares.

Vehicular access

Vehicle routes to and from the 
zone must originate at the A41 
(eastern) gateway to Kingsmere 
and use the shortest possible 
route so as to minimise any 
impact on residential amenity.

Vehicular ingress and egress 
will be from the primary street 
on the western boundary of the 
Employment Zone, as close as 
possible to the A41.  
One or two entrances may be 
provided. The entrances will be 
used by staff, visitors, deliveries 
and refuse. 

No other vehicular entrances 
will be provided to the 
Employment Zone.

Vehicle signage for the Hotel 
and employment uses will begin 
at the A41 gateway and will 
also be provided from the local 
centre. 

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian access to the site 
and direct access to buildings 
must be available from the 
Primary street to the west  
and Side street to the north  
to encourage walking and provide 
street activity.  
Pedestrian signage for the Hotel 
and employment uses will be 
provided from the junction of 
Middleton Stoney Road and 
Oxford Road, from the local 
centre to Kingsmere and from 
the A41 gateway.

Cycling 

Cycling to and from the Hotel 
and employment uses will be 
encouraged.  
Covered and secure cycle 
parking will be provided for 
the Hotel and employment 
buildings, accessible from the 
primary street to the west and 
side street to the north.

employment Zone

Employment Zone
N

on
-r

es
id

en
tia

l u
se

s

mandatoRy

Site size 3.0ha, comprising 1.0ha for a hotel site and 2.0ha for employment purposes.

Vehicular access From the Primary Street only. One entrance shared between hotel and 
employment.

Pedestrian access From the Primary Street to the west and the Side Street to the north.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

Vehicle parking Number in accordance with 2008 standards. Located within the block not on 
primary street frontages. Management scheme to be submitted to LPA with any 
Reserved Matters submission.

Boundary treatments Landscape planting screen to A41 boundary. 1.1m tall railings only in front 
of buildings on Primary Street. 2m tall railings between all street frontage 
buildings. 3.0m landscaped margin along Primary and Side Street.

Planting As Urban Village character area.

Architecture Hotel provides landmark element at A41 gateway. Tallest buildings located close 
to A41. Maximum building height of 14.5m.

Materials Modern cladding systems with some brick, render and timber on residential 
streets.

m
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Figure 4.26 The Employment Zone has good visibility on the A41 as well as direct access from the 
eastern gateway. The western frontage forms one side of a Primary Street, leading to the Health 
Village, local centre and Primary school. (Details of Parameter Plan, Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.27 Access to the Employment Zone for vehicles will be from the Primary Street.  
Approximate ingress/egress locations are shown above.
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Non-residential uses: Employment Zone

Vehicle parking

The number of car, van and lorry 
parking spaces provided for the 
Hotel and employment uses 
will be as agreed with the local 
authority. The number provided 
will relate to a balance between 
minimising traffic movements, 
avoiding on-street parking and 
promoting alternative modes of 
transport and will be based on 
the Council’s parking standards, 
current at the time of the 
reserved matters application.

In general terms, vehicle parking 
for the zone will be provided 
inside an outer ring of buildings 
defining the perimeter of the 
zone. This will provide some 
security for vehicles, allow 
siting of the perimeter buildings 
close to the external street and 
reduce the visual impact of the 
parking. Some frontage parking 
may be acceptable for visitors 
on the minor street. Vehicle 
parking will be policed by the 
building operators or a private 
management company.

Parking areas will be largely 
screened from views from outside 
the zone by buildings (on street 
frontages) or planting (on the A41).

A41 frontage (A)

The A41 frontage offers significant 
prominence to the Hotel and 
employment buildings. This 
visibility, combined with good 
access to and from the strategic 
highway network, should be 
capitalised on through the design 
and siting of key zone occupiers. 
 
Buildings within the zone may 
be up to 4 storeys (14.5m).  
The tallest buildings within the 
zone must be sited on this 
frontage. (See Figure 4.30, 
section Z–Z).

Western frontage (B)

The western frontage forms 
one side of a primary street 
and includes the main vehicular 
access to the zone. Buildings on 
this frontage must be designed 
and sited to provide street 
enclosure and natural surveillance, 
whilst minimising any adverse 
impact on residential amenity. 
Buildings here will not necessarily 
use the same materials or 
scale as the domestic buildings 
opposite, but should be similar 
in overall height, and preferably, 
in the proportion of glazing within 
façades. Buildings here should 
have a similar setback as the 
residential buildings in the street 
to provide enclosure.

Northern frontage (C)

The northern frontage also forms 
part of a street frontage, albeit 
a lower order street. It is most 
accessible by those on foot, 
either from the local centre, 
Oxford Road or the town centre, 
but has no prominence in views 
beyond Kingsmere. This frontage 
should be treated as a street with 
a high degree of enclosure and 
consistency. Buildings on this 
frontage must be designed and 
sited to provide street enclosure 
and natural surveillance, whilst 
minimising any adverse impact on 
residential amenity. Buildings here 
will not necessarily use the same 
materials or scale as the domestic 
buildings elsewhere in the street, 
but should be similar in overall 
height and the proportion of 
glazing within façades. Buildings 
here may have a greater setback 
from the street compared with the 
residential buildings in the street, 
to allow for boundary planting and 
some external car parking.

No external storage, servicing or 
working areas will be acceptable 
on frontages B and C. Such 
activities shall be contained 
within the Employment Zone 
core. Units which define these 
frontages must contribute to the 
attractiveness, life and security 
of the adjoining street. They 
must be of high quality design 
and materials, and incorporate 
windows and doors into façades 
where possible, to ensure natural 
surveillance.
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Figure 4.29 Section Y-Y. The Primary Street on the eastern frontage must have employment building façades 
to help provide enclosure.

Figure 4.30 Section Z-Z. Employment fronting A41.
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Landscape architecture •  Graphic design
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Primary school
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Figure 4.28 Section X-X, The minor street on the northern frontage should have a modest landscape buffer 
incorporating trees to soften the relationship between the Employment Zone (including the Hotel) and residential uses.

Tree protection zone for existing 
hedge (dimension varies)

Non-residential uses: Employment Zone
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Boundary treatments

All street frontages will be 
principally defined by a 
landscape strip with the  
public elevations of buildings, 
including entrance doors and 
non-reflective glazed windows, 
set behind.

In the Primary Street,  
buildings will be closer to  
the landscape strip, to  
enhance street enclosure,  
and may be set behind low 
(1.1m maximum) area railings. 
In the minor street, buildings will 
be set further back to allow for 
boundary planting and some car 
parking.

Buildings adjoining the A41 
boundary must be setback 
a minimum of 3m from the 
existing tall hedgerow.

Planting and public realm

All planting should accord with 
the Urban Village character area 
(which the Employment Zone 
abuts) and all hard materials 
must be chosen to complement 
those used in that character 
area. Additional planting will 
be provided here to create a 
substantial low-level screen.

Architecture / materials

The Employment Zone is 
sufficiently large, and has such a 
prominent frontage to the A41, 
that more than one architectural 
approach is desirable.

The key architectural 
requirement for the site is that 
the frontages are handled in  
the manner outlined above.  
The western and northern 
frontages will require street 
architecture whilst the A41 
frontage is more independent 
and may be formed by pavilion 
buildings, of up to 4 storeys 
high (14.5m).

Overall it is expected that 
buildings in the Employment 
Zone will be contemporary in 
design, using modern cladding 
materials as well as steel and 
glass. Buildings on the street 
frontages should be designed to 
refer to the residential character 
of the adjoining streets. On 
these streets softer or warmer 
materials, such as brick, 
render and timber, should be 
employed. Stone could be used 
throughout the zone but may be 
best employed at key entrances 
or prominent elevations.

Figure 4.31 Extract from Building Heights plan showing vicinity of 
the Employment Zone.
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*       within this area 5% may be 1 storey  
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as landmark or marker buildings

**    within this area10% may be 3 storey  
 (for landmark or marker buildings) 

***    within this area 10% may be 2   
storey and 10% may be 3.5 storey 

Building heights across the site 
may extend to four storeys. In 
practice this should be focused 
on the A41 frontage where the 
scale of the landscape allows. 
Buildings on street frontages 
should be lower in order to sit 
comfortably with their residential 
neighbours.
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Most buildings within the zone will provide flexible space combining storage,  
delivery and operations areas with client and administrative offices.

The Employment Zone has a prominent frontage to the A41 whilst, within Kingsmere, the frontages should address important local streets.
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character area comparisons m
 

avenue 
formal, simple, calm, structured

Pingle brook 
informal, soft, green, loose

urban Village 
diverse, lively, compact, enclosed

Whitelands
informal, soft, quiet, spacious

density 35-40 majority.
30-35 western and southern 
edge.

30-35 majority. 35-40 majority.
40-45 around local centre.
30-35 southern fringe.

30-35 majority.

building 
heights

Refer to Figure 3.21, page 63.
2 storey on edge. 
Maximum 2.5 to 3.5 storey 
along primary road.

Refer to Figure 3.21, page 63.
Mostly 2 storey. 

Refer to Figure 3.21, page 63.
Mostly 2 to 2.5 storeys. 
Increasing to 4 storeys at Local 
Centre.

Refer to Figure 3.21, page 63.
Mostly 2 storey. 
Increasing to 2.5 to 3.5 storey 
along primary street.

building 
types

No non-residential types. No non-residential types.. Commercial / Community.
Primary school.
Housing.

No non-residential types.

spatial 
arrangement

Rectilinear streets generally.
Frequent symmetry of spaces, 
landscape, streets and 
building groups.
Axial views within the urban 
area, occasionally ending 
beyond its edge.
Strong emphasis on a clear 
hierarchy of streets and 
spaces.

Meandering streets and 
mews generally.
No symmetry.
Glimpsed views of the public 
open space from within the 
urban area.

Gridded streets with frequent 
crossroads.
Occasional symmetry.
Closed views occasionally with 
marker buildings.
Clear hierarchy of streets and 
spaces.

Deformed grid of streets with 
occasional crossroads.
Little symmetry.
Closed views, occasionally 
with marker buildings.
Subtle expression of hierarchy 
of streets and spaces.
Organic form on edge.

block types Perimeter. Perimeter. Perimeter. Perimeter.

Frontage 
setbacks

0.6m minimum.
Increasing up to 6m on edge.

0.6m minimum.
Between 0.6 to 2.4m.

0.6m mostly.
Maximum 1.2m.

0.6m minimum.
Increasing up to 6m on edge.

Form Narrow fronted and wide 
fronted.

Majority of wide fronted 
buildings.

Primarily narrow fronted 
buildings.

Majority wide fronted / steep 
pitched roof.

composition Formal, both in layout and 
architecture.

Informal both in layout and 
architecture.

Compact layout. Informal both in layout and 
architecture.

scale Larger scale buildings and 
architectural elements on 
Primary Street boulevard.
Larger scale buildings or 
elements occasionally used in 
townscape compositions to  
add weight to a significant 
building or group.

Larger scale buildings 
and elements generally 
overlooking the park and 
towards the town centre.

Larger scale buildings and 
elements on primary street / 
Local Centre.

Larger scale buildings and 
elements on Primary Street or 
marker buildings.

Verticality & 
horizontality

Majority horizontal emphasis. Majority vertical emphasis – 
but no proportion prescribed.
Mix within streets to add 
variety.

Majority vertical emphasis –  
but no proportion prescribed.
Mix within streets to add 
variety.

Majority horizontal emphasis.

Façades Occasional (single or double 
height) shallow projecting 
bays (maximum projection 
1.0m).
Occasionally terraces 
bookended by matching 
architectural features.

Occasional (single or double 
height) shallow projecting 
bays (maximum projection 
1.0m).
Occasionally corners 
celebrated with feature 
windows.

Minimum projecting bays.
Occasionally corners celebrated 
with bay windows or feature 
windows.

Minimal articulation or 
modelling to ensure simple 
flat façades generally.
Occasional (single height) 
shallow-depth, broad-fronted 
projecting bays (maximum 
projection 1.0m).

Wall materials Approximate proportions 
- red (75%) or buff (10%) 
brick. Stone through 
coloured render (15%). Stone 
appropriate on rural edge.

Approximate proportions – 
red (50%) or buff (10%) brick. 
Through coloured render or 
brick (30%). Stone (10%)

Approximate proportions – 
red (40%) or buff (10%) brick. 
Through coloured render (50%).

Approximate proportions – 
Through coloured render (60%), 
red brick (20%), stone (20%). 

Roof 
materials

Approximate proportions – 
Grey artificial slate (70%).  
Brindle red plain concrete tiles 
(30%).

Approximate proportions – 
Grey artificial slate (30%). 
Brindle red plain concrete 
tiles (70%).

Approximate proportions – Grey 
artificial slate (70%). 
Brindle red plain concrete tiles 
(30%).

Approximate proportions - 
Grey artificial slate (50%). 
Brindle red plain concrete 
tiles (35%).  Clay tile (15%). A 
proportion of thatch can be 
used.

colour Render coloured to match 
pale grey stone, also magnolia 
and pastel creams.

Render coloured / brick 
painted pale grey, magnolia 
and pastel creams. White 
used as accent colour or on 
marker buildings only.

Render coloured to match pale 
grey stone, or white, magnolia 
or pastel creams.

Pale grey stone.
Render coloured to match 
stone, also pastel creams.

Features 20% of houses must have 
chimneys.

Greater number of landmark / 
marker buildings.

20% of houses must have 
chimneys, increasing to 40% 
on edge.
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character area comparisons
 

avenue 
formal, simple, calm, structured

Pingle brook 
informal, soft, green, loose

urban Village 
diverse, lively, compact, enclosed

Whitelands
informal, soft, quite spacious

street type Primary street

boundary 
treatment

0.9 to 1.2m high black metal 
railings (with formal hedge in 
private front gardens).

N/A Contemporary clean-lined 
railings.

Low stone or rendered walls.

Road surface Asphalt (HRA) with dark grey 
granite aggregate chippings.

N/A Asphalt (HRA) with dark grey 
granite aggregate chippings.

Asphalt (HRA) with dark grey 
granite aggregate chippings.

Footpath 
surface

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

N/A Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Kerbing Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerb.

N/A Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerb.

Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerb.

street type secondary street

boundary 
treatment

Black metal railings on plinth. 1.2m high simple estate black 
metal railings or hedge.

Low picket fence or grassed / 
planted front garden.

Low picket fence or grassed 
/ planted front garden. Wattle 
fencing for side boundaries.

Road surface Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt 
aggregate.

Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt 
aggregate.

Asphaltic surface course 
utilising grey basalt aggregate.

Asphaltic surface course utilising 
grey basalt aggregate.

Footpath 
surface

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Impermeable concrete slabs 
(buff).

Kerbing Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerbs.

Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerbs.

Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerbs.

Conservation straight faced 
concrete kerbs.

street type side street

boundary 
treatment

Low vernacular brick walls or 
low formal hedge.

Grassed or planted front 
gardens.

Low picket fence and / or 
grassed / planted front gardens.

Low picket fence and / or grassed 
/ planted front gardens. Wattle 
fencing for side boundaries.

Road surface Porous concrete block paving 
(mid grey).

Porous concrete block paving 
(mid grey).

Porous concrete block paving 
(mid grey).

Porous concrete block paving 
(mid grey).

Footpath 
surface

As carriageways. As carriageways. As carriageways. As carriageways.

Kerbing Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel.

street type minor street / mews minor street / mews / 
country lane

minor street / mews minor street / mews /  
country lane

boundary 
treatment

None – or planting or grass None – hedge or planted 
garden.

None – or gravel trim or small 
planted front garden.

None – or gravel trim or small 
planted front garden. Wattle 
fencing for side boundaries.

Road surface Porous concrete block paving  
(cool/light grey) or resin bound 
gravel surface dressing on 
rural edge.

Porous concrete block paving 
(cool/light grey) or resin bound 
gravel surface dressing.

Porous concrete block paving  
(cool/light grey).

Porous concrete block paving  
(cool/light grey) or resin bound 
gravel surface dressing on rural 
edge.

Footpath 
surface

Shared with road surface. Shared with road surface. Shared with road surface. Shared with road surface.

Kerbing Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel. Flush conservation channel.

street furniture
(all streets)

Clean-lined chunky metal 
bollards, Clean-lined timber 
slat and metal framed seats, 
simple square black bins, 
Clean-lined contemporary 
styled black metal tree grilles.

Square timber bollards, 
traditional parkland benches 
with arms, timber clad simple 
square bins, porous gravel 
tree pits.

Square timber bollards, 
traditional parkland benches 
with arms, timber clad  
simple square bins, porous 
gravel tree pits.

Square timber bollards, 
traditional parkland benches with 
arms, timber clad  
simple square bins, porous gravel 
tree pits.

street lighting
(all streets)

Contemporary but traditional 
shaped lighting columns.

Contemporary but traditional 
shaped lighting columns.

Contemporary but traditional 
shaped lighting columns.

Contemporary but traditional 
shaped lighting columns.

Street lighting must accord with Oxfordshire County Council specification for lighting columns.

squares / 
pocket spaces

Formal hedgerows.
Strong avenue tree planting. 
Hardy amenity shrubs.
Areas for informal planting 
around existing copse / 
hedgerows and greenways.

Reinstated Pingle Brook.
Strong ecological value.
Large open space.
Meadows  / wildflower 
grassland.

Hard, paved landscapes.
Strong street tree planting.
Hardy amenity shrubs.
Areas for urban activity  
in the local centre. 
Urban central green corridor.

Soft, green landscapes. Informal 
space.
Small local greens.
Large focal street trees. 
Residential development edges 
the countryside / meadows /open 
space.

landscape Minimum 50% native plants, 
increasing on rural edge.

Minimum 80% native plants. Minimum 50% native plants. Minimum 80% native plants.

m
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Water

Developers should provide 
dual flush WCs and low water 
use showers. Sustainable 
drainage systems will ensure 
surface water is reintroduced 
immediately back into the 
groundwater.

ecology

Developers must have regard 
to the ecological management 
and habitat creation strategy, 
approved pursuant to the 
Section 106 agreement. 
Kingsmere will be developed 
in a manner which preserves 
existing features of ecological 
value whilst enhancing diversity 
through the incorporation of  
new habitats.

health and well-being

A pre-completion sound testing 
regime may be used to ensure 
that Kingsmere meets current 
building regulation requirements 
on noise transfer between 
dwellings. Daylighting is of great 
importance, and properties will 
be orientated to maximize this 
where possible.

Developers, for all parts of 
the site, will be required to 
demonstrate how their design 
solutions have positively 
engaged with challenging site 
factors, such as noise, and how 
their schemes will promote 
the health and well being of 
residents or occupiers.

Waste management

Kingsmere will be developed 
with a Waste Management 
Strategy which will be in 
accordance with Site Waste 
Management Plans which came 
into force in April 2008. This will 
drive down waste and starts 
from the supply chain, through 
deliveries on site, into waste 
segregation to ensure that any 
waste products we have can be 
recycled where possible. 

The waste minimisation strategy 
should include the following: 

•     Review design to ensure 
waste is considered regarding 
modular sizes, etc. 

•     Use pre-fabricated assemblies 
where practical.

•     Re-use materials.

•     Re-cycle materials.

•     Waste segregation.

•   Ensure supply chain is 
aware of minimal packaging 
requirements.

secured by design

Particular regard will be given to 
the need to create a defensible, 
secure and self-policing 
development where empty 
areas are avoided and where 
buildings, streets and spaces 
are positively overlooked by 
residents in adjacent buildings. 
Public spaces are well defined, 
used by both pedestrians and 
vehicles and overlooked by 
surrounding buildings.

Corner buildings with doors 
and windows within the gable 
ends will maintain surveillance 
to both frontages. Wherever 
possible housing and other 
buildings will be used to provide 
a barrier between public space 
and private back gardens. 
Footpaths, both public and 
private, will have a clear forward 
visibility of at least 10 metres 

and avoid corners or potential 
hiding places. The length of 
all paths to front doors will be 
minimised and designed to be 
overlooked by habitable rooms. 
Light fittings to external areas 
will be designed to provide 
adequate and even distribution 
of lighting levels. 

At detailed design stage 
particular regard will be paid to 
providing: 

•   The materials and design 
of doors, door frames 
and windows to minimise 
opportunities to force an entry 
to the property.

•   Where upper floor doors 
and windows are accessible 
by whatever means, they 
will comply with the higher 
security requirements applied 
to ground floor openings.

•   Lamp posts to external areas 
will be unclimbable and any 
wall mounted fittings out of 
reach.

•    Light fittings will be vandal-
resistant. 

•   Consultation with the relevant 
Architectural Liaison Officer 
/ Crime Prevention Officer 
must be undertaken and 
the principles of Secured by 
Design taken into account in 
the design of the scheme as 
outlined above. 

•    Developers must demonstrate 
how they have incorporated 
Secured by Design principles 
as part of their Reserved 
Matters submissions.

integrated tenure 

Kingsmere will be tenure 
blind with affordable housing 
forming an integral component 
of each phase. It is intended 
that the street scene between 
affordable and open market 
housing will blend seamlessly. 
The elevational treatments and 
external specifications will be 
identical to the open market 
units. Tenure types will be 
carefully integrated across the 
scheme to promote a cohesive 
and balanced community.

Affordable housing areas will 
be clustered within each phase. 
Clusters will be of no more 
than 10 units (where only social 
rented housing or intermediate 
rented housing) or 15 units 
(where shared ownership 
housing is also provided).
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Figure 6.1 Phasing Plan.
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ALL DEVELOPERS MUST LIAISE DIRECTLY WITH CHERWELL 
DISTRICT COUNCIL WITH REGARD TO THE INFORMATION 
REQUIRED IN RESPECT OF RESERVED MATTERS APPLICATIONS, 
TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH THIS DESIGN CODE.
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Figure 6.2 Open space and landscape plan.
(Triggers for open space, play areas, structural planting and key highway infrastructure).
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A 4.5m wide central reservation is mandatory for the primary street in the Avenue character area.  
Further information on the primary street details is provided in Chapters 3 and 4 of the Code.

Terence O’Rourke
Town Planning • Urban Design • Architecture
Landscape architecture •  Graphic design
Environmental consultancy • GIS
     

Avenue

180601/LA/DC/016d

South West Bicester NTS

Central Reservation

4.5m3.5m 3.5m

Carriageway Carriageway

2m

Path

2m

Path

4m clearance for
buses

10m high and 8m 
spread after 25yrs.
Approx 15m high and 
8m spread at maturity.

5.5m high and 3m 
spread on planting.
(2.2m clear stem)

Swale
Max 600mm high 
evergreen hedge

Acer platanoides 
'Columnaris' (or similar).

Trees to be planted centrally along 
the central reservation at a spacing 
of between 7.5m to 10m.

m

m

Western development edge

Avenue (primAry street)

Figure App 1.2 Avenue development edge.

Figure App 1.3 Avenue.

A 10m habitat corridor with edge planting is mandatory around the edge of the Avenue character area.
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concept sketch: Greenway

180601/LA/DC/005f

South West Bicester NTSDRAFT

LEAP

LAP

1

1

2

2

3

7

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

6

6

3

3m cycleway along western edge of greenway 

As well as providing a pleasant amenity area, the greenway  
should be designed to encourage species diversity

A LEAP and a LAP in the greenway area

Vehicular links across the greenway must be 3.5m wide 
shared surfaces with no kerbing

The public realm around the LEAP should be  
designed to prioritise pedestrian movements

Housing should front on to the LEAP and greenway

Hedging used to stop parking on grass

greenWAy

Figure App 1.4 Plan of greenway.

A

A

7

mm

m
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The greenway provides an important movement and habitat link through the development.

3m 

19m in width

2m

Greenway

Cycleway

Informal mown pathMeadowExisting hedgerow

Private
frontage

Private
frontage

Pathway

2.5m

Swale

greenway : section

180601/LA/DC/004d

South West Bicester NTS

Section A-A'

0.6-1m0.6-1m

greenWAy

Section A-A

Figure App 1.5 Section through greenway.

The greenway is to be 19m wide. m
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green route (public footpath)

Figure App 1.7 Illustrative plan showing the LEAP and green route. The design of the LEAP should reflect the 
contemporary public realm materials proposed for the Urban Village character area.

Figure App 1.6 Concept design
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The public right of way provides a vital movement route through the development

Section B-B, Looser Green route

Figure App 1.8 Sections A-A and B-B

2m

Pathway 8-12m

Central public space

3.5m

Private driveway

3m

Cycleway/footpath

2m

Pathway
8-10m

Central public space

3m

Cycleway/footpath

min 5m

min 5m

Varied development frontage

Section A-A

Section B-B

Tighter green route

Looser green route
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central corridor : section

180601/LA/DC/002e

South West Bicester NTS

min 1.5m

3.5m

Private driveway

min 1.5m

Public right of way

Public right of way

Section A-A, Tighter green route

2m

Pathway 8-12m

Central public space

3.5m

Private driveway

3m

Cycleway/footpath

2m

Pathway
8-10m

Central public space

3m

Cycleway/footpath

min 5m

min 5m

Varied development frontage

Section A-A

Section B-B

Tighter green route

Looser green route
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central corridor : section

180601/LA/DC/002e

South West Bicester NTS

min 1.5m

3.5m

Private driveway

min 1.5m

Public right of way

Public right of way

note:   The central public space is to be a minimum of 8m wide. All front 
gardens along the green route are to be a minimum of 1.5m wide 
and to be planted.

If vehicular access is proposed along the edge of the green route, private driveways should 
be used to avoid the need for lighting.
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Figure App 1.9 Illustrative concept plan

The design for Pingle Brook is intended to create a naturalist public park overlooked by housing and the health village.
The design is illustrative and will be developed further as part of the Reserved Matters application.

pingle brook
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pingle brook

HAbitAt link

Figure App 1.10 Section A-A

Figure App 1.11 Section and plan (opposite) showing habitat link via Foxey Leas Copse.

Private
frontage

Native hedging

2m 3-5m

Planting
and grass

5.5m

Shared surface

2m

Shared surface

Terence O’Rourke
Town Planning • Urban Design • Architecture
Landscape architecture •  Graphic design
Environmental consultancy • GIS
     

Internal Habitat Links

180601/LA/DC/010a

South West Bicester NTS

Private
frontage

m
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The habitat link is to be  
no less than 3m wide.  
The alignments of the habitat 
links are illustrative and can be 
changed as part of the housing 
layout design.

Habitat links are mandatory 
to create wildlife corridors 
between Foxey Leys Copse 
and Whitelands Park and the 
Education Campus greenway.

Habitat links are to include 
100% native tree and shrub 
planting and areas of longer 
grass.

HAbitAt link

Habitat links

m
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Section A-A

Figure App 1.12: South-Eastern boundary of Education Campus adjacent to the A41

Figure App 1.13: North-Western boundary of Education Campus adjacent to greenway

educAtion cAmpus lAndscApe edges
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A 10 m wide greenway along 
the western edge of the 
Education Campus and 12m 
wide wildlife corridor along the 
eastern edge are mandatory.

m
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Figure App 1.14 An illustrative layout for Whitelands Park

WHitelAnds pArk And development edge
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Meadow/Wild f lower Meadow/Wildf lowerClose mown grass 40m

Private
frontage

1.5m4mApprox 2.5m

Shared surfaceGreen edgeExisting
hedge

Private
frontage

2.5m4m1.5mApprox 2.5m

Shared surfaceGreen
 edge

Existing
hedge
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development edge : sections

180601/LA/DC/001d

South West Bicester NTS

Section
Elevation A-A'

Section B-B' Section C-C'

3m

Swale

Varies to take
account of RPA

Varies to take
account of RPA

Section B-B

Meadow/Wild f lower Meadow/Wildf lowerClose mown grass 40m

Private
frontage

1.5m4mApprox 2.5m

Shared surfaceGreen edgeExisting
hedge

Private
frontage

2.5m4m1.5mApprox 2.5m

Shared surfaceGreen
 edge

Existing
hedge
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development edge : sections

180601/LA/DC/001d

South West Bicester NTS

Section
Elevation A-A'

Section B-B' Section C-C'

3m

Swale

Varies to take
account of RPA

Varies to take
account of RPA

Section C-C

Note: RPA = Root Protection Area
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Figure App 1.15 Section line shown on Figure App 1.14

perimeter roAd

Figure App 1.16 Section showing Perimeter Road. Note: The proposal swale crosses over to the other side of the road along the length of the perimeter road - see Figure 3.11

WHitelAnds pArk / development edge

Meadow  / Wildflower Close mown grass 40m
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Meadow  / Wildflower
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CBA/Templates/Protective Fencing Diagram Feb 2008 
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1.  Standard scaffold poles 
2.  Uprights to be driven into the ground 
3.  Panels secured to uprights with wire ties and where necessary standard scaffold clamps 
4.  Weldmesh wired to the uprights and horizontals 
5.  Standard clamps 
6.  Wire twisted and secured on inside face of fencing to avoid easy dismantling 
7.  Ground level 
8.  Approximately 0.6m driven into the ground 
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tree protection 
meAsures

tree protective fencing and 
tree protection plan

The protective fencing shall  
be erected in accordance  
with the location set out on  
the Tree Protection Plan.  
Two options are available.

Option one 
As this site has many areas that 
are not proposed for intensive 
construction such as roadways, 
landscaping and vehicle parking 
areas, the majority of the 
protective fencing can be of a 
lower standard than option 2, 
such as Chestnut pale.  
This should be positioned no less 
than 15m from construction areas. 
If trees and hedges require 
protection less than 15m from 
intensive construction such as 
buildings and structures, standard 
fencing as specified in BS5837: 
2005 should be put in place. 
  
The Chestnut pale fencing 
should be secured to stout 
wooden posts at no less than 
3m intervals in order to form a 
tight secure fence line. If the 
fencing is damaged or becomes 
slack so its protective capabilities 
are reduced, the fence should be 
repaired so as to re-instate it to 
its former standard without delay.

Option two
The barrier is to comprise of a 
vertical and horizontal framework, 
well braced to resist impacts, 
with vertical tubes spaced at a 
maximum interval of 3m.  
Onto this, weldmesh panels will 
be fixed securely with wire or 
scaffold clamps (Figure App 1.17 
below and Figure 2 of BS5837: 
2005). Weldmesh panels on 
rubber or concrete feet are not 
resistant to impact and should 
not be used in close proximity to 
the development. Refer to Figure 
App 1.17: Tree Protective fencing 
specification

Once the fencing is in place it 
must remain in-situ throughout
the following list:

• Contractor occupancy.   
• Plant and Materials delivery. 
• Construction works.  
• Installation of porus surfacing. 
• Utility installation. 
• Completion of development. 
• Landscaping.

The area within the Construction 
Exclusion Zone (CEZ) will be
regarded as sacrosanct, and the 
tree protective fencing shall not 
be taken down or relocated at 
any time without the written 
approval of the Local Authority.

Additional arboricultural 
advice for site personnel

To provide site personnel with 
additional information regarding
the requirements of Tree 
Protection, a leaflet, appended at 
CB5 shall be issued to all staff at 
the time of their site induction.  
Spare copies of this leaflet shall 
be available in the site office as 
replacements.  

In order to inform site personnel 
of the purpose of the fencing,
information notices shall be fixed 
to the fencing at 5m intervals.
These notices shall be of 
all-weather construction and 
shall be substantially in the form 
of the specimen provided at 
appendix CB5 and replaced as 
and when necessary.

construction exclusion 
Zone (ceZ) 

Inside the Construction Exclusion 
Zone (CEZ) formed by the
protective fencing, the following 
prohibitions shall apply:

•	 	No	construction	activity	will	
occur within the CEZ unless 
otherwise stated in this report 
or agreed in writing with 
Cherwell District Council  
prior to the said activity  
taking place.

 
In addition to the above, further 
precautions are necessary
adjacent to trees outside the CEZ:

•  Materials, which will 
contaminate the soil eg 
concrete, diesel oil and vehicle 
washings, shall not be 
discharged within 10 metres  
of the tree stem. This should 
take into consideration the 
topography of the site and 
slopes, to avoid materials such 
as concrete washings running 
towards trees.

•  Fires shall not be lit in a 
position where their flames  
can extend to within 5 metres 
of foliage, branches or trunk.  
This will depend on the size of 
the fire and the wind direction.

•  Notice boards, telephone 
cables or other services shall 
not be attached to any part of 
the tree. (See appendix CB5 
Common Causes of Damage 
During Construction Works).

Figure App 1.17 Tree protective fencing specification for option two

1 Standard scaffold poles

2 Uprights to be driven into ground

3
Panels secured to uprights with wire ties and, 
where necessary, standard scaffold clamps

4 Weldmesh wired to uprights and horizontals

5 Standard clamps

6
Wire twisted and secured on inside face of 
fencing to avoid easy dismantling

7 Ground level

8 Approximately 0.6m driven into ground
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using tHe design code

Before using the Code please 
read the Introduction (Chapter 
1), especially regarding which 
elements of the Code are 
mandatory (see page 6).

The Code specifies: 
 Mandatory / fixed parameters 
which must be provided by 
developers. These may include 
street dimensions, building 
or public realm materials or 
building types. 

The following questions will 
guide the user to relevant 
parts of the document, and 
the authorities responsible for 
implementation.

1.  What part of kingsmere 
are you developing?

There are 7 character areas. 
Please check which character 
area you are in as each has 
specific coding information. 
 
(Check page 6, Figure 3.1,  
Land Use Proposals &  
Chapter 4).

There is generic coding 
information covering the whole 
master plan (eg. the street 
hierarchy). 

(Check chapter 3).

residential areas and local centre

3 
Avenue

2 
pingle
brook

1  
Whitelands

4 
urban
village

non-residential areas

5 
education
campus

6 
employment
Zone

7 
Health
village

client / project

drawing title

scale drawn by

date checked by

drawing no. revision no.

status

Town planning • Urban design • Environmental consultancy 
Landscape architecture • Architecture • Graphic design

Everdene House  Deansleigh Road  Bournemouth  BH7 7DU 
Telephone 01202 421142  Facsimile 01202 430055  
Email maildesk@torplc.com

© Terence O’Rourke

RSApril 08

Road Hierarchy Plan

Countryside / South West Bicester

revisions

1806.01/DC/RHP

DRAFT

SWDNTS

Application boundary

Development Blocks

Local centre (retail/community/employment/residential)

Employment

Health Village

Hotel

Education campus

Primary school

Primary school reserve site

Primary street

Secondary street

Side street

Non - vehicular/rights of way

Minor street (lane or mews)

Private drive

I

D 01.02.08 adjusted road hierarchy SWD
E 08.04.08 adjusted road hierarchy SWD
F 14.04.08 adjusted road hierarchy SWD
G 18.04.08 adjusted road hierarchy SWD
H 09.05.08 adjusted block layoutSWD
I 08.07.08 added traf fic calming SWD

Traffic calming

Street hierarchy plan.
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Landscape framework plans.
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Non-residential uses: Health Village
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Figure 4.23 The Health Village occupies a prime location adjoining routes to the town centre. It 
has key frontages to Pingle Brook open space, Oxford Road and the internal Secondary Street. 
(Detail of Parameters Plan, figure 3.22)

SIte

The location, size and shape of 
the Health Village site is shown 
on the Land Use Proposals plan 
and is mandatory.

The site will be 2.69 hectares 
and will provide for a community 
hospital (1.0 hectares) and GP 
surgery (0.4 hectares). The 
remainder may include other 
health care facilities and / or an 
extra care elderly nursing home 
(and / or general employment 
uses as an alternative use).

Vehicular access

Vehicle routes to and from the 
site must originate at the A41 
gateway and use the shortest 
possible route utilising primary 
and secondary streets only.

The main site entrance must be 
on the secondary street on the 
southern boundary, as close 
as possible to the western 
boundary of the health village 
site. This site entrance will be 
the principal entrance used by 
refuse vehicles, ambulances, 
visitor cars and heavy delivery 
vehicles. Other lesser entrances 
may be provided elsewhere on 
the secondary street or western 
boundary. (See Figure 4.24)

Vehicle signage for the Health 
Village will begin at the A41 
gateway and will also be 
provided from the local centre. 

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian access to the site 
must be available on all public 
frontages to encourage walking 
and provide street activity. 
Particular emphasis will be placed 
on entrances on the Oxford Road 
frontage and on the public right 
of way on the northern boundary 
as these will link best to the town 
centre. Pedestrian signage for 
the Health Village will be provided 
from the junction of Middleton 
Stoney Road and Oxford Road, 
from the local centre to Kingsmere, 
and from the A41 gateway.

Cycling 

Cycling to and from the Health 
Village will be encouraged. 
Covered and secure cycle 
parking will be provided on the 
site, accessible from the A41 
frontage, secondary street and 
public right of way / cycleway.

Vehicle parking

The number of car, van and lorry 
parking spaces provided for the 
Hotel and employment uses 
will be as agreed with the local 
authority. The number provided 
will relate to a balance between 
minimising traffic movements, 
avoiding on-street parking and 
promoting alternative modes of 
transport and will be based on 
the parking standards adopted at 
the time of the outline permission 
for Kingsmere.

In general terms, vehicle parking 
for the zone will be provided 
inside an outer ring of buildings 
defining the perimeter of the 
zone. This will provide some 
security for vehicles, allow siting 
of the perimeter buildings close 
to the external street and reduce 
the visual impact of the parking. 
Vehicle parking will be controlled 
by the site owner.

Parking areas will be largely 
screened from views from 
outside the zone by buildings (on 
street frontages) or planting (on 
the A41).

Frontages

The Health Village has three key 
frontages, to the south (due 
to main vehicle access), north 
(due to the open space and 
public right of way) east (due 
to Oxford Road), and a lesser 
street frontage to the west. All 
four frontages must be positively 
addressed by the public 
elevations of buildings.

The Oxford Road frontage  
(Z in figure 4.24) is modest in 
length but important because 
it overlooks a key and historic 
route to the town centre. 
Buildings here will be part 
of a new series of buildings 
beside this road, including the 
new Education Campus and 
employment area, all of which 
will be partly contained behind 
boundary planting. 

m

Health Village

Figure 4.24 Access to the Health Village for vehicles will be via a secondary 
street. Pedestrians and cyclists will have entrances from all directions.m
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Landmark buildings

C
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Marker buildings

Health Village boundary

Vehicle ingress (main)

Vehicle egress (main)

Vehicle ingress (minor)

Vehicle egress (minor)

Main pedestrian / cycle entrances

Weldmesh fence (2m high) and gates

Pingle Brook frontage (see text)

Street frontage (see text)

Oxford Road frontage (see text)

Mandatory elements

Site size 2.69ha, including 1.0 ha for a community hospital and 0.4ha for a GP surgery

Vehicular Access From the Primary and Secondary street network only. Main site entrance at south-
west corner.

Pedestrian access On all public frontages.

Cycling Covered and secure cycle parking provided on site.

Boundary treatments 1.1m tall railings only in front of street buildings. 2m tall railings between strett 
buildings. Landscaped margin along public open space frontage. Petrol station 
boundary secured by 2.0m weldmash.

Planting As Pingle Brook character area.

Architecture Tallest buildings located closest to Oxford Road frontage.  
Maximum building height of 14.5m.

m

Health Village2.  What land uses do you 
propose?  

These are located and defined  
in the Code.

(Check pages 30-33).

3.  What infrastructure 
elements are within your 
site area, and which are 
you implementing?  
     
 

The Code covers landscape, 
open space, biodiversity and 
wildlife, play space, surface and 
foul water drainage and street 
network. The Code clarifies, in 
the Delivery & Review chapter, 
which elements are to be 
provided by individual developers 
and which strategic infrastructure 
is to be provided by the owner / 
lead developer.

(Check Chapter 3 section 3.2, 
Chapter 6 and Appendix 1).

Land use plans.

There is specific non-residential 
coding information.  

(Check pages 120-139).

Non residential uses section, within Chapter 4.
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4.  What built form do you 
propose?  

The Code specifies density, 
building heights, townscape, 
architecture and parking.

(Check Chapter 3, section 3.3 
and the relevant character area, 
Chapter 4).

5.  How will you deal with 
matters of detail?  
  

Such as public realm, boundary 
treatment, utilities, refuse, 
recycling.

(Check Chapter 3,section 3.4).

6.  How will you address 
sustainability?   

The agreed sustainability 
standards are set out in the Code 
as well as a commitment to SUDS.

(Check Chapter 5 and Chapter 3, 
pages 46-50).

7.  Who are the key delivery 
and approval authorities 
and company for 
kingsmere? 

As at July 2008:

•   Countryside Properties 
(Bicester) Ltd is the lead 
developer and will vet all 
proposals for Kingsmere prior 
to submission for statutory 
approvals.

•   Cherwell District Council is the 
local planning authority who 
will determine all Reserved 
Matters proposals. CDC 
will also adopt all public 
open space and operate the 
community building and sports 
pavilion.

•    Oxfordshire County Council is 
the adopting highway authority 
and will be the main consultee 
in respect of planning 
applications for highways. 
OCC will manage public and 
on-street car parking. OCC 
is also the local education 
authority, who will own both 
the Primary School and 
Education Campus.

•     Approval authorities in relation 
to SUDS are shown on page 
50.
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contact details

Countryside Properties  
(Bicester) Ltd
The Drive
Brentwood
Essex CM13 3AT

01277 260 000
01277 690 600
www.countryside-properties.com

Cherwell District Council
Planning, Housing & Economy
Cherwell District Council
Bodicote House, Bodicote, 
Banbury,
Oxon
OX15 4AA

(01295) 252535
www.cherwell-dc.gov.uk

Oxfordshire County Council

Environment and Economy 
Oxfordshire County Council 
Highways Department
Speedwell House
Speedwell Street
Oxford
OX1 1NE 

01865 810463

 

 Environment Agency 

 Surface Water drainage
  Environment Agency 
 Red Kite House
 Howbery Park
 Wallingford
 Oxfordshire
 OX10 8BD 

 01491 828455

 Thames Water Utilities Ltd 

  Foul water drainage
 Developer Services
 Development Engineer (Waste)
 Thames Water Utilities Ltd 
 1st Floor, Rose Kiln Court
 Rose Kiln Lane
 Reading   
 RG2  0HP

 0118 964 2809 

consultees

Key stakeholders who formed 
the Design Code steering group:

Cherwell District Council

Oxfordshire County Council

Environment Agency

Thames Water

Countryside Properties  
(Bicester) Ltd

Terence O’Rourke Ltd

WSP Group

The following people / 
organisations attended, or were 
represented at, one or more 
of the stakeholder workshops, 
or otherwise engaged with the 
consultation process.

Cherwell District Council

Cllr Norman Bolster      
(District & County)

Cllr Andrew J. Fulljames     
(District & Chesterton Parish)

Cllr D.L. Hughes       

Cllr Mrs C. A. Fulljames    

Cllr Michael Gibbard

As well as District Council 
officers

Oxfordshire County Council

Cllr C.H. Shouler

As well as County Council 
officers

Chesterton Parish Council

Cllr. David A Jones

Cllr. Philip J Clarke

Wendlebury Parish Council

Cllr Anna McDonagh     

Cllr Kathy Sharp      

Other stakeholders

Environment Agency (Drainage)

Environment Agency (Ecology)

Environment Agency

Bromford Housing Group

Paradigm Housing Group Ltd.

Berks, Bucks & Oxon Wildlife 
Trust

Oxfordshire PCT

Thames Valley Police

Stakeholder workshop 
independent facilitator:  
Kevin Murray Associates

Please contact Countryside 
Properties (Bicester) Ltd for a full 
list of those people who attended 
the stakeholder workshops in 
June 2007 and January 2008.
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6  
No Reserved Matters 
applications shall be made 
or development commenced 
until Design Codes for the 
site have been produced in 
accordance with Condition 7 
and following consultation with 
the Local Planning Authority and 
other stakeholders, have been 
submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The development 
shall thereafter be carried out in 
accordance with the approved 
Design Codes.
 
reason: Design Codes, together 
with the Proposals Plan are
required at the beginning of the 
development process to ensure 
that the subsequent Reserved 
Matters applications are 
considered and determined
by the Local Planning Authority 
in the context of an overall 
approach for the site consistent 
with the requirement to achieve a 
high quality design as set out in 
the Environmental Statement and 
Policy H10 of the Non Statutory 
Cherwell Local Plan and to 
comply with Policies G2, G3 and
H3 of the Oxfordshire Structure 
Plan 2016.

7 
The Design Codes shall include;
 
a)   the character, mix of uses 

and density of each phase 
identified on the Proposals 
Plan to include the layout of 
blocks and the structure of 
public spaces

b)   the character and treatment 
of the structure planting to 
the development areas 

c)    guidance of surface water 
control including design 
standards and methodology 
for sustainable drainage 
systems, detail of specific 
features and constraints, 
including appropriate 
options for SUDs 
features, considerations 
for implementing during 
construction, and adoption 
requirements

d)    the building height, scale, 
form, design features and 
means of enclosure that 
will form the basis of the 
character of each phase, 
sub-phase or parcel

e)    the street form and hierarchy 
and the features that will 
be used to restrict traffic 
speeds and create legibility 
and requirements for street 
furniture

f)     the approach to car parking 
and cycle parking within 
the phases, sub-phases 
and parcels and the level 
of car and cycle parking to 
be provided to serve the 
proposed uses

g)    the pallet of materials to be 
used within each character 
area

h)    the treatment of any hedge 
or footpath corridors 
and retained trees and 
woodlands and local areas 
of play within each phase, 
sub phase or parcel 

i)      measures to ensure energy 
efficiency and compliance 
with BREEAM Eco Homes 
good / very good ratings

j)      the measures to be 
incorporated to protect the 
amenities of the occupiers of 
existing properties adjacent 
to the site

k)    measures to be 
incorporated into the 
development to ensure all 
properties have convenient 
locations for individual waste 
and recycling bins

l)   lighting proposals
 
reason: Design Codes, together 
with the Proposals Plan, are
required at the beginning of the 
development process to ensure 
that the subsequent Reserved 
Matters applications are 
considered and determined
by the Local Planning Authority 
in the context of an overall 
approach for the site consistent 
with the requirement to achieve a 
high quality design as out in the 
Environmental Statement and 
Policy H10 of the Non Statutory 
Cherwell Local Plan 2011 and to 
comply with Policies G2, G3
and H3 of the Oxfordshire 
Structure Plan 2016.

8 
The Proposals  Plan and Design 
Codes shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority within 
12 months of the date of this
permission.
 
reason: The Proposals Plan and 
Design Codes are required to 
guide the development and the 
consideration of Reserved Matter 
applications for the development 
of the site. It is therefore essential 
that they are submitted early to 
enable the delivery of housing to 
meet the requirements of Policy 
H1 of the Oxfordshire Structure 
Plan 2016

conditions 6-8 for the 
design code are  
set out below;
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glossAry

Specialist Term Meaning

Active Frontage The façade with the main entrance into 
the residential property. The percentage 
of active frontage specified in the code 
includes garages and side street entrances 
along the street.

Attenuation ponds
(Also called  
detention basin)

A flood storage reservoir, which at 
Kingsmere comprises a combination of dry 
basins or basins with permanent water for 
most of the year. 

bound gravel surface An asphalt road with a resin bound gravel 
surface dressing.

character Areas A homogeneous development area, which 
displays common characteristics in terms 
of the townscape, architecture, public realm 
and landscape. 

ecoHomes A version of BREEAM for Homes, it 
provides an authoritative rating on how 
sustainable a development will be once 
constructed. 

employment Zone The employment zones includes a 1.0 
hectare site for an hotel and a 2.0 hectare 
site for general employment uses.

environmental impact 
Assessment (EIA)

An assessment that determines the likely 
significant effects of the development on the 
environment.

greenway A linear landscape area that provides 
strategic informal open space, a corridor 
for wildlife and a cycle and pedestrian link 
through the development. 

Health village A 2.69 hectare site comprising a community 
hospital, GP surgery and other health uses 
such as a nursing home for the elderly.

landmark building A strategically important building to convey 
special importance or of particular visual 
significance. 

marker building A locally distinctive building to aid 
with legibility and help convey the key 
characteristic of character area.

mega block Large development blocks that are 
mandatory.

mini block Smaller development blocks that are 
illustrative but help explain how the 
development should be designed to create 
a legible street network to ensure easy 
movement through the development.

outline Application Kingsmere has outline planning consent. 
The outline application establishes the 
general principles of the development, such 
as the number of houses proposed or the 
physical extent of the development.

Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

bAp Cherwell Biodiversity Action Plan

ciriA Construction Industry Research 
Information Association

lAp Local Area for Play

leAp Local Equipped Area for Play

mugA Multi Use Games Area

neAp Neighbourhood Equipped Area for Play

nHbc The National House-Building Council

oWls Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study

suds Sustainable Drainage System

glossAry

Specialist Term Meaning

perimeter block A group of buildings that define a 
development plot and help to create clear 
separation between the public and private 
realm.

primary Frontage Strategically important group of buildings 
that define a key public space or gateway 
into the development.

public realm The area between buildings that includes 
public highway and areas of public open 
space.

reserved matters 
Application

A submission to the local authority following 
outline planning approval, which sets out 
the details of the development such as the 
building materials or appearance of the 
houses. 

secondary Frontage Buildings that help define and emphasise 
key routes through the development, for the 
most part located on the primary street.

section 106  
Legal Agreement

An agreement between the landowner(s) 
and relevant authorities, which secures the 
funding and the delivery of key aspects 
of the development, such as the primary 
school or highway infrastructure.

shared surface An area of public realm used by pedestrians 
and vehicles, where no vertical separation 
(such as kerbing) is present. 

swale A shallow grass depression providing 
temporary storage for storm water and 
taking water overland to storage or 
discharge facilities. 

traffic calming Measures used to slow traffic within the 
adoptable highway such as a change of 
material or the horizontal alignment of the 
road. 

sAmp
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